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ıD-modules on rigid analytic spaces

Andreas Bode

Abstract

Following the notion of p-adic analytic differential operators introduced by Ardakov–Wadsley,

we establish a number of properties for coadmissible ÙD-modules on rigid analytic spaces. Our

main result is a ÙD-module analogue of Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem, considering the ‘naive’

pushforward from ÙDX -modules to f∗ÙDX -modules for proper morphisms f : X → Y . Under as-

sumptions which can be naturally interpreted as a certain properness condition on the cotangent

bundle, we show that any coadmissible ÙDX -module has coadmissible higher direct images. This

implies among other things a purely geometric justification of the fact that the global sections

functor in the rigid analytic Beilinson–Bernstein correspondence preserves coadmissibility, and

we are able to extend this result to arbitrary twisted ÙD-modules on analytified partial flag va-

rieties.

Our results rely heavily on the study of completed tensor products for p-adic Banach mod-

ules, for which we provide several new exactness criteria. We also show that the main results of

Ardakov–Wadsley on the algebraic structure of ÙD still hold without assuming the existence of a

smooth Lie lattice. For instance, we prove that the global sections ÙDX(X) form a Fréchet–Stein

algebra for any smooth affinoid X.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

LetK be a complete non-archimedean field of mixed characteristic with discrete valuation ringR,

uniformizer π and residue characteristic p. Schneider and Teitelbaum initiated in [40, 41, 43, 44]

the study of locally analytic K-representations of p-adic groups. These can be analysed via the

representation theory of the distribution algebra D(G,K) and its subalgebra Ū(g) of distribu-

tions supported at the identity.

In order to obtain a geometric interpretation of Ū(g)-modules, Ardakov and Wadsley introduced

in [5, 6] the notion of a ÙDX -module on a rigid analytic space, which allows for a localization

result analogous to the classical Beilinson–Bernstein theorem on algebraic flag varieties.

Let us first briefly recall the classical, i.e. algebraic Localization Theorem due to Beilinson–

Bernstein and Brylinski–Kashiwara.

Theorem 1.1 (see [9, 17]). Let G be a reductive algebraic group over an algebraically closed

field of characteristic 0, with Borel subgroup B and Lie algebra g. Let X = G/B be the flag

variety of G and DX the sheaf of differential operators on X. Then the global section functor

M 7→M(X) defines an equivalence of categories

Γ : DX -mod→ U(g)0 -mod

between the category of (quasi-coherent) DX-modules and representations of g with trivial central

character, such that coherent DX-modules correspond to finitely generated U(g)0-modules.

The quasi-inverse is given by localization, by associating to a U(g)0-module M the sheaf

on X given by the sheafification of

U 7→ DX(U)⊗DX(X) M.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

For non-trivial central characters, a ‘twisted’ version of this equivalence holds, provided the

character is regular and dominant. For singular characters, a derived equivalence can be estab-

lished, or an analogue of the above on the partial (parabolic) flag variety G/P (see [7]).

The Beilinson–Bernstein equivalence opened up a fruitful interplay between algebraic geom-

etry and the representation theory of algebraic groups and is often viewed as the starting point

of modern geometric representation theory. It found immediate application in the proof of the

Kazhdan–Lusztig conjectures, but its benefits are much more obvious than that. In more basic

terms, note the clear parallel to the study of quasi-coherent OY -modules on an affine scheme Y .

For this reason, we sometimes say that by the above theorem, the flag variety is D-affine. Fol-

lowing this line of thought, the Beilinson–Bernstein equivalence allows us to study U(g)-modules

locally on X much in the same way that an A-module M can be studied locally by considering

the corresponding quasi-coherent sheaf on SpecA.

This thesis can be viewed as a contribution towards the development of a theory of analytic dif-

ferential operators ÙD on rigid analytic K-spaces, following the definitions of Ardakov–Wadsley

in [5]. We will recall the precise definition later, but only note for now that ÙD comprises dif-

ferential operators of a more analytic nature, allowing infinite order operators with a suitable

convergence condition.

This notion allows us to view ÙD as a quantization of analytic functions on the cotangent bundle,

analogously to the algebraic situation.

One particular feature of the rigid analytic setting is that there is no reasonable notion of a

quasi-coherent module. Neither is the category of coherent ÙD-modules well-behaved, as ÙD itself

is not a coherent sheaf of rings.

Instead, we will work in the following framework: we will show (Theorem 5.5, generalizing

[5, Theorem 6.4]) that for every smooth affinoid K-space U , ÙD(U) is a Fréchet–Stein algebra

as defined by Schneider and Teitelbaum [44]. Thus ÙD(U) = lim←−Dn(U) is an inverse limit of

Noetherian Banach algebras with flat connecting maps, and we consider the abelian category

of coadmissible modules (obtained from inverse limits of finitely generated Dn(U)-modules with

suitable localization properties) as a suitable replacement of the category of coherent modules.

Indeed, interpreting ÙDX as a quantization of analytic functions on the cotangent bundle T ∗X,

the notion of coadmissibility matches directly the structure of coherent modules on rigid analytic

vector bundles.

Accordingly, Ardakov established a (G-equivariant) rigid analytic Beilinson–Bernstein corre-

spondence between coadmissible Ū(g)-modules with trivial central character and coadmissible
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ÙDX -modules on X, the analytification of the flag variety (see [1, Theorem 6.4.8]).

In this thesis, we will mainly be concerned with the question of ÙD-module pushforwards (direct

images and higher direct image functors) along proper morphisms. Note that the correspondence

above implies that the pushforward f∗ = Γ(X,−) for f : X → SpK preserves coadmissibility.

We will vastly generalize this statement by giving conditions when a proper morphism f : X → Y

of smooth rigid analytic K-spaces gives rise to a pushforward preserving coadmissibility. Two

versions of our results can be phrased as follows.

Theorem 1.2. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of smooth rigid analytic K-spaces such

that Y admits an admissible covering (Yi) by affinoid subspaces with the property that there exists

a Lie algebroid L such that L |Xi is free on each Xi = f−1Yi, together with an epimorphism of

Lie algebroids L → TX .

Then f∗ÙDX is a sheaf on Y whose sections over admissible open affinoid subspaces are Fréchet–

Stein algebras, and if M is a coadmissible ÙDX-module, then Rjf∗M is a coadmissible f∗ÙDX-

module for each j ≥ 0.

Corollary 1.3. Let X be a proper smooth rigid analytic K-space. If TX is generated by global

sections, then ÙDX(X) is a Fréchet–Stein algebra and RjΓ(X,M) is a coadmissible ÙDX(X)-

module for each j ≥ 0 and any coadmissible ÙDX-module M.

We can view these statements as ÙD-module analogues of Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem

for coherent O-modules [32], which indeed provides both intuition and practical tools for the

proof of the above and will be discussed in great detail in chapter 4.

The conditions formulated in our results can be interpreted as certain properness conditions on

the cotangent bundle in a natural way. Following Ardakov–Wadsley, all results are proved in

the more general context of Lie algebroids.

In particular, a more general version of our results enables us to treat the twisted sheavesÙDλ and their analogues on partial flag varieties in a unified manner, and realize this part of the

Beilinson–Bernstein theorem as a special case of a more general geometric phenomenon.

One may note that it is much more common to describe a D-module pushforward sending

DX -modules to DY -modules via transfer bimodules, usually in a derived sense. While this the-

ory is not yet entirely developed for ÙD-modules, we expect that one can use our results above

to define such a functor for any proper morphism between smooth rigid analytic K-spaces and

establish a version of the Proper Mapping Theorem on the derived category of ÙD-modules with

values in complete bornological K-spaces of convex type, a category which already appeared in

[2] and in a more general form in [8]. We also mention that this would naturally extend the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

functor from [6] for the case of closed embeddings.

We identify three main ingredients for our proofs, corresponding to the chapters 3, 4 and 5, as

explained below. These can be summarized as the study of exactness properties for completed

tensor products of p-adic Banach modules (chapter 3), a generalization of Kiehl’s arguments in

[32] to a wider class of Noetherian Banach K-algebras which we call strictly NB algebras (chap-

ter 4), and a generalization of the structure theory of ÙDX in [5] (chapter 5). Many properties

of the sheaf ÙDX were previously only known under the additional assumption that X admits a

smooth Lie lattice, which can be thought of as a smoothness condition on an R-model for X.

We remove this assumption and show the following.

(i) For any smooth affinoid K-space X, ÙDX(X) is a Fréchet–Stein algebra.

(ii) For any affinoid subdomain U of X, the restriction map ÙDX(X)→ ÙDX(U) is c-flat.

While this makes little difference in practice (as subdomains admitting smooth Lie lattices form

a basis for the weak G-topology), it is reassuring that these basic properties only rest on features

of the geometry over K. It might also help in defining analogues of common D-module theoretic

functors intrinsically rather than locally.

Structure

We now describe the content of each chapter in turn.

In chapter 2, we summarize all relevant ideas from non-archimedean functional analysis, G-

topologies and rigid analytic geometry, including coherent modules and various results on Čech

and sheaf cohomology. We also give a detailed treatment of rigid analytic vector bundles and

locally free sheaves. Unlike most sources, we construct rigid analytic vector bundles as rigid

analytic K-spaces in order to make our heuristics of quantization more concrete.

In chapter 3, we give a number of technical results concerning completed tensor products and

strict morphisms of p-adic Banach modules over a Banach algebra A. By analyzing the π-torsion

of the tensor product of unit balls (and the corresponding higher Tor groups), we obtain various

new conditions under which the functor B“⊗A− preserves exactness of a given sequence. This

includes necessary and sufficient conditions in the case of strict short exact sequences of Banach

A-modules.

In chapter 4, we discuss Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem [32] for coherent O-modules in rigid
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analytic geometry. Since large parts of the proof as given in [32] can be adapted for our pur-

poses, we will carefully verify that these statements remain true for a wider class of algebras

than considered in the original paper – instead of only allowing affinoid algebras, we will talk

about a class of (possibly non-commutative) Noetherian Banach algebras which we call strictly

NB algebras. The proofs in this chapter are almost identical to those in [32], but more general

and sometimes cleaner due to our insistence on a discrete valuation.

We note that a similar approach was taken in [31], where the arguments in [32] are generalized

in a slightly different direction, with different applications in mind.

In chapter 5, we introduce Fréchet–Stein algebras and coadmissible modules, and show thatÙD(X) is a Fréchet–Stein algebra for any smooth affinoid X. In fact, if X is a smooth affinoid

K-space, we can construct an inverse system of sheaves Dn withÙDX(U) = lim←−Dn(U)

satisfying the conditions in the Fréchet–Stein definition for all admissible open affinoids U si-

multaneously. We summarize this by saying that ÙDX is a global Fréchet–Stein sheaf. A more

general result will later yield the same for spaces Xi as in Theorem 1.2.

We similarly generalize statements on c-flatness and vanishing higher cohomology and recall

basic properties of coadmissible modules.

In chapter 6, we present the proof of a Proper Mapping Theorem for ÙD-modules. The proof

comes naturally in two parts. We first apply the arguments in chapter 4 to show that affinoid

sections are coadmissible, using chapter 5 to reduce the problem to finitely generated modules

over strictly NB algebras. We then use results from chapter 3 to get the required localization

properties. We stress in particular that the localization part here is in some sense more elemen-

tary than for O-modules (but it relies on Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem).

We conclude the chapter by giving a geometric interpretation of our results, viewing ÙD as the

quantization of analytic functions on the cotangent bundle. From this perspective, all condi-

tions which we impose can be seen as requiring the existence of a morphism between certain

vector bundles, and insisting that this map be proper. In this sense the conditions intuitively

generalize the situation of the flag variety, where the corresponding moment map is known to

be proper (restrict [18, Proposition 3.1.34] to the cotangent bundle). We provide a number of

naturally occuring examples where our theorems apply, obviously including twisted sheaves ÙDλ
on analytic (partial) flag varieties.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Notation

Throughout, K will be a complete non-archimedean field of mixed characteristic with discrete

valuation ring R and uniformizer π.

Given an R-module M , we will write M̂ for the π-adic completion of M , and abbreviate M̂⊗RK
to M̂K .

For a semi-normed K-module M , M̂ will denote the completion of M with respect to this semi-

norm, while M◦ will denote the elements with semi-norm less than or equal to 1.

If i = (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Nm is a multi-index, we write |i| = i1 + i2 + · · · + im, and abbreviate the

expression

Xi1
1 X

i2
2 . . . Xim

m

to Xi. Similarly, we will sometimes shorten K[X1, . . . , Xm] to K[X] when the number of

polynomial variables is understood.

18



Chapter 2

Background material

We begin by recalling some elementary facts concerning the analysis of Banach algebras and

Banach modules, Grothendieck topologies and rigid analytic geometry.

2.1 Basic functional analysis

We first collect some standard results about Banach spaces. Suitable references for a more

detailed treatment are e.g. [16, 19, 22]. Most references assume vector spaces to be real or

complex, but the arguments remain valid over K. The books [13] and [42] describe explicitly

the case of a non-archimedean ground field, though often in much greater generality than we

need.

A (non-archimedean) norm on a K-vector space V is a function |−| : V → R≥0 satisfying the

following:

(i) |x| = 0 if and only if x = 0.

(ii) |ax| = |a| · |x| for any a ∈ K, x ∈ V .

(iii) |x+ y| ≤ max{|x|, |y|} for any x, y ∈ V .

If only the second and third condition are satisfied, we call |−| a semi-norm.

We will call |V | \{0} = (Im |−|)\{0} the value set of (V, |−|). For example, the absolute value

turns the field K itself into a normed K-vector space, and its value set is discrete by assumption.

In fact, |K∗| = |π|Z.

If a normed K-vector space V is complete with respect to the (metric) topology induced by |−|,
we call V a Banach space.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL

Lemma 2.1 (see [42, Proposition 3.1]). A K-linear map between two semi-normed K-vector

spaces φ : V →W is continuous if and only if it is bounded in the sense that there exists a real

number c ≥ 0 such that |φ(v)| ≤ c · |v| for all v ∈ V .

In particular, two norms |−|1, |−|2 on V will be equivalent if and only if the identity map

(V, |−|1) → (V, |−|2) and its inverse are both bounded, i.e. there exist integers a and b such

that

πaV ◦1 ⊆ V ◦2 ⊆ πbV ◦1 .

We briefly discuss sums, subspaces and quotients.

Lemma 2.2 (see [13, Definition 2.1.5/1, Proposition 2.1.5/6]). If (V, |−|V ), (W, |−|W ) are

two normed K-vector spaces, then

|v ⊕ w| = max{|v|V , |w|W } (v ∈ V, w ∈W )

defines a norm on the direct sum V ⊕W . If V and W are Banach, this turns V ⊕W into a

Banach space.

If W is a K-vector subspace of a normed K-vector space V , then the restriction of the norm

naturally makes W a normed vector space. We call this the subspace norm on W .

Lemma 2.3 (see [22, Fact 1.5]). Let W be a subspace of a Banach K-vector space V . Then W

equipped with the subspace norm is Banach if and only if W is a closed subspace of V .

Similarly, the quotient vector space V/W can be equipped with a quotient or residue

semi-norm by setting

|x+W |V/W = inf
w∈W

|x+ w|V .

The quotient semi-norm is a norm if and only if the subspace W is closed in V (see [13, Propo-

sition 1.1.6/1, Proposition 2.1.2/1]).

Lemma 2.4 (see [22, Proposition 1.35]). If V is Banach and W is a closed subspace, then V/W

with the quotient norm is a Banach space.

Given two normed spaces V and W , the space of continuous K-linear maps HomK(V,W ) is

equipped with the sup norm, given by

|φ| =

0 if V = 0

supx 6=0
|φ(x)|
|x| otherwise
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2.1. Basic functional analysis

for any φ ∈ HomK(V,W ). This turns HomK(V,W ) into a normed K-vector space. It is Banach

if W is Banach (see [42, Proposition 3.3]).

It is worth pointing out at this point that the category of Banach K-spaces with continuous

morphisms is not an abelian category (see [30, Example 8.3.7.(iii)]), but only a quasi-abelian

category in the sense of Schneiders (see [45]).

The following result, usually called the Open Mapping Theorem, is well-known and will be

referred to quite frequently.

Theorem 2.5 (see [22, Theorem 2.25], [42, Proposition 8.6]). A continuous surjection between

two Banach K-spaces is open, i.e. maps open sets to open sets.

Corollary 2.6 (see [42, Corollary 8.7]). Let V be a K-vector space with two Banach norms

|−|1, |−|2 such that the identity map (V, |−|1) → (V, |−|2) is continuous. Then |−|1 and |−|2
are equivalent.

The strong triangle inequality ensures that for any semi-normed K-vector space V , the unit

ball V ◦ is an R-submodule. The notions of lattice and associated (Minkowski) gauge semi-norm

formalize the relation between semi-norms and their unit balls.

Definition 2.7. A lattice of a K-vector space V is an R-submodule L ⊆ V such that L⊗RK ∼=
V . Given a lattice L, we define its gauge semi-norm by

|−|L : V → R≥0
x 7→ |x|L = inf

a∈K
x∈aL

|a|.

It can be checked easily that this defines a semi-norm on V (see [42, p. 8]) and becomes a

norm if and only if L is π-adically separated, since the kernel of |−|L is ∩πnL.

Lemma 2.8. Let (V, |−|) be a normed K-vector space with unit ball V ◦. Then V ◦ is a lattice

of V , and |−| is equivalent to the gauge norm |−|V o .

Proof. The first statement is obvious from the definition, the second is the content of [42, Lemma

2.2.i].

Thus we can define a norm up to equivalence just by specifying the unit ball. Moreover,

we can replace any norm on V by an equivalent one whose value set is |K∗| (by discreteness of

|K∗|, the infimum in Definition 2.7 is attained).
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We will make repeated use of the following standard result.

Lemma 2.9. Let V be a normed K-vector space such that the value set |V \ {0}| is discrete. If

W is a vector subspace of V then the unit ball of the quotient V/W under the quotient semi-norm

is given by the image of the unit ball V ◦ of V under the natural projection. Moreover, V/W has

the same value set as V .

Proof. By definition of the quotient semi-norm,

|x+W |q = inf
y∈x+W

|y|

for any x ∈ V . Suppose |x+W |q ≤ 1. If |x+W |q < 1, then some element of x+W is contained

in V ◦. If |x + W |q = 1, discreteness of the value set implies that the infimum in the definition

above is attained, i.e. there is again some y ∈ V o ∩ (x+W ).

Note that even if the value set of V is not discrete, we can consider the lattice p(V ◦) in V/W ,

where p : V → V/W is the natural projection. While the associated gauge semi-norm might

not be equal to the quotient semi-norm, it is still equivalent, as the unit ball of the quotient

semi-norm (V/W )◦ satisfies p(V ◦) ⊆ (V/W )◦ ⊆ π−1p(V ◦).

Given an arbitrary R-module M , we can obviously interpret the image of M under the nat-

ural morphism M →M ⊗R K as a lattice, i.e. as the unit ball of some semi-norm.

Lemma 2.10. The kernel of the morphism M →M ⊗K is the π-torsion submodule of M ,

π-tor(M) = {x ∈M : πnx = 0 for some n ≥ 0}.

Proof. Naturally, every π-torsion element is contained in the kernel, as x⊗ 1 = πnx⊗ π−n.

Consider the short exact sequence of R-modules

0→ R→ K → K/R→ 0.

Tensoring with M yields an exact sequence

0→ TorR1 (M,K/R)→M →M ⊗K →M ⊗R K/R→ 0.

But every element of TorR1 (M,K/R) is π-torsion, e.g. by considering a free resolution of M and

noting that every element of K/R is π-torsion.
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2.2. Banach algebras and Banach modules

Given a normed K-vector space V , we can form its completion. This is a Banach K-

space “V together with a morphism ι : V → “V , satisfying the following universal property. If

φ : V → W is any morphism from V to a Banach K-space W , then there exists a unique

morphism φ′ : “V →W making the diagram

V
ι //

φ ��

“V
φ′

��
W

commute.

Theorem 2.11. Let V be a K-vector space and let L be a π-adically separated lattice. Writing

VL for V equipped with the gauge norm |−|L, and L̂ for the π-adic completion of L, then V̂L is

canonically isomorphic to L̂⊗R K.

Proof. Let W be a Banach K-space and φ : V → W a continuous linear map. Since φ is

bounded, this restricts to a morphism of R-modules

φ◦ : L = V ◦ → πnW ◦

for some integer n, satisfying φ◦ ⊗R K = φ.

By completeness of W , πnW ◦ is π-adically complete, so φ◦ factors through the π-adic completion

L̂. Tensoring with K shows that L̂⊗K satisfies the universal property of V̂L.

2.2 Banach algebras and Banach modules

A K-algebra A is called a normed K-algebra if it is a normed K-space satisfying the continuity

condition on multiplication

|a · b| ≤ |a| · |b| ∀a, b ∈ A.

In particular, the unit ball A◦ is an R-subalgebra.

If A is in fact a Banach space, we call it a K-Banach algebra. We will mainly be interested

in the case of a Noetherian Banach algebra A with the property that A◦ is also Noetherian.

Lemma 2.12. Let A be a normed K-algebra such that its unit ball A◦ is a (left, right, left

and right) Noetherian R-algebra. Then A is (left, right, left and right) Noetherian and Â is a

Noetherian Banach K-algebra.
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Proof. If I is a (left, right, two-sided) ideal of A, then I ∩A◦ is an ideal of A◦ with the property

that

(I ∩A◦)⊗R K = I.

Thus I is finitely generated by Noetherianity of A◦.

For the second statement, combine the above with [11, 3.2.3.(vi)] and Theorem 2.11.

For the remainder of this section, ‘module’ will always mean ‘left module’, ‘Noetherian’ will

mean ‘left Noetherian’, etc. Corresponding results for right modules hold mutatis mutandis.

Let A be a normed K-algebra.

An A-module M will be called a semi-normed A-module if it is a semi-normed K-space such

that

|a ·m| ≤ |a| · |m| ∀a ∈ A, m ∈M.

In particular, the unit ball M◦ of a semi-normed A-module M is an A◦-module.

If M is in fact Banach, we call it a Banach module.

Note that if (A, |−|) is a normed K-algebra, then the gauge semi-norm associated to A◦ turns

A into a normed K-algebra with value set |K∗|, which is equivalent to (A, |−|) by Lemma 2.8.

Given a normed A-module M , we can define an A◦-lattice to be an A◦-submodule L spanning

M as a K-vector space, and get the corresponding notion of a gauge semi-norm

|m|L = inf
a∈A
m∈aL

|a|.

All statements concerning lattices and gauge semi-norms in the previous section thus find nat-

ural analogues in the category of (semi-)normed A-modules.

Now let A be a Noetherian Banach K-algebra.

Proposition 2.13 (see [13, Proposition 3.7.2/2]). If M is a finitely generated Banach A-module,

then every A-submodule of M is closed. In particular, any ideal of A is closed.

Lemma 2.14. Any finitely generated A-module M can be equipped with a complete A-module

norm, and all such norms are equivalent.

Moreover, if A◦ is Noetherian, then the unit ball M◦ is a finitely generated A◦-module for any

such norm on M .

Proof. The first part of the statement is a straightforward consequence of the Open Mapping

Theorem and can be found e.g. in [13, Proposition 3.7.3/3].
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As A◦ is assumed to be Noetherian, the property of having a finitely generated unit ball is

preserved under replacing a norm by an equivalent one. Now a surjection p : Ar →M for some

integer r provides M with a complete quotient norm by Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.13. Its

unit ball is finitely generated (even if the value set of A is not discrete, the unit ball of the

quotient norm is certainly contained in the finitely generated A◦-module π−1p((A◦)r)). By the

first part of the lemma, this proves the result.

2.3 Affinoid algebras and affinoid spaces

For m ∈ N we define the mth Tate algebra over K by

Tm = K〈X1, X2, . . . , Xm〉 =

{∑
i∈Nm

aiX
i : ai ∈ K, |ai| → 0 as |i| → ∞

}
,

where Xi = Xi1
1 X

i2
2 . . . Xim

m and |i| =
∑
j ij for any m-tuple i = (i1, . . . , im), as mentioned in

the introduction.

Defining addition and multiplication as for formal power series turns Tm into a commutative

Noetherian Banach algebra with respect to the norm

||
∑

aiX
i|| = supi |ai|.

We think of Tm as the algebra of convergent power series on the unit ball Bm(K).

Definition 2.15. A K-algebra A is called an affinoid K-algebra if it is isomorphic to a

quotient of some Tate algebra Tm.

To any affinoid algebra A we can associate an affinoid space SpA, whose points are the

maximal ideals of A. As for affine schemes, morphisms of affinoid K-spaces f : SpA→ SpB are

those maps which are induced by algebra morphisms f# : B → A. We will discuss the topology

of SpA later in this chapter.

Given x ∈ SpA, we denote the corresponding maximal ideal in A by mx.

A surjection Tm → A equips A with a quotient norm by Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.13, called

the residue norm. If A is reduced, this is equivalent to the sup-norm

|f | = sup
x∈SpA

|f(x)|,

where |f(x)| is the absolute value of f in the finite field extension A/mx of K. In this sense,

we can think of elements of A as functions on SpA, equipped with the sup norm. Using [12,

Theorem 3.1/15], we can replace sup by max in the expression above.
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We note that any morphism between affinoid algebras equipped with some residue norm is

continuous. In particular, all residue norms on an affinoid algebra A are equivalent (see [12,

Proposition 3.1/20]).

We also point out that, since K is assumed to be discretely valued, any residue norm on an

affinoid algebra A satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.9. Thus, the unit ball A◦ is a quotient of

R〈X1, . . . , Xm〉 for some m, and is therefore a Noetherian R-algebra (note that R〈X1, . . . , Xm〉
is Noetherian by [12, Remark 7.3/1]).

We call an R-subalgebra A of an affinoid K-algebra A an affine formal model if A is of

topologically finite type over R and A⊗RK = A. A surjection R〈X1, . . . , Xm〉 → A then gives

rise to a residue norm on A with unit ball A. Therefore an R-subalgebra of A is an affine formal

model if and only if it is the unit ball of some residue norm on A.

We now discuss various notions of distinguished subsets of affinoid spaces.

Definition 2.16 (see [12, Definition 3.3/9]). A subset U ⊆ X of an affinoid K-space is called

an affinoid subdomain if there exists a morphism of affinoid K-spaces ι : X ′ → X such that

ι(X ′) ⊆ U and the following universal property holds:

Any morphism φ : Y → X of affinoid K-spaces satisfying φ(Y ) ⊆ U admits a unique factoriza-

tion through ι, i.e. there exists a unique θ : Y → X ′ such that the diagram

Y

θ

~~
φ

��
X ′

ι
// X

commutes.

One can show that in this situation, X ′ can in fact be identified with U as a subset of X

(see [12, Lemma 3.3/10]).

We mention briefly some special types of affinoid subdomain (see [12, Definition 3.3/7]). Let

X = SpA be an affinoid K-space, and let f1, . . . , fr, g1, . . . , gs ∈ A. Define

X(f1, . . . , fr, g
−1
1 , . . . , g−1s ) =

{x ∈ X : |fi(x)| ≤ 1, |gj(x)| ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , s} .

This is a an affinoid subdomain of X, and we have an isomorphism of affinoid K-spaces
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X(f1, . . . , fr, g
−1
1 , . . . , g−1s ) ∼= SpB for

B = A〈X1, . . . Xr, Y1, . . . , Ys〉/(Xi − fi, gjYj − 1, i = 1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , s).

We call any affinoid subdomain of this form a Laurent subdomain (the special case when all

exponents are positive is usually called a Weierstrass domain).

If f0, f1, . . . , fr ∈ A have no common zeros (i.e. generate the unit ideal), we can also define

the rational subdomain

X

Å
f1
f0
, . . . ,

fr
f0

ã
= {x ∈ X : |fi(x)| ≤ |f0(x)| ∀i}

∼= Sp(A〈X1, . . . , Xr〉/(f0Xi − fi, i = 1, . . . , r)).

We give without proof two key results, which reduce many questions about affinoid subdomains

to ones about rational and Laurent subdomains.

Theorem 2.17 (see [12, Theorem 3.3/20]). Let X be an affinoid K-space and U ⊆ X an

affinoid subdomain. Then U is a finite union of rational subdomains of X.

Proposition 2.18 (see [12, Proposition 3.3/16]). Let X be an affinoid K-space and U ⊆ X a

rational subdomain. Then there exists a Laurent subdomain U ′ ⊆ X such that U is contained

in U ′ as a Weierstrass domain.

2.4 Grothendieck topologies and rigid analytic spaces

As the Zariski topology on affinoid spaces is too coarse for our purposes, we introduce a

Grothendieck topology or G-topology, i.e. a categorical generalization of a topology.

Definition 2.19 (see [12, Definition 5.1/1]). A Grothendieck topology T consists of a cat-

egory CatT and a set CovT of families (Ui → U)i∈I of morphisms in CatT , called coverings,

such that the following hold:

(i) If φ : U → V is an isomorphism in CatT , then (φ) ∈ CovT .

(ii) If (Ui → U)i∈I and (Vij → Ui)j∈J for i ∈ I belong to CovT , then the same is true for the

composition (Vij → Ui → U)i∈I,j∈J .

(iii) If (Ui → U)i∈I is in CovT and if V → U is a morphism in CatT , then the fibre products

Ui ×U V exist in CatT , and (Ui ×U V → V )i∈I belongs to CovT .
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A category X endowed with a Grothendieck topology (i.e. X = CatT ) is called a site.

Given a set X, a Grothendieck topology on X will be a Grothendieck topology T such that

(i) CatT has as objects some collection of subsets of X and as morphisms the corresponding

inclusion morphisms;

(ii) CovT consists of families (Ui → U)i∈I where each (Ui)i∈I is a set-theoretic covering of U .

We then call (X,T ) a G-topological space. We will sometimes equate (X,T ) with the site

CatT when no confusion is possible.

For a G-topological space (X,T ) and U ∈ CatT , we will from now on reserve the terminology

‘covering of U ’ (or ‘T -covering’) for a set (Ui)i∈I such that (Ui → U)i∈I ∈ CovT , and use

‘set-theoretic covering’ if we merely want to indicate that ∪Ui = U .

As a first example, consider the weak G-topology Tw on an affinoid K-space X, which is

defined by taking

(i) CatTw to consist of the affinoid subdomains of X, and

(ii) CovTw to consist of all finite set-theoretic coverings (Ui → U)i∈I with U,Ui ∈ CatTw for

all i ∈ I.

We often write Xw for the site of (X,Tw).

Given a site X , we can introduce the notion of a sheaf on X .

Definition 2.20 (see [12, Definition 5.1/2]). Let C be a category admitting fibre products. A

presheaf with values in C on a site X is a contravariant functor F : X → C.

We call F a sheaf if the diagram

F (U) // ∏
i∈I F (Ui)

// //
∏
i,j∈I F (Ui ×U Uj)

is exact for any covering (Ui → U)i∈I of U ∈ X .

If C is the category of abelian groups, rings, modules, etc., we also call F a sheaf of abelian

groups, rings, modules, etc.

Given a set X and two set-theoretic coverings U = (Ui)i∈I , V = (Vj)j∈J of X, recall that

V is called a (set-theoretic) refinement of U if there exists a function τ : J → I such that

Vj ⊆ Uτ(j) for every j ∈ J . In this case we say that U admits V as a refinement.

We now define the strong Grothendieck topology on an affinoid K-space.
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Definition 2.21 (see [12, Definition 5.1/4]). Let X be an affinoid K-space.

(i) A subset U ⊆ X is called admissible open if it can be written as a set-theoretic union of

affinoid subdomains U = ∪Ui such that for all morphisms of affinoid K-spaces φ : Z → X

satisfying φ(Z) ⊆ U , the set-theoretic covering (φ−1(Ui))i of Z admits a set-theoretic

refinement that is a covering in Zw.

Write Xrig = CatTrig for the category of admissible open subsets of X with inclusion

morphisms.

(ii) Suppose V , Vj are admissible open subsets of X for j ∈ J , and V = ∪Vj. The family

(Vj → V )j∈J of inclusions is called an admissible covering if for each morphism of

affinoid K-spaces φ : Z → X satisfying φ(Z) ⊆ V , the set-theoretic covering (φ−1(Vj))j of

Z admits a set-theoretic refinement which is a covering in Zw.

Write CovTrig for the set of admissible coverings.

Then Trig is a G-topology on X, called the strong Grothendieck topology.

We will use the strong Grothendieck topology for most parts of this thesis, but it will some-

times be convenient to define a sheaf on Xw and then refer to [12, Corollary 5.2/5] to extend it

uniquely to a sheaf on Xrig – we will do this repeatedly without explicitly saying so.

For instance, we can define a presheaf OX on Xw by assigning to each affinoid subdomain

U = SpB the corresponding affinoid algebra B. By Tate’s Theorem (see [12, Theorem 4.3/1]),

this is a sheaf on Xw and thus extends to a sheaf on Xrig, called the structure sheaf of X

(which we still denote by OX).

To summarize, we can now associate to an affinoid K-algebra A the affinoid K-space X = SpA,

equipped with the strong G-topology Trig, and the structure sheaf OX on Xrig = (X,Trig).

Then by the above and [12, Proposition 4.1/1], the pair (Xrig,OX) is a locally G-ringed K-

space in the sense of [12, Definition 5.3/1].

We now define general rigid analytic K-spaces to be locally G-ringed K-spaces which are locally

of this form.

Definition 2.22 (see [12, Definition 5.3/4]). A rigid analytic K-space is a locally G-ringed

K-space ((X,T ),OX) such that the following hold:

(i) ∅ and X are objects in CatT .

(ii) Let (Ui → U)i∈I be a T -covering, and V a subset of U such that V ∩ Ui is an object of

CatT for all i ∈ I. Then V is an object of CatT .
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(iii) Suppose U and Ui for all i ∈ I are objects in CatT such that (Ui)i∈I is a set-theoretic

covering of U . If (Ui)i∈I admits a set-theoretic refinement which is a T -covering of U ,

then (Ui → U)i∈I is a T -covering.

(iv) X admits a T -covering (Xi → X)i∈I such that for each i ∈ I, (Xi,OX |Xi) is isomorphic

as a locally G-ringed K-space to ((SpAi)rig,OSpAi) for some affinoid K-algebra Ai.

A morphism of rigid K-spaces is a morphism in the sense of locally G-ringed K-spaces.

If ((X,T ),OX) is a rigid analytic K-space, we will call elements of CatT the admissible

open subsets of X and elements of CovT the admissible coverings, just as in the case of

affinoid K-spaces equipped with the strong G-topology.

2.5 Coherent modules

Given an affinoid K-space X = SpA and a finitely generated A-module M , we can construct

the associated OX -module M̃ by setting

M̃(U) = OX(U)⊗AM

for any affinoid subdomain U ⊆ X, giving a sheaf on Xw by [12, Corollary 4.3/11], and then

extending to the strong G-topology.

For a general rigid analytic K-space X, we say an OX -module M is coherent if there is

some admissible covering by affinoid spaces Xi = SpAi such that for any i,

M|Xi
∼= M̃i

for some finitely generated Ai-module Mi (see [12, Remark 6.1/3]).

Kiehl showed that if one admissible affinoid covering realizes M as a coherent module, then so

does any admissible affinoid covering:

Theorem 2.23 (see [12, Theorem 6.1/4]). Let X = SpA be an affinoid K-space, and M
an OX-module. Then M is a coherent OX-module if and only if it is associated to a finite

A-module.

We denote the category of coherent OX -modules on a rigid analytic K-space X by Coh(X).

If M, M′ are two OX -modules on some rigid analytic K-space X, we can form the sheaf
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Hom(M,M′) by writing

Hom(M,M′)(U) = HomOU
(M|U ,M′|U )

for any admissible open affinoid subspace U .

In the case where X is affinoid andM,M′ are coherent, Hom(M,M′) is the O-module associ-

ated to HomOX
(M,M′). This implies that for arbitrary X, Hom(M,M′) is coherent whenever

M and M′ are.

2.6 Rigid analytification

We note that there is a functor (−)an from the category of K-schemes of locally finite type

to rigid analytic K-spaces (see [12, 5.4], where the same example as below is discussed). We

call Xan the rigid analytification of a K-scheme X. Since similar constructions will be used

repeatedly in what is to follow, we describe this functor explicitly in the case X = AmK .

As a set, (AmK)an consists of the closed points of AmK , and as locally G-ringed spaces

(AmK)an =
∞⋃
n=0

SpK〈πnX1, . . . , π
nXm〉.

By this we mean the following. The natural inclusions

K〈πnX〉 → K〈πn−1X〉

Xi 7→ Xi

give rise to an inverse system of affinoid algebras, and thus dually to an inductive system of

affinoid K-spaces Un := SpK〈πnX〉. Recall that U0 = SpTm can be interpreted as the unit

ball Bm(K) and hence agrees set-theoretically with the closed points in the unit ball of AmK .

Thus, by rescaling the variables, Un admits a natural interpretation as the ball of radius |π|−n,

and the connecting morphisms Un−1 → Un correspond to the natural embeddings. Taking the

direct limit in the category of rigid analytic K-spaces, we thus obtain the rigid analytic K-space

(AmK)an whose underlying set consists of the closed points of AmK .

In particular, global sections of the structure sheaf are given by

Γ((AmK)an,O) = lim←−K〈π
nX1, . . . , π

nXm〉

=
¶∑

aiX
i : ai ∈ K, |ai||π|−|i|n → 0 as |i| → ∞ ∀n ≥ 0

©
.
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In other words, the (globally) analytic functions defined on the whole of m-space are obtained

by considering analytic functions on balls of larger and larger radius.

It is instructive to rewrite the above expression slightly. Write

Rn := R[πnX] ⊂ K[X]

for the R-subalgebra generated by πnX1, . . . , π
nXm.

Forming the π-adic completion of Rn and inverting π, it is straightforward to prove (see Theorem

2.11) that

K〈πnX〉 = ”Rn ⊗R K,
so we can write:

Γ((AmK)an,O) = lim←−(R̂[πnX]⊗R K).

We will return to expressions of this form in chapter 5.

Write Un = SpK〈πnX〉 and V = (AmK)an. What do coherent modules on V look like? If

M is a coherent OV -module, Theorem 2.23 tells us that M|Un is associated to some finitely

generated K〈πnX〉-module Mn. Thus we obtain an inverse system of modules Mn satisfying

the following for each n ≥ 0:

(i) Mn is a finitely generated K〈πnX〉-module.

(ii) The natural restriction morphism Mn+1 →Mn induces an isomorphism

OV (Un)⊗OV (Un+1) Mn+1
∼= Mn.

The global sections M(V ) will then be obtained as the inverse limit lim←−Mn. These structures

will provide some intuition for the notions of Fréchet–Stein algebras and coadmissible modules

in chapter 5.

Note that (AmK)an is not an affinoid space (as the global sections of the structure sheaf are

not Noetherian), so the analytification of an affine scheme is not necessarily affinoid.

We fix again V = (AmK)an, Un = SpK〈πnx〉.

Proposition 2.24. Let X = SpA be an affinoid K-space. Then the set of morphisms X → V

is in natural bijection with the set of K-algebra morphisms K[x1, . . . , xm]→ A.

Proof. This is [12, Lemma 5.4/2] together with [12, Definition 5.4/3].
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Corollary 2.25. Let X = SpA be an affinoid K-space and write VA for the direct product

space X ×SpK V . Then the set of morphisms VA → VA is in natural bijection with the set of

K-algebra morphisms

A[x1, . . . , xm]→ lim←−A〈π
nx1, . . . , π

nxm〉.

Proof. By definition, a morphism s : VA → VA is given by an inductive system of morphisms

sn : X × Un → VA. Since X × Un = SpA〈πnx〉 is affinoid, this corresponds to a projective

system of morphisms A[x] → A〈πnx〉 by the previous proposition, and hence to a morphism

A[x]→ lim←−A〈π
nx〉.

2.7 Cohomology

Let X be a site and U ∈ X . For each covering U = (Ui → U)i∈I , we define the nth Čech

cohomology of a sheaf F on X with respect to this covering, denoted Ȟn(U,F), as the cohomology

of the usual Čech complex. Further we set

Ȟn(U,F) = lim
→

Ȟn(U,F),

where the limit is taken over all coverings of U .

We also define the sheaf cohomology functor Hn(U,−) as the nth derived functor of the global

sections functor Γ(U,−).

The following theorems show how to relate these two cohomology theories.

Theorem 2.26 (see [46, Tag 03F9]). Let X be a site, F a sheaf on X . Let S be a collection of

elements of X such that the following is satisfied:

(i) S is closed under taking finite intersections: if U1, U2 are elements of S, then so is U1×U2.

(ii) Each covering of an element of X admits a refinement by elements of S.

(iii) Ȟn(U,F) = 0 for any n > 0, U ∈ S.

Then for any U ∈ X the canonical homomorphism

Ȟn(U,F)→ Hn(U,F)

is an isomorphism for n ≥ 0.

Taking X an affinoid K-space, S the collection of all affinoid subdomains, we can now invoke

[12, Theorem 4.3/10, Corollary 4.3/11] to deduce that

Ȟn(X,M) = Hn(X,M) = 0 for n > 0
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for any coherent OX -module M (see [12, Corollary 6.2/7]).

Theorem 2.27 (see [46, Tag 03F7]). Let X be a site and U = (Ui → U)i∈I be a covering. Let

F be a sheaf on X such that Hn(V,F) = 0 for any n > 0 and V any finite intersection of Uis.

Then

Ȟn(U,F) ∼= Hn(U,F)

for any n ≥ 0.

Let X be a separated rigid K-space (i.e., the diagonal is a closed embedding, [12, Definition

6.3/2]) and let M be a coherent OX -module. Then [12, Proposition 6.3/4] states that the

intersection of two affinoid subspaces in X is again affinoid. Letting U be an admissible covering

of X by affinoid spaces, we have seen above that Hn(V,M) = 0 for any n > 0 and V a finite

intersection of elements of U. Thus we can apply Theorem 2.27 to get that sheaf cohomology

and Čech cohomology (with respect to U) coincide for coherent OX -modules.

2.8 Locally free coherent sheaves

Let X be a rigid analytic K-space.

Definition 2.28. A coherent sheaf M on X is called locally free if there exists an admissible

covering (Xi)i∈I of X such that M|Xi
is free for each i, i.e. is isomorphic to a direct sum of

finitely many copies of OXi
.

Most authors will use ‘rigid analytic vector bundle’ as synonymous terminology (e.g. [23],

or [25] for line bundles). We however will introduce a separate notion such that a rigid analytic

vector bundle on X is a rigid analytic K-space E in its own right (together with a morphism

E → X), rather than a sheaf on X. We will then establish the correspondence between vector

bundles in our sense and locally free coherent sheaves analogously to [26, Exercise 5.18].

First, we give an alternative description of locally free coherent modules which will be used

repeatedly in chapter 5.

Proposition 2.29. Let M be a coherent sheaf on an affinoid space X = SpA. Then M is

locally free if and only if M =M(X) is a finitely generated projective A-module.

Proof. By Theorem 2.23, M is the associated OX -module to the finitely generated A-module

M =M(X).

Suppose that M is projective. Then by [15, Theorem II.5.2/1], there exist f1, . . . , fn ∈ A gen-

erating the unit ideal such that the localization M [f−1i ] = A[f−1i ]⊗AM is free over A[f−1i ] for

each i = 1, . . . , n.
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Now the affinoid subdomains

Xi = X

Å
f1
fi
, . . . ,

fn
fi

ã
, i = 1, . . . , n

form an admissible covering of X (called a rational covering in [12, p. 84]), and since f1, . . . , fn

generate the unit ideal, we know that the natural restriction map A→ OX(Xi) factors through

A[f−1i ]. Thus

M(Xi) = OX(Xi)⊗A[f−1
i

] A[f−1i ]⊗AM

is free by the above, so M|Xi is free for each i. Thus M is locally free, as required.

Conversely, if M is locally free, consider the stalks Mx = OX,x ⊗A M for x ∈ X (see [12,

4.1]), which are free OX,x-modules by assumption.

By [12, Proposition 4.1/2], the stalk

OX,x = lim−→
U∈Xw
x∈U

OX(U)

is a local ring with maximal ideal mxOX,x, and its completion ÔX,x is isomorphic to the mx-adic

completion of A, ‘Amx
.

Thus,

ÔX,x ⊗AM ∼= ‘Amx
⊗AM

is a free ‘Amx
-module, and since ‘Amx

is faithfully flat over the localization Amx
(by [15, Propo-

sition III.3.5/9]), it follows that Mmx
is a free Amx

-module for each x ∈ X (see [15, Corollary

III.3.5/2]). Thus M is projective by [15, Theorem II.5.2/1].

Denote the full subcategory of Coh(X) consisting of locally free coherent sheaves of rank m

by LFm(X). Note that the functor

Coh(X)→ Coh(X)

E 7→ E∨ := Hom(E ,OX)

preserves LFm(X) for every m ≥ 0, since Hom(OmX ,OX) ∼= OmX .

Definition 2.30. A rigid analytic vector bundle of rank m on a rigid analytic K-space X

is a pair (E, ρ) where E is a rigid analytic K-space and ρ : E → X is a morphism, satisfying

the following:
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(i) There exists an admissible covering (Ui)i∈I of X and isomorphisms αi : E ×X Ui →
(AmK)an × Ui for each i ∈ I such that there is a commutative diagram

E ×X Ui
ρ×XUi //

αi

��

Ui

(AmK)an × Ui

p2

66

where p2 is the natural projection on the second factor.

(ii) For any admissible open affinoid V = SpA contained in Uij = Ui ∩ Uj, the isomorphism

αj ◦ α−1i : (AmK)an × V → E ×X V → (AmK)an × V

corresponds under Corollary 2.25 to a linear morphism of A-algebras

θ : A[x1, . . . , xm]→ lim←−A〈π
nx1, . . . , π

nxm〉

in the sense that there exist auv ∈ A for u, v ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that θ(xv) =
∑
u auvxu for

each v.

A morphism of vector bundles φ : (E1, ρ1) → (E2, ρ2) is a morphism of rigid analytic spaces

φ : E1 → E2 such that

E1

ρ1   

φ // E2

ρ2~~
X

commutes, and φ is locally linear in the sense that there exists an admissible affinoid covering

(Ui), Ui = SpAi, such that both E|Ui and E ′|Ui are trivial for each i with trivializing morphisms

αi and βi, respectively, with the diagram

E1 ×X Ui
αi //

φ

��

(AmK)an × Ui

ψ

��
E2 ×X Ui

βi // (AmK)an × Ui

inducing a morphism ψ = βi ◦ φ ◦ α−1i : (AmK)an × Ui → (AmK)an × Ui corresponding to a linear

morphism of A-algebras A[x]→ lim←−A〈π
nx〉 under Corollary 2.25.

We denote the category of rigid analytic vector bundles of rank m on X by VBm(X). We

will sometimes refer to a vector bundle (E, ρ) simply by E.
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We will now describe an equivalence of categories between LFm(X) and VBm(X). In order

to do this, we will first associate a vector bundle V(E) to a free OU -module E ∼= OmU on an affi-

noid U , and then extend this to a functor LFm(X)→ VBm(X) via standard glueing procedures.

We finally verify that this functor is indeed an equivalence.

First, consider the free OU -module E ∼= OmU on an affinoid K-space U = SpB. Fix a residue

norm on B, whose unit ball we denote by B. Let {e1, . . . , em} be a free generating set in E(U),

giving a natural isomorphism of B-algebras S = SymB E(U) → B[x1, . . . , xm] by sending ei to

xi. For any integer n ≥ 0, denote by Ŝn(e) the completion of S with respect to the norm whose

unit ball is identified with B[πnx]. Thus we have a natural isomorphism Ŝn(e) ∼= B〈πnx〉, so

that Ŝn(e) is an affinoid K-algebra. This gives an isomorphism αn : Sp Ŝn(e) → SpB〈πnx〉,
and the natural morphism B → S → Ŝn(e) gives rise to a morphism of affinoid K-spaces

ρn : Sp Ŝn(e)→ U , fitting into a commutative diagram

Sp Ŝn(e)
ρn //

αn

��

U

SpK〈πnx〉 × U
p2

99

where p2 is again the projection onto the second factor.

The natural map Ŝn+1(e) → Ŝn(e) gives rise to an inductive system of affinoid spaces, whose

limit we denote by V (E). This is a rigid analytic K-space, and the αn give rise to an isomorphism

α : V (E) → (AmK)an × U , while the ρn induce a morphism V (E) → U , realizing (V (E), ρ) as a

rigid analytic vector bundle of rank m on U .

We quickly verify that another choice of generating set produces the same vector bundle. If

f1, . . . , fm is another free generating set of E(U), then there exist integers a and b such that∑
πaBei ⊆

∑
Bfi ⊆

∑
πbBei,

so that the morphism Sp Ŝn(e)→ Sp Ŝn+b−a(e) factors through Sp Ŝn(f) for each n. Therefore

the limits agree (up to natural isomorphism), similarly for all the associated morphisms.

Likewise, our construction does not depend on the choice of unit ball B, as all residue norms on

B are equivalent.

Note that if U ′ ⊆ U is an affinoid subdomain of U , the above construction naturally induces a
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commutative diagram

V (E|U ′) //

��

(Am)an × U ′

��

// U ′

��
V (E) // (Am)an × U // U

as any free generating set of E(U) gives rise to a free generating of E(U ′).

Now let E ∈ LFm(X) be an arbitrary locally free sheaf of rank m on a rigid analytic K-space

X, and let (Ui)i∈I be an admissible covering of X by affinoid subspaces Ui = SpBi such that

E|Ui
is free. Note that the above construction yields rigid analytic vector bundles V (E|Ui

) of

rank m on Ui for each i ∈ I, such that the diagram

V (E|Ui
)

αi // (Am)an × Ui // Ui

(Am)an × V

%%

OO

V (E|V )

OO

��

αi

88

αj

&&

V

OO

��

(Am)an × V

99

��
V (E|Uj

)
αj // (Am)an × Uj // Uj

commutes for any admissible open affinoid V contained in Ui∩Uj . As the automorphism αj◦α−1i
of (Am)an × V corresponds to a change of free generating set for E(V ), this corresponds to a

linear morphism, viewing E(V ) as the degree 1 part of Sym E(V ).

We will now carefully glue the V (E|Ui) along the fibres of intersections Ui∩Uj to obtain a vector

bundle V (E).

Since Uij = Ui∩Uj is an admissible open subspace of Ui, the inverse image ρ−1i Uij is an admissi-

ble open subspace of V (E|Ui), and if (Vr)r is an affinoid covering of Uij , then (ρ−1i Vr) = (V (E|Vr ))

gives an admissible covering of ρ−1i Uij . Applying [12, Proposition 5.3/6] to such a covering, we
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obtain a commutative diagram

V (E|Ui
)

αi // (Am)an × Ui // Ui

ρ−1i Uij

OO

ψij

��

// (Am)an × Uij //

OO

Uij

OO

��
ρ−1j Uij

��

// (Am)an × Uij //

��

Uij

��
V (E|Uj

)
αj // (Am)an × Uj // Uj

where ψij is an isomorphism for each i and j, satisfying the cocycle condition.

Now we can invoke [12, Proposition 5.3/5] and again [12, Proposition 5.3/6] to obtain a rigid

analytic K-space V (E) together with a morphism ρ : V (E) → X. The data of Ui and αi for

i ∈ I then make V (E) a rigid analytic vector bundle of rank m on X.

If we had chosen a different covering (Vj), considering admissible open affinoids inside intersec-

tions of the form Ui ∩ Vj shows that we would obtain the same vector bundle up to canonical

isomorphism.

Let φ : E → E ′ be a morphism in LFm(X), and let (Ui) be an affinoid covering such that

both E|Ui and E ′|Ui are free for each i. Then φ gives rise to morphisms Sym E ′∨|Ui → Sym E∨|Ui

and hence naturally to a linear morphism V (E∨|Ui)→ V (E ′∨|Ui). Again, [12, Proposition 5.3/6]

allows to glue these pieces to obtain a morphism V (E∨)→ V (E ′∨).

We thus have constructed a contravariant functor V : LFm(X) → VBm(X) and a covariant

functor V : E 7→ V (E∨) from LFm(X) to VBm(X).

Proposition 2.31. The functor V : LFm(X)→ VBm(X) is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. We show that V is fully faithful and essentially surjective.

For E , E ′ ∈ LFm(X), Hom(E , E ′) is given by the global sections of Hom(E , E ′). Similarly, we

can view Hom(V(E),V(E ′)) as the global sections of the sheaf Hom(V(E),V(E ′)) given by

U 7→ HomVBn(U)(V(E|U ),V(E ′|U )).

The functor V (for varying base spaces U) now induces a morphism of sheaves Hom(E , E ′) →
Hom(V(E),V(E ′)), which locally reduces to the identity morphism on Hom(OmU ,OmU ). Thus we

obtain an isomorphism of sheaves, and a fortiori an isomorphism between their global sections.
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This proves that V is a fully faithful functor.

Now let E ∈ VBm(X), and let (Ui) be an admissible covering of X trivializing E. We thus

have a commutative diagram

E ×X Ui // (Am)an × Ui // Ui

(Am)an × Uij

OO

%%
E ×X Uij

OO

��

αi

77

αj

''

Uij

OO

��

(Am)an × Uij

��

99

E ×X Uj // (Am)an × Uj // Uj

where the ψij = αj ◦α−1i are isomorphisms satisfying the cocycle condition. By fully faithfulness

of V, they correspond to isomorphisms φij : OmUij
→ OmUij

satisfying the cocycle condition.

Glueing the free sheaves OUi along the φij now produces a locally free coherent sheaf E on X

such that E ∼= V(E) by construction.

Hence V is essentially surjective and thus an equivalence of categories.

If X is a rigid analytic K-space, we define its tangent sheaf TX by setting TX(U) =

DerK(OX(U)) for any admissible open affinoid subspace U ⊆ X. If TX is locally free, we say

that X is smooth and call the associated vector bundles T ∗X := V (T ) and TX := V(T ) the

cotangent bundle and the tangent bundle of X.
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Chapter 3

Completed tensor products and

strict morphisms

We now record some elementary facts on completed tensor products and discuss strict mor-

phisms, a class of morphism which behaves well under completion. Later we investigate how

exact sequences behave under the functor B“⊗A−. The standard results in this chapter can

mostly be found in [13, 1.1.9, 2.1.7], while most of the results in the last two sections are new.

Throughout this chapter, A will denote a normed (unital, not necessarily commutative) K-

algebra. In particular, A will contain a field with non-trivial valuation, i.e. every normed

A-module is a normed K-vector space in a natural way, so that we can invoke Lemma 2.1 when-

ever we talk about continuous morphisms between normed A-modules.

Moreoever, we will assume for simplicity that |A| \ {0} = |K∗|, as mentioned in the previous

chapter.

3.1 Definitions and basic properties

Given a normed right A-module M and a normed left A-module N , the tensor product M ⊗AN
is equipped with a semi-norm given by

||x|| = inf {max
i
|mi| · |ni|},

where the infimum is taken over all expressions x =
∑
imi ⊗ ni ∈ M ⊗ N . We call this the

tensor product semi-norm on M ⊗N .
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Definition 3.1 (see [13, 2.1.7]). Given a normed right A-module M and a normed left A-

module N , the completed tensor product of M and N , written M“⊗AN , is the completion of

the semi-normed space M ⊗A N with respect to the tensor product semi-norm.

A priori, M“⊗AN is just a Banach K-space, but it will naturally inherit the structure of a

left Banach B-module if M is a normed (B,A)-bimodule for some normed K-algebra B. As

usual, this gives the completed tensor product an A-module structure if A is commutative – as

we will deal with non-commutative algebras later, we will be careful to formulate our results in

full generality.

We briefly describe the completed tensor product in terms of a universal property (see [12,

Appendix B]).

We endow M × N with the product semi-norm |(m,n)| = |m| · |n| and call a bounded K-

linear morphism φ : M × N → E into a semi-normed K-vector space E A-balanced if

φ(ma, n) = φ(m, an) for all m ∈ M , n ∈ N , a ∈ A. Then M ⊗A N and M“⊗AN can be

characterized by the following universal properties.

If E is a semi-normed K-vector space and φ : M × N → E is an A-balanced morphism, then

there exists a unique bounded K-linear morphism θ : M ⊗A N → E such that φ factors as

M ×N

ι

��

φ // E

M ⊗A N
θ

::

where ι : M ×N →M ⊗A N is the canonical morphism M ×N →M ⊗A N . By the universal

property of completions, the completed tensor product M“⊗AN satisfies the analogous universal

property for A-balanced maps M ×N → E, where E is a Banach K-vector space.

This immediately implies the following lemma – note that by an isomorphism of normed K-

vector spaces we will always mean a linear homeomorphism, likewise for isomorphisms of normed

A-modules.

Lemma 3.2 (see [13, Propositions 2.1.8/5 and 2.1.7/4]). Let M1, M2 be normed right A-

modules, N1, N2 normed left A-modules, and suppose we have isomorphisms of normed A-

modules θ : M1 →M2, φ : N1 → N2. Then the induced map

θ ⊗ φ : M1 ⊗A N1 →M2 ⊗A N2

is a linear homeomorphism. In particular, M1“⊗AN1 is linearly homeomorphic to M2“⊗AN2.
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Moreover, the canonical morphism

M1“⊗AN1 → ”M1“⊗Â”N1

is an isomorphism.

In studying the tensor product semi-norm on M ⊗N , it will be crucial to describe the unit

ball in terms of the unit balls M◦, N◦.

We could not find an explicit reference for the following result, even though it is certainly

well-known amongst experts.

Lemma 3.3. Let M be a normed right A-module, N a normed left A-module such that |M |\{0}
and |N | \ {0} are discrete. Suppose that at least one of the two modules has value set equal to

|K∗|. Then the unit ball of M ⊗A N under the tensor product semi-norm is the image of

M◦ ⊗A◦ N◦ under the canonical map.

Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that |M | \ {0} = |K∗|, then

{x ∈ R>0 : x = |m| · |n|, m ∈M, n ∈ N} = |N | \ {0}

is discrete. Let x ∈M ⊗N be in the unit ball. Then there exists an expression x =
∑
mi ⊗ ni

such that |mi| · |ni| ≤ 1 for all i – if |x| < 1, this follows trivially from the definition of the

semi-norm, and if |x| = 1, discreteness implies that we can replace the infimum in the definition

of |x| by a minimum.

Obviously we can assume mi 6= 0 for each i, and hence |mi| > 0.

We will now show that for each i, there exists some integer ki ∈ Z such that |π−kimi| ≤ 1 and

|πkini| ≤ 1, and thus

x =
∑

π−kimi ⊗ πkini

is in the image of M◦ ⊗N◦.
For each i, |mi| > 0 implies that there exists some integer ki ∈ Z such that |mi| = |πki | by

assumption on the value set of M . Thus |π−kimi| = 1, and

|πkini| = |mi| · |ni| ≤ 1.

The result follows.

Using Lemma 2.8 and functoriality of the tensor product (which follows from the universal

property), we obtain the following more general result.
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Corollary 3.4. Let M be a normed right A-module and N a normed left A-module. Then the

tensor product semi-norm on M ⊗A N is equivalent to the gauge semi-norm associated to the

lattice which is the image of the canonical morphism M◦ ⊗A◦ N◦ →M ⊗A N .

We are now ready to introduce the notion of a strict morphism.

Note that the theory of semi-normed A-modules involves some topological subtleties.

Given a continuous A-module morphism φ : M → N , it is not necessarily true that image and

kernel of the induced map φ̂ : M̂ → “N can be obtained by completing the image and kernel of

φ.

Moreover, there is no isomorphism theorem in the category of topological A-modules. We

naturally have an isomorphism of abstract A-modules

M/ kerφ→ Imφ,

but we have no guarantee that this is actually an isomorphism of semi-normed A-modues, i.e.

a linear homeomorphism.

The notion of a strict morphism addresses this problem. It is possible to view this as a particular

instance of Schneiders’ theory of quasi-abelian categories [45], but we would gain little from such

a generalization at this point.

To ease notation, we will, for any morphism φ : M → N of semi-normed A-modules, reserve

Imφ for the image of φ equipped with the subspace semi-norm, and write Coimφ for M/ kerφ

with the quotient semi-norm.

Definition 3.5 (see [13, Definition 1.1.9/1]). A continuous linear map φ between two semi-

normed K-vector spaces G → H is called strict if the natural morphism Coimφ → Imφ is a

homeomorphism.

In practice, we often use the following equivalent property as a definition.

Lemma 3.6 (see [13, Lemma 1.1.9/2]). Let φ : M → N be a continuous morphism between

two semi-normed (left) A-modules. Then φ is strict if and only if there exists some integer a

satisfying the following:

For any x ∈ M with |φ(x)| ≤ 1, there exists y ∈ M such that φ(x) = φ(y) and |y| ≤ |π|a, i.e.

N◦ ∩ Imφ ⊆ φ(πaM◦).

Proof. φ is strict if and only if the natural bijection α : Coimφ→ Imφ and its inverse are both

continuous, i.e. bounded (Lemma 2.1). Now α inherits continuity from φ, and α−1 is bounded

if and only if the above property holds.

This implies for instance that strictness is preserved under taking finite direct sums.
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In the setting of Banach spaces, the Open Mapping Theorem allows for the following crite-

rion.

Lemma 3.7. Let f : M → N be a continuous morphism of Banach spaces. Then f is strict if

and only if the image of f is closed in N .

Proof. If f is strict, then Im f ∼= M/ ker f as normed spaces. Since the kernel is closed in M by

continuity and M is Banach, this turns Im f (with the subspace norm) into a complete subspace

of N (by Lemma 2.4). Thus Im f is closed in N by Lemma 2.3.

Conversely, if Im f is closed in N , it is itself Banach by Lemma 2.3, and the surjection M → Im f

is strict by the Open Mapping Theorem (Theorem 2.5).

This means in particular that any exact sequence of Banach spaces with continuous differen-

tials consists of strict morphisms, as each image is closed (being equal to the kernel of the next

map).

The key property of strict morphisms is the following.

Proposition 3.8 (see [13, 1.1.9/4, 5]). If M,N are semi-normed (left) A-modules and φ : M →
N is strict, then the completion

φ̂ : M̂ → “N
is also strict and has kernel k̂er φ and image Îm φ.

In particular, an exact sequence consisting of strict morphisms of semi-normed A-modules re-

mains exact after completion.

We also note that strict surjections behave well under tensor products.

Theorem 3.9 (see [13, 2.1.8/6]). If φ1 : M1 → N1, resp. φ2 : M2 → N2 are strict surjective

morphisms of normed right, resp. left A-modules (and A contains a field with a non-trivial

valuation), then the morphism

φ1 ⊗ φ2 : M1 ⊗AM2 → N1 ⊗A N2

is surjective and strict with respect to the corresponding tensor product semi-norms.

Thus φ1“⊗φ2 is still surjective.

Since the codomain of a strict surjection is (up to equivalence) equipped with the quotient

semi-norm, we can summarize the above by saying that the tensor semi-norm of two quotients

is equivalent to the quotient semi-norm from the corresponding tensor product.

As noted earlier, the condition that A contains a field with non-trivial valuation is necessary,
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but will automatically be satisfied in all cases we are considering, as we will only take tensor

products over unital K-algebras.

We also note that the reference states this theorem with ‘epimorphism’ instead of ‘surjective

morphism’, but the proof makes it clear that this is understood to be an epimorphism in some

category in which the two notions coincide (presumedly the category of semi -normed A-modules

– see chapter 2 for more details on the quotient semi-norm).

Lemma 3.10. Let φ : A→ B be a morphism of affinoid K-algebras, and let A ⊂ A, B ⊂ B be

affine formal models. Then B′ := φ(A) · B is an affine formal model of B.

Proof. Let α : Tm → A, β : Tn → B be surjections of K-algebras such that α(R〈X1, . . . , Xm〉) =

A and β(R〈Y1, . . . Yn〉) = B. Note that

Tm“⊗KTn ∼= K[X1, . . . , Xm]“⊗KK[Y1, . . . Yn] ∼= Tm+n,

and the morphism θ : Tm+n → B given by

Tm+n
∼= Tm“⊗KTn → A“⊗KB → B

gives rise to a residue norm with unit ball φ(A) · B.

In particular, there exists a residue norm which makes B a Banach A-module, and it thus

follows from the definition that we can view any Banach B-module as a Banach A-module.

The composition of strict morphisms is not necessarily strict, but at least we have the following

result.

Lemma 3.11. Let

L
f // M

g // N

be a composition of continuous morphisms between semi-normed A-modules. Suppose that f and

g are strict and that at least one of the following is satisfied:

(i) f is surjective.

(ii) g is injective.

Then the composition gf is also strict.

Proof. Let a, b be integers such that M◦ ∩ Im f ⊆ f(πaL◦) and N◦ ∩ Im g ⊆ g(πbM◦). We will

show that in both cases, N◦ ∩ Im gf ⊆ gf(πa+bL◦).

Let x ∈ L satisfy |gf(x)| ≤ 1. By definition, there exists some y ∈ M such that g(y) = gf(x)
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and |y| ≤ |π|b.
If f is surjective, then y ∈ Im f , so that π−by ∈ M◦ ∩ Im f . Thus there exists z ∈ L such that

f(z) = y and |z| ≤ |π|a+b. But then gf(z) = g(y) = gf(x), proving strictness of gf .

Similarly, if g is injective, we know that y = f(x), so again π−by ∈M◦ ∩ Im f . So by strictness

of f , there exists some z ∈ L such that |z| ≤ |π|a+b and f(z) = y. Then gf(z) = g(y) = gf(x)

yields the result.

Lemma 3.12. Let A and B be Noetherian Banach K-algebras. Let N be a finitely generated

left Banach A-module, and let M be a Banach (B,A)-bimodule such that it is finitely generated

as a left B-module. Then the natural morphism

M ⊗A N →M“⊗AN,
is an isomorphism, i.e. the tensor semi-norm is a norm with respect to which M ⊗N is already

complete.

Proof. This is a straightforward generalization of [13, Proposition 3.7.3/6].

By Noetherianity of A and Lemma 2.14, the norm on N is equivalent to one induced by a

surjection p : Ar → N for some integer r. The map p is then strict by definition.

Theorem 3.9 then implies that the map M ⊗ p : M ⊗A Ar → M ⊗A N is a strict surjection of

semi-normed left B-modules, i.e. the tensor semi-norm on M ⊗N is equivalent to the quotient

semi-norm induced by M ⊗ p.
Now M ⊗Ar ∼= Mr is a finitely generated left Banach B-module. Therefore the kernel of M ⊗p
is closed by Proposition 2.13, making M ⊗N a Banach B-module by Lemma 2.4.

3.2 Completed tensor products and short exact sequences

For the remainder of this chapter, we let A and B be normed unital K-algebras such that B is

also a normed right A-module via a contractive morphism φ : A → B. In particular, the unit

ball B◦ is also a right A◦-module. We also assume that both A and B have discrete value sets

equal to |K∗|.
Let B be a ring such that the map φ◦ : A◦ → B◦ factors as A◦ → B → B◦. We assume that the

morphism B → B◦ is surjective and induces an isomorphism B ⊗R K ∼= B. There is no harm

in taking B = B◦ in this section, but we will require our results in the more general setting later.

We will now be concerned with the question under which conditions the functor B“⊗A− preserves

the exactness of a given sequence.

We will first restrict ourselves to short exact sequences, before generalizing our results to other
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cochain complexes in the next section.

As might be expected, we obtain some reasonable results in the case when the given sequence

consists of strict morphisms. We briefly describe the general strategy of our arguments. Given

a normed left A-module M , we analyse the R-module B ⊗A◦ M◦, which determines the tensor

product semi-norm on B ⊗M by Lemma 3.3. To pass from B ⊗M◦ to the actual unit ball of

B ⊗M , recall Lemma 2.10.

Thus we will rephrase questions about strictness in terms of the corresponding ‘R-model tensors’

B ⊗M◦ and their π-torsion.

As many of the arguments will involve properties of R-modules ‘up to bounded π-torsion’,

we introduce the following language (see [5, 3.4]).

Write BT for the category of R-modules which are bounded π-torsion, i.e. are killed by some

power of π. Consider the quotient abelian category

Q = R-mod/BT ,

with the natural quotient functor q : R-mod→ Q.

For example, if f : M → N is a morphism of R-modules such that both kernel and cokernel of

f are objects in BT , then q(f) is an isomorphism between q(M) and q(N) (we will sometimes

suppress the functor q and write instead ‘f induces an isomorphism between M and N in Q’).

In particular, if a ∈ N, then the morphism πa : M → M given by multiplication by πa induces

an isomorphism in Q for any R-module M , as both kernel and cokernel of the map (in R-mod)

are annihilated by πa.

Lemma 3.13. Let f : M → N be a morphism of R-modules inducing an isomorphism in Q.

Then f induces an isomorphism in Q between π−tor(M) and π−tor(N).

Proof. By definition, there exists some positive integers a and b such that πa annihilates the

kernel of f and πb annihilates the cokernel of f .

Restricting to π−tor(M), f thus induces an isomorphism between π−tor(M) and f(π−tor(M))

in Q. Now let x ∈ N be π-torsion, i.e. there exists n such that πnx = 0. By assumption,

there exists some y ∈ M with f(y) = πbx, and hence πn−by ∈ ker f . Thus πa+n−by = 0, so

y ∈ π−tor(M). Therefore πb · π−tor(N) ⊆ f(π−tor(M)) ⊆ π−tor(N), finishing the proof.

Lemma 3.14. Let M be a normed left A-module with two equivalent norms |−|1, |−|2, with

respective unit balls M◦1 , M◦2 . Then TorA
◦

s (B,M◦1 ) is isomorphic to TorA
◦

s (B,M◦2 ) in Q for each

s ≥ 0.
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Proof. By equivalence of norms, there exist positive integers a and b such that

πaM◦1 ⊆M◦2 ⊆ π−bM◦1 ,

inducing B-module morphisms

f1 : TorA
◦

s (B,M◦1 )
πa

// TorA
◦

s (B,M◦2 )
πb
// TorA

◦

s (B,M◦1 )

and

f2 : TorA
◦

s (B,M◦2 )
πb

// TorA
◦

s (B,M◦1 )
πa
// TorA

◦

s (B,M◦2 ),

both of which are simply multiplication by πa+b by functoriality. Thus the kernel of

πb : TorA
◦

s (B,M◦2 )→ TorA
◦

s (B,M◦1 )

is annihilated by some positive power of π by looking at f2, likewise for the cokernel by looking

at f1.

Lemma 3.15. Suppose

L
f // M

g // N

is an exact sequence of R-modules, N has bounded π-torsion, and L ∈ BT , i.e. there exists a

positive integer a such that πaL = 0. Then M has bounded π-torsion.

Proof. Let b be an integer such that πb annihilates every π-torsion element of N , and let x ∈M
be a π-torsion element. Then its image g(x) is π-torsion in N , so πbg(x) = 0, and πbx has some

preimage y in L. By assumption πay = 0, so πa+bx = 0.

Lemma 3.16. Let

0→ L→M → N → 0

be a strict short exact sequence of normed left A-modules. Assume that tensoring with B yields

a short exact sequence

0 // B ⊗A L
f // B ⊗AM

g // B ⊗A N // 0.

Then this sequence is strict with respect to the tensor semi-norms if and only if the following

condition is satisfied:

The induced map

π−tor(B ⊗M◦)→ π−tor(B ⊗N◦)
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is an epimorphism in Q, i.e. there exists a non-negative integer r such that for any π-torsion

element x ∈ B ⊗N◦, πrx is the image of some π-torsion element of B ⊗M◦.

Proof. Without loss of generality (using Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14), we can assume that L and N

are equipped with the subspace and quotient norm, respectively, and that M (and hence L and

N) has discrete value set equal to |K∗|.

Thus we have a short exact sequence

0→ L◦ →M◦ → N◦ → 0

Note that the map M◦ → N◦ is indeed surjective since M has discrete value set (Lemma 2.9).

Thus we obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

B ⊗A◦ L◦
f◦ //

��

B ⊗A◦ M◦
g◦ //

��

B ⊗A◦ N◦ //

��

0

0 // B ⊗A L
f // B ⊗AM

g // B ⊗A N // 0

The kernel of each vertical arrow consists of the π-torsion submodule by Lemma 2.10, and by

Lemma 3.3, the images of the vertical maps are the unit balls of the terms in the second row

with respect to the tensor semi-norms. Given an element x in some term in the first row, we

will denote its image under the vertical map by x.

Note that by Theorem 3.9, g is always strict.

Suppose now that the condition stated in the Lemma is satisfied, and let x ∈ B ⊗ L such

that |f(x)| ≤ 1, i.e. there exists some y ∈ B ⊗M◦ such that y = f(x). Note that g(y) = 0 im-

plies that g◦(y) is π-torsion in B⊗N◦. Then πrg◦(y) is the image of some π-torsion element z of

B⊗M◦ by assumption. Thus πry−z is in the kernel of g◦ and hence has a preimage u in B⊗L◦.

Since z is π-torsion, πry − z = πrf(x), and by commutativity of the diagram and injectiv-

ity of f , we have u = πrx, so |πrx| ≤ 1 in B ⊗ L. Thus Im f ∩ (B ⊗M)◦ ⊆ f(π−r(B ⊗ L)◦),

proving that f is strict.

Conversely, suppose the map f is strict, i.e. there exists an integer r such that Im f∩(B⊗M)◦ ⊆
f(π−r(B ⊗ L)◦). Without loss of generality, we can choose r to be non-negative. Now let

x ∈ B ⊗ N◦ be a π-torsion element. By surjectivity, there exists some y ∈ B ⊗M◦ such that

x = g◦(y). Then y ∈ ker g has norm ≤ 1 in B ⊗M , and hence y ∈ Im f ∩ (B ⊗M)◦. By

definition of r, πry has a preimage in (B ⊗ L)◦, and thus a preimage z in B ⊗ L◦.
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3.3. Completed tensor products and cochain complexes

Thus πry− f◦(z) ∈ B ⊗M◦ is π-torsion, and πrx = g◦(πry− f◦(z)) is the image of a π-torsion

element.

We obtain as an immediate consequence two corollaries.

Corollary 3.17. Let

0→ L→M → N → 0

be as in Lemma 3.16. Assume that the B-module B ⊗A◦ N◦ has bounded π-torsion, i.e. there

exists an integer a such that if x ∈ B ⊗N◦, πnx = 0 for some n, then πax = 0.

Then the sequence

0 // B ⊗A L
f // B ⊗AM

g // B ⊗A N // 0

is strict with respect to the tensor semi-norms.

Proof. If x ∈ π-tor(B⊗N◦), then πax = 0 is the image of some π-torsion element of B⊗M◦.

Corollary 3.18. Let

0→ L→M → N → 0

be as in Lemma 3.16, and assume moreover that B is a flat right A◦-module.

Then the sequence

0 // B ⊗ L
f // B ⊗M

g // B ⊗N // 0

is strict with respect to the tensor semi-norms.

Proof. By flatness, the morphism

B ⊗A◦ N◦ → B ⊗A◦ (N◦ ⊗R K) = B ⊗A N

is an injection, so that B⊗N◦ is π-torsionfree. Hence the claim follows from Corollary 3.17.

3.3 Completed tensor products and cochain complexes

Finally, we need a variant of the results above to deal with more general cochain complexes.

For this, we keep the set-up of the previous section, assuming additionally that A◦ and B are

left Noetherian rings and that B is flat as a right A-module.

A standard example would be the case of A and B being affinoid algebras equipped with some

residue norms, B = B◦, and A → B the restriction morphism realizing SpB as an affinoid
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subdomain of SpA (see [12, Corollary 4.1/5]).

Consider a cochain complex (C•, ∂) of left Banach A-modules. We assume without loss of gen-

erality that |Cj | = |K∗|, and we suppose that for each j, the differential ∂j is strict.

It is worth pointing out that we do not assume A and B to be themselves complete at this

point.

We will state all our results for the case of left A-modules – the corresponding statements for

right A-modules can be proved mutatis mutandis.

Note that it follows from Lemma 3.7 that the images Im ∂j are closed in Cj+1.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the modules Im ∂j−1 and ker ∂j are equipped with the sub-

space norms induced from the normed A-module Cj . All tensor products will be equipped with

the corresponding tensor semi-norms, and we will write e.g. Coim(B ⊗ ∂j) when we equip the

tensor product B⊗Coim ∂j with the quotient semi-norm induced from B⊗Cj → B⊗Coim ∂j ,

or Im(B ⊗ ∂j−1) when we equip the tensor product B ⊗ Im ∂j−1 with the subspace semi-norm

inherited from B ⊗A Cj . We will sometimes abbreviate Im ∂j to Im when it is obvious which

term in the complex we are considering.

When we say that two semi-normed B-modules are isomorphic, it will be as topological modules,

except when we say explicitly that we consider them as abstract B-modules.

Since ker ∂j is closed in Cj , it is Banach by Lemma 2.3, and Im ∂j−1 is assumed to be closed.

Hence Lemma 2.4 implies that the quotient norm induced from the short exact sequence

0→ Im ∂j−1 → ker ∂j → Hj(C•)→ 0

turns Hj(C•) into a Banach A-module.

With this choice of norm, the short exact sequence above consists of strict morphisms by defi-

nition.

Proposition 3.19. Suppose that for each j, the following is satisfied:

(i) The module B ⊗A◦ Hj(C•)◦ has bounded π-torsion.

(ii) The morphism B ⊗A ker ∂j → B ⊗A Cj is strict.

Then the complex B ⊗A C• consists of strict morphisms, and the canonical morphism

B“⊗AHj(C•)→ Hj(B“⊗AC•)
is an isomorphism for each j.
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Proof. By assumption, B ⊗ Hj(C•)◦ has bounded π-torsion, so we can apply Corollary 3.17 to

see that

0→ B ⊗A Im ∂j−1 → B ⊗A ker ∂j → B ⊗A Hj(C•)→ 0

is strict exact.

Now the map B ⊗A Cj−1 → B ⊗A Cj factors as

B ⊗A Cj−1 → B ⊗ Coim ∂j−1 ∼= B ⊗ Im ∂j−1 → B ⊗ ker ∂j → B ⊗ Cj ,

where the first map is a strict surjection by Theorem 3.9, the second map is a homeomorphism

by strictness of ∂j−1 and Lemma 3.2, and the third map is a strict injection by the above. Since

we also assume that the fourth map is a strict injection, Lemma 3.11 now implies that B ⊗ C•

consists of strict morphisms.

We have also seen above that the sequence

0→ B ⊗ Im ∂j−1 → B ⊗ ker ∂j → B ⊗Hj(C•)→ 0

is strict exact, so that its completion

0→ B“⊗ Im ∂j−1 → B“⊗ ker ∂j → B“⊗Hj(C•)→ 0

is also exact by Proposition 3.8. We will now identify the first two terms with the correspond-

ing images and kernels in the complex B“⊗C•, i.e. we show that the vertical arrows in the

commutative diagram

0 // B“⊗ Im //

��

B“⊗ ker //

��

B“⊗Hj(C•) //

��

0

0 // Im(B“⊗∂j−1) // ker(B“⊗∂j) // Hj(B“⊗C•) // 0

are isomorphisms, completing the proof.

Note that by strictness of B ⊗ ∂, we can invoke Proposition 3.8 to identify Im(B“⊗∂j−1) and

ker(B“⊗∂j) with the completions of the image and kernel of B ⊗ ∂, respectively.

But now we have natural isomorphisms of normed B-modules

B“⊗ Im ∼= B“⊗Coim ∼= ̂Coim(B ⊗ ∂j−1) ∼= ̂Im(B ⊗ ∂j−1).
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We will explain each of these isomorphisms in turn. The first isomorphism is due to the strictness

of ∂j−1 (and applying Lemma 3.2). The second isomorphism follows from Theorem 3.9 applied

to the strict surjection Cj−1 → Coim ∂j−1. For the third isomorphism, note that B ⊗ ∂j−1 is a

strict morphism by the above, so

Coim(B ⊗ ∂j−1) ∼= Im(B ⊗ ∂j−1)

by definition, and completion gives the desired isomorphism.

This proves that the first vertical arrow is an isomorphism.

Similarly, since we assume that B ⊗ ker ∂j → B ⊗ Cj is strict, we have

B ⊗ ker ∂j ∼= ker(B ⊗ ∂j),

and hence

B“⊗ ker ∂j ∼= ̂ker(B ⊗ ∂j).

Now Proposition 3.8 implies again

B“⊗ ker ∂j ∼= ker(B“⊗∂j),
proving that the second vertical arrow is an isomorphism.

By exactness of the rows of the diagram, it therefore follows that the third arrow is also an

isomorphism, and

B“⊗Hj(C•) ∼= Hj(B“⊗C•)
as required.

Corollary 3.20. Suppose that B is a flat right A◦-module. Then B ⊗A C• consists of strict

morphisms, and

B“⊗AHj(C•)→ Hj(B“⊗C•)
is an isomoprhism for each j.

Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 3.18, B ⊗Hj(C•)◦ is π-torsionfree.

The sequence

0→ ker ∂j → Cj → Coim ∂j → 0

is trivially strict, so applying Corollary 3.18 shows that the conditions of Proposition 3.19 are

satisfied.
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Our next results can be viewed as an extension of this result to the case when B is not flat.

It turns out that we can establish analogous statements as long as B is sufficiently close to being

flat in the sense that all corresponding Tor groups should have bounded π-torsion.

To simplify notation, we will from now on abbreviate TorA
◦

s (B,M) to Ts(M) for any left A◦-

module M .

Note that for s ≥ 1, this is always a π-torsion module, as

Ts(M)⊗R K = TorAs (B,M ⊗R K) = 0,

since K is flat over R, and B is assumed to be flat over A (see [47, Corollary 3.2.10] and Lemma

2.10).

Theorem 3.21. Suppose that for large enough j, Ts((Coim ∂j)◦) and Ts((ker ∂j)◦) have bounded

π-torsion for all s ≥ 0. Suppose further that for all j, the following is satisfied:

(i) Ts
(
Hj(C•)◦

)
has bounded π-torsion for all s ≥ 0.

(ii) Ts
(
(Cj)◦

)
has bounded π-torsion for all s ≥ 0.

Then the complex B ⊗ C• consists of strict morphisms, and the canonical morphism

B“⊗AHj(C•)→ Hj(B“⊗C•)
is an isomorphism for each j.

Proof. Consider again the strict short exact sequence

0→ ker ∂j → Cj → Coim ∂j → 0.

In the light of Proposition 3.19 and Corollary 3.17, it is now enough to show that B⊗(Coim ∂j)◦

has bounded π-torsion for each j.

We will in fact show the following stronger statement: for each j and each s ≥ 0, Ts((Coim ∂j)o)

and Ts((ker ∂j)◦) have bounded π-torsion.

We will argue inductively on j. The statement is true for sufficiently large j (and arbitrary

s) by assumption. Let us now assume we have proved the statement for Ts((Coim ∂j+1)◦) and

Ts((ker ∂j+1)◦) for each s.

Consider the following long exact sequence

· · · → Ts+1((Hj+1(C•))◦)→ Ts((Im ∂j)◦)→ Ts((ker ∂j+1)◦)→ . . . ,
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obtained from the natural short exact sequence.

As noted earlier, Ts+1((Hj+1(C•))◦) is a π-torsion module, since B is flat over A, and it has

bounded π-torsion by assumption.

Thus, Ts+1((Hj+1(C•))◦) ∈ BT is annihilated by some positive power of π.

By inductive hypothesis, Ts((ker ∂j+1)◦) has bounded π-torsion, so Lemma 3.15 now implies

that Ts((Im ∂j)◦) has bounded π-torsion for each s ≥ 0.

But now (Im ∂j)◦ and (Coim ∂j)◦ are unit balls of equivalent norms on Im ∂j , so by Lemma

3.14, Ts((Coim ∂j)◦) is isomorphic to Ts((Im ∂j)◦) in Q, and has therefore bounded π-torsion

for each s ≥ 0 by Lemma 3.13.

In particular, Ts((Coim ∂j)◦) ∈ BT for s ≥ 1 by flatness of B.

Now applying Lemma 3.15 to the part of the long exact sequence

· · · → Ts+1((Coim ∂j)◦)→ Ts((ker ∂j)◦)→ Ts((C
j)◦)→ . . .

shows that Ts((ker ∂j)◦) has bounded π-torsion for all s ≥ 0.

We would like to highlight two particular instances of the above theorem.

Corollary 3.22. Suppose that B ⊗A◦ Â◦ carries the structure of a (left) Noetherian ring, and

assume that for each j, the following is satisfied:

(i) Hj(C•) is a finitely generated Â-module.

(ii) Ts((C
j)◦) has bounded π-torsion for each s ≥ 0.

Then B ⊗A C• consists of strict morphisms and the natural morphism“B ⊗
Â

Hj(C•)→ Hj(B“⊗AC•)
is an isomorphism of “B-modules.

Proof. Note that by Theorem 2.11, we can identify the unit ball Â◦ of Â with the π-adic

completion of A◦, which is Noetherian by [11, 3.2.3.(vi)].

By Lemma 2.12, Â is a Noetherian Banach algebra such that Â◦ is Noetherian, so by Lemma

2.14, Hj(C•)◦ is a finitely generated Â◦-module. Now

Ts(H
j(C•)◦) = TorA

◦

s (B,Hj(C•)◦) ∼= TorÂ
◦

s (B ⊗A◦ Â◦,Hj(C•)◦)

by [47, Proposition 3.2.9], as Â◦ is flat over A◦ by [11, 3.2.3.(iv)].

By Noetherianity of Â◦, Hj(C•)◦ now admits a free resolution of finitely generated Â◦-modules,
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so that each

TorÂ
◦

s (B ⊗ Â◦,Hj(C•)◦)

is a finitely generated left B ⊗ Â◦-module, as we assume this ring to be Noetherian.

So by Noetherianity, the π-torsion submodule is also finitely generated, and thus Ts(H
j(C•)◦)

has in fact bounded π-torsion for each s ≥ 0. Now apply the theorem above.

For the last isomorphism, note that we have“B“⊗
Â

Hj(C•) ∼= B“⊗AHj(C•) ∼= Hj(B“⊗AC•)
by Lemma 3.2 and the above, and we can remove the completion symbol over the first tensor

product by Lemma 3.12.

Corollary 3.23. Suppose that both A and B are Banach algebras. Assume that for each j, the

following is satisfied:

(i) Hj(C•) is a finitely generated A-module.

(ii) Ts((C
j)◦) has bounded π-torsion for each s ≥ 0.

Then B ⊗A C• consists of strict morphisms and B ⊗A Hj(C•) ∼= Hj(B“⊗C•).
Proof. This is just a special case of the above: Â◦ = A◦, as we assume A to be complete, so

B ⊗A◦ Â◦ = B, which is Noetherian by assumption.
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Chapter 4

Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem

Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem, as given in [32] (see [12, sections 6.3, 6.4] for an account

in English), establishes the coherence of higher direct images of coherent OX -modules along a

proper morphism f : X → Y . As we will employ the same techniques in the setting of coad-

missible ÙDX -modules, we give a detailed account of the key elements of the proof in [32], all

suitably generalized for our purposes. We will not be too concerned with those parts of the

proof which do not lend themselves to such a generalization.

First, we will recall the notion of a proper morphism in order to state the theorem. The proof

then relies on a number of general results concerning strictly completely continuous morphisms,

and an analysis of the Čech complex.

We begin with the notion of a proper morphism of rigid analytic spaces.

Definition 4.1 (see [12, Definition 6.3/6]). Let f : X → Y be a morphism of rigid analytic

spaces with Y being affinoid, and let U ⊆ U ′ ⊆ X be open affinoid subspaces. We say U is

relatively compact in U ′ (with respect to Y ), or U lies in the interior of U ′ with respect to Y ,

if the map OY (Y )→ OX(U ′) gives rise to a surjection

θ : OY (Y )〈x1, . . . , xl〉 → OX(U ′)

for some integer l, such that

U ⊂ {x ∈ U ′ : |fi(x)| < 1},

where fi is the image of xi under θ.

Definition 4.2 (see [12, Definition 6.3/8]). A morphism f : X → Y between rigid analytic

varieties is proper if it is separated and there exists an admissible affinoid covering (SpAi)i∈I
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of Y such that for all i ∈ I, Xi = f−1(SpAi) has two finite admissible affinoid coverings (Uij),

(Vij) with Vij being relatively compact in Uij with respect to SpAi for each j.

We quickly summarize basic examples and properties.

(i) Properness is stable under base change. If f : X → Y is a proper morphism and g : Z → Y

is another morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces, then the corresponding map X ×Y Z →
Y ×Y Z = Z is also proper (see [13, Lemma 9.6.2/1]). In particular, if U ⊆ Y is an

admissible open subspace, then the restriction f |f−1U : f−1U → U is proper.

(ii) Properness is local on the base. A morphism f : X → Y is proper if and only there exists

an admissible open covering (Yi) of Y such that the restrictions X ×Y Yi → Yi are all

proper. (see [13, Proposition 9.6.2/3]).

(iii) A morphism of affinoid K-spaces f : SpB → SpA is finite if the corresponding algebra

morphism A→ B turns B into a finitely generated A-module. More generally, a morphism

of rigid analytic K-spaces is finite if it is locally of this form. By [13, Proposition 9.6.2/5],

any finite morphism is proper.

In particular, closed immersions are proper.

(iv) As in the work of Raynaud [36], we can view any (quasi-separated, quasi-paracompact)

rigid analytic K-space as the generic fibre of some admissible formal R-scheme (see [12,

Theorem 8.4/3]). If f : X → Y is a morphism of admissible formal R-schemes, then

f rig : Xrig → Y rig is a proper morphism between their generic fibres if and only if f is

proper (see [34, Theorem 3.1]). We will not use the theory of formal schemes in this thesis,

but note only as a consequence that the composition of proper morphisms is again proper

(see [34, Corollary 3.2]).

(v) If f : X → Y is a morphism of K-schemes of locally finite type, then fan is a proper

morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces if and only if f is proper in the sense of algebraic

geometry (see [33, Satz 2.16]).

(vi) In particular, if X is a K-scheme of finite type which is projective, e.g. PnK or a partial flag

variety of a reductive algebraic group over K, then Xan is proper over the point SpK, and

hence the projection Xan × Y → Y is a proper morphism for any rigid analytic K-space

Y by the above.

A standard example of a proper morphism is thus what might be called a projective morphism,

by which we mean a morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces f : X → Y which factors as a closed

immersion X → (PnK)an× Y followed by the canonical projection. Since f is the composition of

two proper morphisms, it is proper. As in algebraic geometry, most naturally occuring proper
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morphisms will be projective.

As properness is local on the base, we will often restrict our attention to the case when Y = SpA

is itself affinoid and satisfies the condition in Definition 4.2, i.e. we have two finite admissible

affinoid coverings U = (Ui), V = (Vi) of X such that Vi is relatively compact in Ui for each i.

Thus there exists a commutative diagram

A〈x1, . . . , xl〉

θi

��

hi

&&
OX(Ui)

res // OX(Vi)

such that the map θi is surjective and

|hi(xj)|sup < 1

for any j = 1, . . . , l.

In particular, hi(xj) is topologically nilpotent in OX(Vi) for each j (it follows from the comment

after Definition 2.15 that this notion is independent of the choice of norm on OX(Vi) - see [12,

Corollary 3.1/18]).

Moreover, writing Ui1...ij for the finite intersection Ui1 ∩ · · · ∩Uij , it follows from separatedness

that all Ui1...ij and Vi1...ij are admissible open affinoid subspaces of X, and that Vi1...ij is rela-

tively compact in Ui1...ij with respect to Y .

In this situation (i.e. when the covering (SpAi) in Definition 4.2 consists of a single affinoid)

we say that f : X → Y is elementary proper.

We can now state Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem.

Theorem 4.3 ([32, Satz 2.6, Satz 3.5]). Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of rigid analytic

K-spaces, and let M be a coherent OX-module. Then Rjf∗M is a coherent OY -module for all

j ≥ 0.

Equivalently, if f is elementary proper, with Y = SpA, the following is satisfied for all j ≥ 0:

(i) Hj(X,M) is a finitely generated A-module.

(ii) For any affinoid subdomain SpB = U ⊆ Y , the natural morphism

B ⊗A Hj(X,M)→ Hj(f−1U,M)

is an isomorphism.
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4.1 The category BanA and strictly completely continuous

morphisms

Before turning to the proof of Theorem 4.3, we need to establish some terminology. The proof

we are going to present in the next two sections follows that of [32], but we will verify all state-

ments for the larger class of algebras we are considering.

Throughout, A will be a (not necessarily commutative) unital Noetherian Banach K-algebra,

whose norm is determined by an R-algebra A◦ as its unit ball, which we assume to be also

Noetherian. We summarize this by saying that A is a strictly Noetherian Banach (NB)

K-algebra.

As before, we assume for simplicity that |A| \ {0} = |K∗|.
Note affinoid K-algebras are obvious examples of strictly NB algebras.

The module category we will be working with consists of all (left) Banach A-modules, together

with continuous A-module morphisms. We call this category BanA.

We recall the following facts from chapter 2.

(i) An A-module morphism between normed spaces is continuous if and only if it is bounded

(Lemma 2.1).

(ii) Any surjection in BanA is open (Open Mapping Theorem, Theorem 2.5).

(iii) Any finitely generated A-module is in BanA, equipped with a canonical topology (Lemma

2.14).

(iv) BanA is additive. Given two objects M , N , their direct sum M ⊕N carries the structure

of a Banach A-module with respect to the max norm (Lemma 2.2).

Note that for any M,N ∈ BanA, the space of morphisms

BanA(M,N) = Homcts
A (M,N)

is itself a left A-module, and may be equipped with the supremum norm

|f |sup := sup
x 6=0

|f(x)|
|x|

.

When we speak of a sequence of morphisms fi converging to some f ∈ BanA(M,N), we mean

uniform convergence, i.e. convergence with respect to the supremum norm.
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We also need to define topologically free modules. Given an indexing set S, consider the A-

module

⊕s∈SAes,

equipped with the direct sum (maximum) norm, where |aes| = |a| for each s ∈ S, a ∈ A. Its

completion

FS := “⊕s∈SAes
lies in BanA and satisfies the following universal property.

Proposition 4.4. For M in BanA and any map f : S →M such that the set {|f(s)| : s ∈ S}
is bounded in R, there exists a unique morphism φ : FS → M in BanA satisfying φ(es) = f(s)

for each s ∈ S.

Moreover, the operator norm of φ is |φ| = sups∈S |f(s)|.

Proof. By the universal property of (abstract) free modules, there exists a unique A-module

morphism extending f , given by

θ :⊕s∈S Aei →M∑
ases 7→

∑
asf(s).

Moreover, |θ(
∑
ases)| = |

∑
asf(s)| ≤ max |as||f(s)| for any finite sum

∑
ases, so that θ is

continuous by the boundedness assumption, with operator norm |θ| = sup |f(s)|. By continuity,

θ extends uniquely to a continuous map φ between the completions FS →M , and |φ| = |θ|.

We call FS the topologically free module over S or the topologically free module (topo-

logically) generated by S.

The following corollary follows immediately from the proposition above.

Corollary 4.5. For any M ∈ BanA, there exists a topologically free module F ∈ BanA and a

surjection

p : F →M.

Lastly, we need to introduce a special kind of morphism in the category BanA.

Definition 4.6. A morphism f : M → N in BanA is called strictly completely continuous

if f is the limit of morphisms fi : M → N in BanA such that fi(M
◦) is a finitely generated

A◦-module for each i.

It follows from Noetherianity of A◦ that this notion does not depend on a particular choice

of norm on M , but only on its equivalence class.

We mention here that Kiehl phrases this definition slightly differently in [32, Definition 1.1],
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since he does not assume K to be discretely valued (in particular, affinoid K-algebras might

have a unit ball which is not Noetherian). It is easy to check that the two definitions are equiv-

alent in BanA, where A is some strictly NB algebra.

We discuss one example which will feature in our proof of Theorem 4.3.

Lemma 4.7. Let F = “⊕SAes be a topologically free A-module over S. If f : F → M is

a morphism in BanA such that for any ε > 0 there are only finitely many s ∈ S such that

|f(es)| ≥ ε, then f is strictly completely continous.

Proof. For any ε > 0, denote by Sε the finite set of s ∈ S such that |f(es)| ≥ ε.
Given s ∈ S, consider the continuous A-module morphism

gs : F −→ M∑
ajej 7→ asf(es),

i.e. we only consider the es part of f . Now we set for any n ∈ N

fn =
∑

s∈S1/n

gs,

a continuous A-module morphism such that

fn(F ◦) ⊆
∑

s∈S1/n

A◦f(es)

is a finitely generated A◦-module.

It thus remains to show that the fn tend to f . By Proposition 4.4, |f − fn| = sups∈S |f(es) −
fn(es)|. Now if s ∈ S1/n, then f(es) = fn(es), and if s is not in S1/n, then fn(es) = 0 and

|f(es)− fn(es)| < 1/n by construction. Thus |f − fn| < 1/n, proving the result.

Corollary 4.8. Let f : A〈x1, . . . , xn〉 → M be a morphism in BanA such that f(xi) tends to

zero as |i| → ∞. Then f is strictly completely continuous.

We briefly record the following properties.

Lemma 4.9. Let f : M → N be a strictly completely continuous morphism in BanA, and let

L, G be in BanA. Then the following holds:

(i) For any morphism g : N → G in BanA, the composition gf is strictly completely continu-

ous.
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(ii) For any morphism h : L → M in BanA, the composition fh is strictly completely contin-

uous.

Proof. Let (fi : M → N) be a sequence of morphisms in BanA as in Definition 4.6.

(i) For any continuous morphism g, the compositions gfi converge to gf , and since fi(M
◦)

is finitely generated, so is gfi(M
◦): if fi(M

◦) is generated by n1, . . . , nr, then gfi(M
◦) is

generated by g(n1), . . . , g(nr).

(ii) Since |(f − fi)h| ≤ |f − fi| · |h|, we know that fih converges to fh. Since h is continuous,

boundedness implies that there exists some integer a such that

h(L◦) ⊆ πaM◦,

and thus fih(L◦) ⊆ πafi(M
◦), a finitely generated A◦-module by definition of the fi

(multiplication by πa establishes an isomorphism fi(M
◦) ∼= πafi(M

◦)). By Noetherianity

of A◦, fih(L◦) is thus a finitely generated A◦-module.

Lemma 4.10. Let f1 : M1 → N1, . . . , fr : Mr → Nr be a finite set of strictly completely

continuous morphisms in BanA. Then the finite direct sum

⊕ri=1fi : ⊕Mi → ⊕Ni

is also a strictly completely continuous morphism in BanA.

Proof. The modules ⊕Mi and ⊕Ni are in BanA and ⊕fi is a morphism in BanA, as BanA is an

additive category.

For each i, let fi be the limit of A-module morphisms gij such that gij(M
◦
i ) is finitely generated

for each j ∈ N. Then clearly ⊕fi is the uniform limit of (⊕igij)j , and moreover

(⊕igij)(⊕M◦i ) = ⊕igij(M◦i )

is a finitely generated A◦-module for any j, as required.

4.2 Schwartz’ Theorem and consequences

We will use the class of strictly completely continuous morphisms in the proof of Kiehl’s Proper

Mapping Theorem by applying Theorem 4.12, which is known as Schwartz’ Theorem. First, we

need a definition.
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Definition 4.11. Let N be an object of BanA, and let M be a submodule of N . We say M is

closed and of finite index in N if M is a closed submodule such that the quotient module

N/M is a finitely generated A-module.

Theorem 4.12 ([32, Satz 1.2]). Let f : M → N be a surjection in BanA, and let g : M → N

be a strictly completely continuous homomorphism of A-modules. Then Im(f + g) is closed and

of finite index in N .

Before turning to the proof of Theorem 4.12, note that we have the following easy properties

concerning submodules which are closed and of finite index.

Lemma 4.13. Let N be in BanA and let M be some A-submodule of N . Suppose there exists

some morphism

f : N → G

in BanA such that f(M) is closed and of finite index in G, and M contains the kernel of f .

Then M is closed and of finite index in N .

Proof. By continuity of f , we know that f−1(f(M)) is closed in N . But f−1(f(M)) = M ,

because M contains the kernel of f . Moreover, as abstract A-modules we have isomorphisms

N/M ∼= (N/ ker f)/(M/ ker f) ∼= f(N)/f(M) ≤ G/f(M),

which is finitely generated by Noetherianity of A.

Lemma 4.14. Let N be in BanA and let M be some A-submodule of N . Suppose M contains

some A-module M ′ which is closed and of finite index in N . Then M is itself closed and of

finite index in N .

Proof. Since M ′ is closed in N , the quotient semi-norm on N/M ′ is actually a complete norm

(Lemma 2.4), and it follows from Lemma 2.14 that this gives rise to the canonical topology on

the finitely generated A-module N/M ′, i.e. N/M ′ equipped with the quotient norm is in BanA.

Now apply the above lemma to the natural projection p : N → N/M ′, noting that p(M) is

closed in N/M ′, as every A-submodule of a finitely generated A-module (with the canonical

topology) is closed by Proposition 2.13, while finite generation of the quotient (N/M ′)/p(M)

follows directly from finite generation of N/M ′.

Lemma 4.15. Let M and N be modules in BanA such that M is closed and of finite index in

N . Let f : N → G be a surjection in BanA. Then f(M) is closed and of finite index in G.

Proof. By Lemma 4.14, the submodule M + ker f is closed and of finite index in N . Since

f(M) = f(M + ker f), we can assume without loss of generality that ker f ⊆M .
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By the Open Mapping Theorem (Theorem 2.5), f is open. By assumption, the set complement

N \M is open in N , so f(N \M) is open in G. But since f is surjective and ker f ⊆ M , we

have

f (N \M) = G \ f(M),

so that f(M) is a closed submodule of G.

Moreover, we have the following isomorphisms as abstract A-modules

G/f(M) ∼= (N/ ker f)/(M/ ker f) ∼= (N/M),

which is finitely generated, since N/M is a finitely generated A-module by assumption.

The content of the following lemma can be summarized as: small continuous displacements

of surjections are still surjective.

Lemma 4.16 ([12, Lemma 1.3]). Let f : M → N be a surjection in BanA. Then there exists

a real number c > 0 such that for any ε ∈ BanA(M,N) with |ε| < c (again with respect to the

supremum norm), the map f − ε is still surjective.

Proof. By the Open Mapping Theorem, f is open. Hence there exists a bounded K-linear map

(not necessarily A-linear) b : N →M such that fb = idN .

Set c = 1/|b|. If |ε| < c, define

gn =
n∑
i=0

(bε)ib ∈ HomK(N,M).

Since HomK(N,M) is Banach (see [42, Proposition 3.3]), the gn converge to the element

g =
∞∑
i=0

(bε)ib ∈ HomK(N,M),

a continuous K-linear map from N to M , satisfying

(f − ε)g = idN .

In particular, f − ε has to be surjective.

Proof of Theorem 4.12. Since g is strictly completely continuous, we have a sequence of homo-

morphisms gi : M → N converging to g such that each gi(M
◦) is a finitely generated A◦-module.

Note in particular that for each i, the image gi(M) is a finitely generated A-module.

By Lemma 4.16, we can choose i large enough such that f − (gi − g) is surjective. We set
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h = f − (gi − g), and note that f + g = h+ gi.

Let K = ker gi, which is closed by continuity of gi and of finite index in M , since M/K ∼= gi(M)

as abstract A-modules. Thus by surjectivity of h, Lemma 4.15 implies that h(K) is closed and

of finite index in N . But now h(K) = (h + gi)(K) by definition of K, and (h + gi)(K) is

contained in (h+ gi)(M). Thus by Lemma 4.14, (h+ gi)(M) is closed and of finite index in N ,

as required.

We finally need an analogue of Satz 1.4 and Korollar 1.5 in [32].

Theorem 4.17 ([32, Satz 1.4]). Let f : M → N be a morphism in BanA. Suppose that N is

a closed submodule of some G ∈ BanA via the injection j : N → G such that the composition

jf is strictly completely continuous. Then there exists a topologically free A-module F and a

surjection p : F →M in BanA such that fp is strictly completely continuous.

Proof. Note that by Corollary 4.5, there exists some topologically free A-module F and a sur-

jection p : F → M in BanA, and by Lemma 4.9, the composition jfp is strictly completely

continuous. Thus, replacing M by F , we can from now on assume that M is topologically free,

and we only need to show that f is strictly completely continuous.

Since jf is strictly completely continuous, it is the limit of morphisms hi : M → G such

that each hi(M
◦) is a finitely generated A◦-module. The general idea of the proof is now as

follows: we would like to replace the hi by morphisms which factor through N , exhibiting f as a

strictly completely continuous morphism. Using the freeness of M , it will be enough to specify

suitable images of topological generators of M .

Write M = “⊕s∈SAes and M◦ = “⊕s∈SA◦es. Given 0 < ε < 1, choose i such that |jf − hi| ≤ ε.

Let y1, . . . , yr be generators of hi(M
◦) over A◦, and write

hi(es) =
r∑
t=1

astyt

for ast ∈ A◦, s ∈ S, t = 1, . . . , r.

Since yt ∈ hi(M◦), we can choose xt ∈M◦ such that hi(xt) = yt, and set zt = f(xt) ∈ N .

Define

fs =
r∑
t=1

astzt ∈ N
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and consider the map

S → N

s 7→ fs.

Since ast ∈ A◦ for each s ∈ S, t = 1, . . . r, we have |fs| ≤ maxt|zt| for each s ∈ S, so that this

map has bounded image. Hence we can invoke Proposition 4.4 to obtain a morphism φ : M → N

in BanA with the property that φ(es) = fs for each s ∈ S. We write φε when we want to stress

that the morphism depends on a value ε.

Note that for every 0 < ε < 1, φε(M
◦) ⊆

∑r
t=1A

◦zt is finitely generated by Noetherianity

of A◦, and we claim that |f − φε| ≤ ε. For each s ∈ S, we have

|f(es)− φε(es)|N = |jf(es)− jφε(es)|G
≤ max {|jf(es)− hi(es)|, |hi(es)− jφε(es)|}

= max
¶
|jf(es)− hi(es)|, |

∑
ast (yt − j(zt))|

©
≤ max{ε, |yt − j(zt)| : t = 1, . . . , r}

= max{ε, |hi(xt)− jf(xt)| : t = 1, . . . , r},

and hence |f(es)− φε(es)| ≤ ε.
Therefore Proposition 4.4 implies that |f − φε| ≤ ε.
Thus we have shown that f is the limit of morphisms φε : M → N with the property that

φε(M
◦) is a finitely generated A◦-module, proving that f is strictly completely continuous.

Theorem 4.18 ([32, Korollar 1.5]). Let f : M → N be a surjection in BanA, and let g : M → N

be another morphism in BanA. Suppose N is a closed submodule of some G ∈ BanA via the

injection j : N → G, and suppose that the composition jg is strictly completely continuous.

Then Im(f + g) is closed and of finite index in N .

Proof. By Theorem 4.17, there exists a topologically free module F and a surjection p : F →M

in BanA such that gp is strictly completely continuous. By surjectivity of p, we have that fp is

still surjective, so Theorem 4.12 implies that Im(fp+gp) = Im((f +g)◦p) is closed and of finite

index in N . But since p is surjective, this is the same as Im(f + g), and the result follows.

Note that the same result holds for Im(f−g). If jg is strictly completely continuous, written

as the limit of some (hi)i, then j ◦ (−g) is strictly completely continuous, as it is the limit of

(−hi)i.
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These results will be applied in the proof of Theorem 4.3 using the following observation, which

in [31] is attributed to Cartan–Serre.

Proposition 4.19. Let C•, D• be two cochain complexes in BanA, and let α = (αi ∈ BanA(Ci, Di))

be a quasi-isomorphism. Assume further that for each i there exists F i ∈ BanA together with a

surjection βi : F i → Ci such that αiβi is a stricly completely continuous morphism of A-modules.

Then Hi(D•) is a finitely generated A-module.

Proof. This proof can be found in [32] as part of the proof of Satz 2.5 and Satz 2.6. In a slight

abuse of notation, all differentials will be denoted by the same letter d.

Let Gi be the inverse image of Zi(C•) = ker d ⊆ Ci in F i. Note that Zi(C•) is closed in Ci, so

it is complete when equipped with the subspace norm. Similarly it follows from continuity that

Gi is closed in F i, and hence an object in BanA by Lemma 2.3.

We wish to apply Theorem 4.18 to

Gi ⊕Di−1 →Zi(D•)

(a, b) 7→ d(b) = (αiβi(a) + d(b))− αiβi(a).

We will verify the conditions of Theorem 4.18.

Firstly, we claim that the map

f : Gi ⊕Di−1 → Zi(D•)

(a, b)→ αiβi(a) + d(b)

is a surjection in BanA.

We have already shown that each of the modules appearing is an object in BanA (recall that

BanA is closed under taking finite direct sums with the corresponding max norm, i.e. is additive),

and since αi, βi and d are all bounded, f is clearly also bounded. For surjectivity, note that we

assume that αi induces an isomorphism of cohomology groups, and hence the map

Zi(C•)⊕Di−1 →Zi(D•)

(a, b) 7→αi(a) + d(b)

is surjective. Since βi is surjective, it follows that the restriction βi|Gi : Gi → Zi(C•) is surjec-

tive by definition of Gi, proving that the composition f : Gi⊕Di−1 → Zi(D•) is also surjective,

as required.
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Secondly, we need to show that the map

g : Gi ⊕Di−1 → Zi(D•)

(a, b) 7→ αiβi(a)

is strictly completely continuous after composition with the injection j : Zi(D•)→ Di.

Again, it is straightforward to see that g is a morphism in BanA. Note that it fits into the

commutative diagram

Gi ⊕Di−1

p

��

g // Zi(D•)

j

��

Gi

ι

��
F i

βi // Ci
αi // Di

where the bottom row is strictly completely continuous by assumption, and the map p is the

projection onto the first factor.

By Lemma 4.9, the composition αiβiιp is strictly completely continuous.

It follows by commutativity of the diagram that the composition jg is a strictly completely

comtinuous morphism of A-modules, as required.

We can therefore apply Theorem 4.18 (and the remark after its proof) to conclude that Im d =

Im(f − g) is closed and of finite index in Zi(D•), i.e.

Hi(D•) = Zi(D•)/d(Di−1)

is a finitely generated A-module.

Corollary 4.20. In the situation of Proposition 4.19, D• is a cochain complex with strict

morphisms.

Proof. By the above, Im dj−1 is a closed subspace of Zj(D•), which is in turn a closed subspace

of Dj by continuity. Thus we can apply Lemma 3.7 to show that dj−1 is strict for each j.

We briefly sketch how the above results are used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.

Without loss of generality, we can consider the case of an elementary proper morphism f : X →
Y = SpA, so that X is covered by two finite admissible open coverings U = (Ui) and V = (Vi)

with Vi relatively compact in Ui with respect to Y for each i.

Applying Proposition 4.19 to the natural restriction map Č•(U,M) → Č•(V,M) shows that

Ȟj(V,M) is a finitely generated A-module for each j ≥ 0, and this is isomorphic to Hj(X,M)
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by Theorem 2.27. We will apply the same argument for ÙD-modules later.

To prove the localizaton property, Kiehl argues by induction on the Krull dimension of A, using

a variant of the Formal Function Theorem (see [32, Theorem 3.4]) for the inductive step. This

strategy will find no analogue in our ÙD-module version of the result, which is why we omit

further details.

4.3 An immediate consequence: Stein factorization

We remain in the setting where f : X → Y = SpA is an elementary proper morphism of rigid

analytic K-spaces. By Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem, B = OX(X) is finitely generated as

an A-module, so a fortiori is of topologically finite type as an A-algebra. Hence B is an affinoid

algebra and the corresponding map A→ B induces a factorization

X
g //

f !!

SpB

h

��
SpA

Using the same coverings (Ui) and (Vi), we see that g is a proper morphism (separatedness

follows from [13, Proposition 9.6.2/4]), and h is a morphism of finite type by definition. This is

the elementary version of Stein factorization, a more general version of which can be obtained

by glueing.

Proposition 4.21 (see [13, Proposition 9.6.3/5]). Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of

rigid analytic K-spaces. Then there exists a rigid analytic K-space Z and a factorization

X

f   

g // Z

h
��
Y

where g is a surjective proper morphism with connected fibres and g∗OX ∼= OZ , and where h is

finite.
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Chapter 5

Fréchet–Stein algebras and

coadmissible modules

In this chapter we will introduce the sheaf of differential operators ÙDX on a rigid analytic space

as the Fréchet completion of the enveloping algebra of the tangent sheaf. As in [5], we will

treat this as one particular manifestation of a more general contruction by considering Fréchet

completions of enveloping algebras of Lie algebroids.

We will show that these are well-behaved in the sense that we obtain Fréchet–Stein algebras

over every affinoid subspace, and we define the notion of coadmissible modules as the analogue

of coherent modules in this setting. We will also construct sheaves Dn = Un(T ) and Mn

exhibiting the structures of ÙDX and a coadmissible module M not just section by section, but

in the category of sheaves.

Most of these results can already be found in [5], under additional smoothness assumptions for

a lattice of the Lie algebroid. The main part of this chapter will be concerned with removing

these conditions from our results.

5.1 The enveloping algebra U(L) and its Fréchet comple-

tion ˚�U(L)

For the entirety of this chapter, A will denote an affinoid K-algebra with affine formal model

A.

Our first fundamental object of study will be the enveloping algebra U(L) of an (R,A)-Lie

algebra L, as described in [37]. It can be thought of as a natural generalization of the universal
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enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra.

Let S be a commutative base ring and B a commutative S-algebra. Then a B-module L is a

(S,B)-Lie algebra if L is also an S-Lie algebra equipped with a B-linear Lie algebra homo-

morphism

ρ : L→ DerS(B),

called the anchor map, satisfying

[x, by] = b[x, y] + ρ(x)(b)y

for x, y ∈ L, b ∈ B, i.e. the Lie bracket respects the B-action via a Leibniz rule.

A standard example will be the (K,A)-Lie algebra L = DerK(A), which is isomorphic to the

global sections of the tangent sheaf TX(X) for X = SpA.

Given an (S,B)-Lie algebra L, Rinehart defined in [37] the enveloping algebra UB(L), which

comes equipped with two canonical injections

iB : B → UB(L), iL : L→ UB(L)

and satisfies the following universal property.

Proposition 5.1 (see [5, 2.1]). Let T be an associative S-algebra together with an S-algebra

morphism jB : B → T and an S-Lie algebra morphism jL : L→ T , satisfying

jL(bx) = jB(b)jL(x) ∀b ∈ B, x ∈ L

and

[jL(x), jB(b)] = jB(ρ(x)(b)) ∀b ∈ B, x ∈ L.

Then there exists a unique S-algebra morphism φ : UB(L) → T such that jB = φ ◦ iB and

jL = φ ◦ iL.

Note that UB(L) comes equipped with a natural degree filtration, setting F0 = B, F1 = B+L,

Fi = F1 · Fi−1 for i ≥ 2.

The following analogue of the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt Theorem is also due to Rinehart.

Theorem 5.2 ([37, Theorem 3.1]). Let L be an (S,B)-Lie algebra which is finitely generated

as a B-module. Then the morphism

SymB L→ grUB(L)
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is surjective, and is an isomorphism if L is projective.

In particular, if B is Noetherian and L is finitely generated, then UB(L) is a Noetherian

K-algebra.

Lemma 5.3. Let L be an (S,B)-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated projective B-module.

Then UB(L) is a flat left B-module.

Proof. By [14, III. 6.6, Corollary to Theorem 1], SymB L is a projective B-module, so each

graded piece (SymB L)n is projective and hence flat. The short exact sequence

0→ Fn−1UB(L)→ FnUB(L)→ (SymB L)n → 0

then ensures inductively that FnUB(L) is a flat B-module for each n, and since tensor products

commute with direct limits, UB(L) is also flat.

In analogy to the procedure of analytification (see section 2.5), we will be studying the

following structure.

Given a (K,A)-Lie algebra L which is finitely generated as an A-module, a lattice L is defined

to be a finitely generated A-submodule of L such that L ⊗R K = L. We call L an (R,A)-

Lie lattice if moreover L is closed under the Lie bracket and the L-action on A induced by ρ

preserves A (in particular, L is an (R,A)-Lie algebra). In this case πnL is an (R,A)-Lie lattice

for any non-negative integer n, and we can form the Fréchet completion

Ŭ(L) = lim←−
̂UA(πnL)K .

It turns out that the Fréchet completion is independent of the choice of formal model A and Lie

lattice L, as shown in [5, section 6.2].

We look at an easy example.

Any finite-dimensional K-Lie algebra g is a (K,K)-Lie algebra with ρ being the zero map.

Choosing an ordered K-basis x1, . . . , xm such that the R-span of the xi is closed under the Lie

bracket, we get

Ū(g) = {
∑
i∈Nm

aix
i : ai ∈ K, |ai||π|−|i|n → 0 as |i| → ∞ ∀n ≥ 0},

the Arens–Michael envelope of g. This algebra, which is closely related to the representation

theory of the associated p-adic Lie group, was already studied in [38], [39].

We can think of this as a non-commutative version of analytic functions on g∗.
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Under suitable smoothness conditions, the algebras Ŭ(L) behave indeed quite similarly to the

algebra of analytic functions on (Am)an, say.

Definition 5.4. A K-algebra U is called a (left, two-sided) Fréchet–Stein algebra if U =

lim←−Un is an inverse limit of countably many (left, two-sided) Noetherian Banach K-algebras

Un, such that for every n the following is satisfied:

(i) The morphism Un+1 → Un makes Un a flat Un+1-module (on the right, on both sides).

(ii) The morphism Un+1 → Un has dense image.

From now on, we will understand ‘Fréchet–Stein’ to mean ‘two-sided Fréchet–Stein’ through-

out.

It is not difficult to see that Ū(g) is in fact a Fréchet–Stein algebra, and that the same holds

in general with g being replaced by any (K,A)-Lie algebra which is a free finitely generated

A-module. The only non-trivial ingredient for this is Rinehart’s theorem as given in Theorem

5.2, which allows for explicit calculations.

Later, we want to construct a sheaf ÙDX on a smooth space X, whose sections over affinoid

subspaces V = SpB are precisely ˛�UB(T (V )), where T is the tangent sheaf. Again, Rinehart’s

theorem and the results above look promising, since projectiveness of sections of the tangent

sheaf corresponds to smoothness of X, so we should expect to get Fréchet–Stein algebras as

sections over every affinoid.

Note however that this result is not immediate. Roughly, we want to apply Rinehart’s theorem

not to the projective module T (V ) itself, but rather to a lattice inside it – which might not be

a priori a projective A-module. In the free module case, this was not a difficulty, as we could

simply choose the A-module generated by the free generators (scaled down suitably to make it

a Lie lattice). This argument has been generalized in the obvious way to the case when L is a

projective A-module, see [5, chapter 6].

We now present a proof which avoids this subtlety.

Theorem 5.5. Let L be a (K,A)-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated projective A-module,

and let L be any (R,A)-Lie lattice in L. Then

Ŭ(L) = lim←−
̂UA(πnL)K

is a Fréchet–Stein algebra.

Before we turn to the proof, we need to establish some lemmas. Throughout, Un will denote

the image of U(πnL) in UA(L), i.e. the A-subalgebra generated by A and πnL.

Note that by [5, Lemma 2.5], we have Û(πnL)K
∼= ”UnK , and we can therefore think of Û(πnL)K
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as the completion of UA(L) with respect to the semi-norm with unit ball Un (see Theorem 2.11).

Once Un is π-adically separated, this semi-norm is in fact a norm.

Our proof relies mainly on the following result.

Proposition 5.6 ([21, Lemma 5.3.9, Proposition 5.3.10]). Let V1 be a (not necessarily com-

mutative) π-torsionfree, π-adically separated left (resp. right) Noetherian R-algebra, and let V0

be an R-subalgebra of V1 ⊗R K containing V1, equipped with an exhaustive increasing filtration

F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ . . . by R-submodules such that the following is satisfied:

(i) For each i, j ≥ 0, FiFj ⊆ Fi+j.

(ii) F0 = V1.

(iii) The associated graded algebra grV0 is finitely generated over its zeroth graded piece V1 by

central elements.

Then V̂1K and V̂0K are left (resp. right) Noetherian K-algebras, and the natural map V̂1K →
V̂0K makes V̂0K a flat right (resp. left) V̂1K-module.

In the reference, this result is only given for the case R = Zp and only for left Noetherian

algebras, but the proof naturally generalizes. We will verify that all conditions of Proposition

5.6 are satisfied for V0 = Un, V1 = Un+1 for sufficiently large n.

Lemma 5.7. If L is a free A-module, then Un is π-adically separated for sufficiently large n.

Proof. Let ∂1, ∂2, . . . , ∂m be an ordered A-basis of L, suitably rescaled such that ⊕A∂i is an

(R,A)-Lie lattice. We are first going to assume that L = ⊕A∂i.
In this case it follows immediately that U0 (and hence any Un for n ≥ 0) is π-adically separated.

Identifying UA(L) as a K-vector space with the space of ordered polynomial expressions in

the ∂i with coefficients in A by Rinehart’s theorem, U0 corresponds to the subset consisting of

polynomials with coefficients in A, which is π-adically separated since A is.

Now let L be an arbitrary (R,A)-Lie lattice. Since L is finitely generated, there exists some

integer n such that

πnL ⊆ ⊕A∂i,

and thus Un is contained in the A-subalgebra of UA(L) generated by A and ⊕A∂i. Therefore

Un is π-adically separated by the first part of the proof.

In fact, we can go further and drop the freeness condition.

Lemma 5.8. Let L be a (K,A)-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated projective A-module,

and let L be any (R,A)-Lie lattice in L. Then Un ⊆ UA(L) is π-adically separated for sufficiently

large n.
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Proof. Since L is a finitely generated A-module, we obtain an associated coherent OX -module

L on X = SpA. As L is projective, L is locally free, so there exists a finite admissible covering

(Xi) of X by affinoid subdomains such that L |Xi
is a free OXi

-module (see Proposition 2.29).

Write Xi = SpAi, and let Ai be an affine formal model of Ai containing A, which exists by

Lemma 3.10. Now L (Xi) = Ai ⊗A L is a (K,Ai)-Lie algebra for any i (see [5, Corollary 2.4]).

We write Li for the image of Ai ⊗A L in Ai ⊗ L. Replacing L by πmL for sufficiently large m

such that L(Ai) ⊆ Ai for all i (which can be done as each formal model is topologically of finite

type), we can assume that Li is a (R,Ai)-Lie lattice inside the free Ai-module Ai ⊗A L.

In particular, if we denote the image of UAi
(πnLi) inside UAi

(Ai ⊗ L) by V ni , then Lemma 5.7

implies that for each i, V ni is π-adically separated for sufficiently large n.

Restriction to each element of the covering yields the following commutative diagram.

UA(πnL)
g //

��

UA(L)

f

��
⊕iUAi

(πnLi)
⊕gi // ⊕UAi

(Ai ⊗A L)

Note that UAi
(Ai ⊗A L) ∼= Ai ⊗A UA(L) by [5, Proposition 2.3], and that the morphism f is

thus injective by [13, Corollary 8.2.1/5]. Therefore we can identify Un = Im g with the image

of fg. By commutativity of the diagram, this is contained in ⊕iIm(gi) = ⊕iV ni and hence is

π-adically separated for sufficiently large n by Lemma 5.7.

Proof of Theorem 5.5. By Rinehart, Sym(πnL) → grU(πnL) is a surjection, so grU(πnL) is

Noetherian. Hence U(πnL) is Noetherian by [35, Corollary D.IV.5], making Û(πnL)K a Noethe-

rian Banach algebra by Lemma 2.12. The denseness condition is straightforward, as every term

Û(πnL)K contains UA(L) as a dense subspace. It remains to show flatness of the connecting

maps.

As before, let Un denote the image of U(πnL) in UA(L), and write U0 = U . Replacing L
by πmL for sufficiently large m, we can assume that Un is π-adically separated for all n ≥ 0.

By [5, Lemma 2.5], it is sufficient to prove that Û1K → “UK is flat on both sides.

We are going to apply Proposition 5.6, using the same kind of filtration as done in [3, Lemma

3].

Give U the quotient filtration FiU induced from the surjection UA(L) → U , i.e. F0U = A,

F1U = L+A, FiU = F1U · Fi−1U for i ≥ 2. Now define a new filtration by

F ′iU = U1 · FiU.

Note that U is π-torsionfree (as it is a subring of the K-algebra U(L)), π-adically sepa-
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rated by assumption, left and right Noetherian (image of the Noetherian ring U(L)), and

U1 ⊆ U ⊆ U1 ⊗R K = UA(L).

We now check the conditions specified in Proposition 5.6, in analogy to the proof of [3, Lemma

3].

Condition (ii) is clear: F ′0U = U1.

For condition (i) we need to show that F ′iU · F ′jU ⊆ F ′i+jU . For this it clearly suffices to show

that FiU · U1 ⊆ F ′iU . Since [L, πL] ⊆ πL, we have [L, U1] ⊆ U1, i.e.

L · U1 ⊆ U1 · L+ U1.

Then inductively FiU · U1 ⊆ F ′iU as required.

Condition (iii) requires that gr′ U is finitely generated as an algebra over U1 by central elements.

Since FiU ⊆ F ′iU for each i, we have algebra morphisms

SymL // grUA(L) // grU
σ // gr′ U,

with the first two arrows being surjections. If L is generated by ∂1, . . . , ∂m as an A-module,

write ∂j for the symbol of ∂j in grU . We claim that gr′ U is generated by the images of the ∂j ’s

over U1, i.e. it is generated by U1 and the image of σ.

First, let us establish the following notation: for u ∈ U , write u for its symbol in grU and u′

for its symbol in gr′ U .

Let

x ∈ F ′iU

F ′i−1U
,

and assume without loss of generality that there exist u ∈ U1, y ∈ FiU such that

u · y′ = x.

If y ∈ U1Fi−1U = F ′i−1U , we have x = 0 and x is obviously in the subalgebra generated by Imσ

over U1. If y /∈ U1Fi−1U , both y and y′ live in degree i, and we therefore have y′ = σ(y). Since

F ′0U = U1 (and u · y′ also lives in degree i), it follows that

x = u · y′ = u′ · y′ = u′ · σ(y),

proving the claim.

It remains to show that the σ(∂j) are central. By commutativity of SymL, we are done if we

can show that these generators commute with everything in F ′0U = U1.

But since [L, U1] ⊆ U1 in U , we see that for any index j and any x ∈ U1, ∂jx−x∂j ∈ U1 = F ′0U ,
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so the σ(∂j)’s commute with U1 in gr′ U .

Hence we can apply Proposition 5.6 to get that the morphism

Û1K → “UK
is flat on the right and on the left.

Thus Ŭ(L) is an inverse limit of Noetherian Banach algebras Û(πnL)K with flat connecting

morphisms and dense images, as required.

Note that we have shown that the Fréchet-Stein structure of Ŭ(L) is exhibited by any

(R,A)-Lie lattice L, in the sense that for sufficiently large n, Û(πnL)K plays the role of the Un

in Definition 5.4.

Furthermore, each of the terms Û(πnL)K is a strictly NB algebra, as defined in chapter 4.

5.2 The sheaf ˝�U (L )

We will now introduce the sheaf analogue of the theory in the previous section. The notion

of a (K,A)-Lie algebra gets replaced by that of a Lie algebroid L on a rigid analytic K-space

X, and we will construct the sheaf U̇ (L ) of Fréchet completed enveloping algebras. Our main

interest lies in the case where L = TX .

Definition 5.9 (see [5, Definition 9.1]). A Lie algebroid on X is a pair (ρ,L ) such that L

is a locally free OX-module of finite rank on Xrig which is also a sheaf of K-Lie algebras, and

ρ : L → TX is an O-linear map of sheaves of Lie algebras, satisfying

[x, ay] = a[x, y] + ρ(x)(a)y

for any x, y ∈ L (U), a ∈ OX(U), U an admissible open subset of X.

Note that TX is naturally a Lie algebroid on X whenever X is smooth.

Let X = SpA be an affinoid K-space and assume that L is a Lie algebroid on X (the general

case will then follow from glueing). We write L = L (X).

Fix an affine formal model A ⊂ A and an (R,A)-Lie lattice L ⊂ L. We will first need to

introduce some notions of affinoid subdomains Y of X behaving well with respect to L.

Definition 5.10 (see [5, Definitions 3.1, 3.2]). Let Y = SpB be an affinoid subdomain of X,

and let σ : A→ B be the restriction map. We say U is L-admissible if B has an affine formal
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model B such that σ(A) ⊆ B and the induced action of L on B preserves B. We call such a B
an L-stable affine formal model.

We remark that any Y is πnL-admissible for sufficiently large n. Picking any affine formal

model B′ for B, B := σ(A)B′ is also an affine formal model by Lemma 3.10, and it is preserved

by πnL for sufficiently large n, as B is topologically of finite type (see [5, Lemma 3.1]).

The L-admissible affinoid subdomains give rise to the G-topology Xw(L) (see [5, Lemma 3.2]).

For most of our purposes, L-admissibility will not be a sufficiently strong property. Recall from

Theorem 2.17 and Proposition 2.18 that any affinoid subdomain of X is the finite union of

some rational domains, and every rational domain can be obtained by iterating the construction

of Laurent domains. This gives rise to the stronger notion of an L-accessible subdomain, as

introduced in [5]. We briefly recall the definitions, and refer to [5] for the proofs of the essential

properties.

Definition 5.11 (see [5, Definition 4.6]). Let Y be a rational subdomain of X. If Y = X, we

say that it is L-accessible in 0 steps. Inductively, if n ≥ 1 then we say that it is L-accessible

in n steps if there exists a chain Y ⊆ Z ⊆ X such that the following is satisfied:

(i) Z ⊆ X is L-accessible in (n− 1) steps,

(ii) Y = Z(f) or Z(f−1) for some non-zero f ∈ O(Z),

(iii) there is an L-stable affine formal model C ⊂ O(Z) such that L · f ⊆ C.

A rational subdomain Y ⊆ X is said to be L-accessible if it is L-accessible in n steps for some

n ∈ N.

We will see below (see also [5, Lemma 4.3]) that every L-accessible rational subdomain is

L-admissible.

Definition 5.12 (see [5, Definition 4.8]). An affinoid subdomain Y of X is said to be L-

accessible if it is L-admissible and there exists a finite covering Y = ∪rj=1Xj where each Xj is

an L-accessible rational subdomain of X.

A finite covering {Xj} of X by affinoid subdomains is said to be L-accessible if each Xj is an

L-accessible affinoid subdomain of X.

It is shown in [5, Lemma 4.8] that the L-accessible affinoid subdomains of X together with

the L-accessible coverings form a Grothendieck topology Xac(L) on X (in [5], it is assumed that

L is a projective A-module, but this assumption is not used in the proof).

Note that if Y = SpB is L-accessible with L-stable affine formal model B, then B ⊗A L is
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a (R,B)-Lie algebra, and so its image in B ⊗A L = L (Y ) (which is known to be obtained by

quotienting out by the π-torsion, see Lemma 2.10) is an (R,B)-Lie lattice.

We briefly recall some results and notation from [5] relating to L-accessible affinoid subdo-

mains.

The inductive nature of the definition of an accessible rational subdomain suggests that we

should consider the basic cases of rational subdomains which are L-accessible in one step. For

this purpose, let f ∈ A be a non-zero element, and choose a ∈ N such that πaf ∈ A. We write

u1 = πat− πaf, u2 = πaft− πa

as elements of A〈t〉.
We will consider the subdomains

X1 = X(f), X2 = X(f−1).

Note that Xi = SpCi, where

Ci = A〈t〉/uiA〈t〉

for i = 1, 2.

Write x · f = ρ(x)(f) for x ∈ L, and assume that L · f ⊂ A.

Proposition 5.13 ([5, Proposition 4.2]). There exist two lifts σ1, σ2 : L → DerR(A〈t〉) of the

action of L on A to A〈t〉, given by

σ1(x)(t) = x · f, σ2(x)(t) = −t2(x · f)

It can be shown (see [5, Lemma 4.3]) that σi induces an L-action on Ci which agrees with

the action defined via L (X) → L (Xi). Thus Xi is an L-admissible affinoid subdomain, with

L-stable affine formal model Ci, where

Ci = A〈t〉/uiA〈t〉

and

Ci = Ci/π−tor(Ci).

Note this also verifies by an easy inductive argument that every L-accessible rational subdomain

is L-admissible.

Lemma 5.14. Let Y be an affinoid subdomain of X. Then Y is πnL-accessible for sufficiently

large n. Any finite affinoid covering of X is πnL-accessible for sufficiently large n.
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Proof. It follows from the definition that it is sufficient to consider the case of a rational subdo-

main Y of X. By Proposition 2.18, there exists a Laurent subdomain Z = SpC ⊆ X such that

Y = SpB is a Weierstrass subdomain of Z. Thus there exist f1, . . . , fr, g1, . . . gs ∈ A such that

Z = X
(
f1, . . . , fr, g

−1
1 , . . . , g−1s

)
and some h1, . . . , ht ∈ C such that Y = Z(h1, . . . , ht).

We now have a chain of rational subdomains of X of the form

X ⊇ X(f1) ⊇ X(f1, f2) ⊇ . . . X(f1, . . . , fr, g
−1
1 ) ⊇ · · · ⊇ Z ⊇ Z(h1) ⊇ · · · ⊇ Y.

For sufficiently large n, πnL · f1 ⊆ A, so that X(f1) is πnL-accessible in one step. In particular,

it is πnL-admissible with an πnL-stable affine formal model C1 as described above.

Choosing n such that additionally πnL · f2 ⊆ C1 shows that X(f1, f2) is also πnL-accessible for

large enough n, and working inductively through the finite chain proves that Y is πnL-accessible

(in r + s+ t steps) for sufficiently large n.

Many of our arguments will now establish properties first for L-accessible rational subdo-

mains in one step by analyzing the structures above and then argue by induction. The next

lemma is the first instance of this strategy.

Lemma 5.15. Let Y = SpB be an L-accessible rational subdomain of X with L-stable affine

formal model B. Then

TorAs (B, UA(L))

has bounded π-torsion for each s ≥ 0.

Proof. We will abbreviate TorAs (B, UA(L)) to Ts(B).

Suppose Y is L-accessible in n steps. We will argue by induction on n. The case n = 0 is

straightforward: the statement is trivial for B = A, but any other L-stable affine formal model

(which must contain A by definition) is the unit ball of some equivalent residue norm, so we are

done by Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 3.13.

Now suppose the result holds for L-accessible rational subdomains in n− 1 steps, and let Y be

L-accessible in n steps.

For s = 0, note that

B ⊗A U(L) ∼= UB(B ⊗A L)

is a Noetherian ring by Theorem 5.2, so has bounded π-torsion.
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By definition, there exists a chain Y ⊆ Z ⊆ X such that Z = SpC is L-accessible in n−1 steps,

with L-stable affine formal model C, and there is some non-zero f ∈ C such that L · f ⊆ C, and

Y = Z(f) = Z1 or Y = Z(f−1) = Z2. The argument now proceeds in the same way for i = 1

and i = 2.

Recall from the above that we have short exact sequences

0 // C〈t〉 ui· // C〈t〉 // Ci // 0

and

0 // C〈t〉 // C〈t〉 // Ci // 0,

such that Ci = Ci/π-tor(Ci) ⊂ Ci is an L-stable affine formal model.

We will prove the lemma in three steps. First, we will show that Ts(Ci) has bounded π-torsion

for s ≥ 1, then prove the same for Ts(Ci), and finally make the step from this particular affine

formal model to an arbitrary L-stable affine formal model.

For the first step, consider the short exact sequence

0 // C〈t〉 ui· // C〈t〉 // Ci // 0,

giving rise to the long exact sequence

· · · → Ts(C〈t〉)→ Ts(C〈t〉)→ Ts(Ci)→ Ts−1(C〈t〉)→ . . .

By [12, Remark 7.3/2], C〈t〉 is flat over C, and hence

Ts(C〈t〉) ∼= C〈t〉 ⊗C Ts(C)

by [47, Proposition 3.2.9, Corollary 3.2.10].

Note that for s ≥ 1, Ts(C) is π-torsion, since C is flat over A (by [12, Corollary 4.1/5]), and by

inductive hypothesis, it is thus annihilated by some power πns , for some ns ∈ N. But then πns

annihilates Ts(C〈t〉), and we can apply Lemma 3.15 to deduce that Ts(Ci) has bounded π-torsion

for s ≥ 1 (for the case s = 1, we need to know that C〈t〉 ⊗A UA(L) has bounded π-torsion, but

this is precisely the Noetherianity argument above).

We now pass from Ci to Ci. Note that Ci is a Noetherian ring, so its π-torsion S is annihi-
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lated by some power πm. We have the short exact sequence

0→ S → Ci → Ci → 0,

and tensoring with U(L) yields the long exact sequence

· · · → Ts(S)→ Ts(Ci)→ Ts(Ci)→ Ts−1(S)→ . . .

Now Ts(S) is annihilated by πm for every s, and Ts(Ci) is annihilated by some power of π

whenever s ≥ 1 (it has bounded π-torsion by the above, and Ci ⊗RK = B is flat over A). Thus

we can again apply Lemma 3.15 to see that Ts(Ci) has bounded π-torsion for j ≥ 1.

Lastly, consider an arbitrary L-stable affine formal model B of B. This is the unit ball of

some residue norm on B, and since A ⊆ B, this turns B into a Banach A-module. Since all

residue norms are equivalent, the above in conjunction with Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 3.13 tells

us that Ts(B) has bounded π-torsion for any s ≥ 1.

We now fix an (R,A)-Lie lattice L inside L such that the subalgebra U0 of UA(L) generated

by A and L is π-adically separated. Thus U0 is the unit ball of some norm on UA(L).

We will now define sheaves of algebras Un(L ) on Xac(π
nL), and set

U̇ (L )(U) = lim←−Un(L )(U)

for any affinoid subdomain U ⊆ X.

Since any affinoid subdomain (and any finite affinoid covering) is in Xac(π
nL) for sufficiently

large n by Lemma 5.14, this defines a sheaf on Xw. Hence we can extend U̇ (L ) uniquely to a

sheaf on X with respect to the strong Grothendieck topology by [12, Corollary 5.2/5], which we

will also denote by U̇ (L ). We will show later that this agrees with the construction of U̇ (L )

in [5].

First, let us define Un(L ).

Given U = SpB ⊆ X a πnL-accessible subdomain, B a πnL-stable formal model in B, we set

Un(L )(U) = ̂UB(L (U)),

where the completion is with respect to the semi-norm whose unit ball is the image of UB(B⊗A
πnL) inside UB(L (U)) = UB(B ⊗A L).
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Note that by [5, Proposition 2.3], Un(L )(U) is isomorphic to

B“⊗AUA(L),

where UA(L) is equipped with the norm with unit ball Un and B is equipped with the residue

norm with unit ball B. Since all residue norms on B are equivalent, this also shows that our

definiton of Un(L ) is independent of choices of πnL-stable affine formal models.

Clearly Un(L ) is a presheaf on Xw(πnL). We write UX,πnL when we need to stress the depen-

dency on the ambient space X and the choice of Lie lattice.

Lemma 5.16. Let X = SpA be an affinoid K-space, L an (R,A)-Lie lattice in L = L (X),

and let Y = SpB be an L-accessible affinoid subdomain with L-stable affine formal model B.

Write L′ for the image of B⊗AL inside B⊗AL = L′ = L (Y ). Then L′ is an (R,B)-Lie lattice

and the restriction UX,L|Y is canonically isomorphic to UY,L′ on Yac(L′).

Proof. We have already seen above that L′ is a Lie lattice in L′.

If Z = SpC is any affinoid subdomain of Y with Z ∈ Xac(L), then Z is also L′-accessible by

[5, Lemma 4.8.b)]. Since any L′-stable affine formal model is automatically L-stable, we can

consider an affine formal model C of C which is both L′- and L-stable.

Then both UX,L(Z) and UY,L′(Z) are defined to be the completion of

U(L (Z)) ∼= C ⊗B U(L (Y )) ∼= C ⊗A U(L (X))

with respect to the semi-norm with unit ball given by the image of

C ⊗B UB(B ⊗A L) ∼= C ⊗A UA(L),

so the two presheaves are canonically isomorphic.

Theorem 5.17. Un(L ) is a sheaf on Xac(π
nL) and has vanishing higher Čech cohomology

with respect to any covering in Xac(π
nL).

Proof. Let U = SpB ∈ Xac(π
nL), and let V = (Vi)i be a (finite) πnL-accessible covering of

U . By definition, each Vi is the finite union of πnL-accessible rational subdomains, so using

[12, Lemma 4.3/2], we can assume without loss of generality that each Vi is rational and πnL-

accessible.

By [13, Corollary 8.2.1/5], the Čech complex

0→ B → ⊕iOX(Vi)→ ⊕i,jOX(Vij)→ . . .
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is exact. Equipping each term with a residue norm induced by a πnL-stable affine formal model

(and equipping A with the residue norm with unit ball A) turns this into a complex of Banach

A-modules with continuous boundary morphisms. The boundary morphisms are in fact strict

by Lemma 3.7.

We now wish to apply Theorem 3.21 (tensoring on the right instead of the left). The Čech

complex above is a strict complex of Banach modules over the Banach algebra A, with discrete

value sets, and UA(L) is flat over A, since L is projective (see Lemma 5.3). Since the covering

is finite, we have Čj(V,O) = 0 for sufficiently large j. Both A and UA(L) are Noetherian

normed algebras with Noetherian unit balls by Theorem 5.2, and the morphism A→ UA(L) is

contractive by definition of the norm on UA(L).

Lemma 5.15 now implies that

TorAs
(
Čj(V,O)◦, UA(πnL)

)
has bounded π-torsion for each j and each s ≥ 0.

Thus all conditions of Theorem 3.21 are satisfied, and the complex

0→ B ⊗A UA(L)→ ⊕OX(Vi)⊗A UA(L)→ . . .

is strict exact and remains exact after completion with respect to the corresponding tensor

semi-norms.

Thus we have constructed a sheaf U̇ (L ) on Xrig such that for any affinoid subdomain

V = SpB ⊆ X, we have

U̇ (L )(V ) = lim←−
̂U(L (V ))

where the limit is taken over n, varying the norm on U(L (V )) determined by the unit ball

U(B ⊗ πnL) for some affine formal model B.

Thus

U̇ (L )(V ) = ˝�U(L (V ))

for any affinoid subdomain V .

Ardakov and Wadsley have constructed a sheaf satisfying this property for any affinoid sub-

domain V which admits a smooth Lie lattice, and since such subdomains form a base of the

topology, it follows by uniqueness of extension (see [5, 9.1]) that our construction agrees with

theirs.
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We can also relate the cohomology of U̇ (L ) to the cohomologies of Un(L ). Fixing a fi-

nite affinoid covering V of X, the terms Čj(V,Un(L )) satisfy the Mittag-Leffler property as

described in [24, 0.13.2.4] for each j, so [24, 0.13.2.3] implies that U̇ (L ) also has vanishing

higher Čech cohomology groups, as we obtain

Ȟj(V, lim←−Un(L )) ∼= lim←− Ȟj(V,Un(L )) = 0

for any j ≥ 1.

Applying Theorem 2.26, we thus have

Hj(Xac(π
nL),Un(L )) ∼= Ȟj(V,Un(L ))

and

Hj(X, U̇ (L )) ∼= Ȟj(V, U̇ (L ))

for any j ≥ 0, and both terms are zero for j ≥ 1.

Suppose X is some rigid analytic K-space (not necessarily affinoid) and L a Lie algebroid on X.

Then we can glue our construction above to obtain a sheaf U̇ (L ). If X is moreover separated,

Theorem 2.27 implies that

Hj(X, U̇ (L )) ∼= Ȟj(V, U̇ (L ))

for any finite affinoid covering V and any j ≥ 0.

Our main example for a Lie algebroid is the tangent sheaf TX of X in the case when X is

a smooth rigid analytic K-variety. In this case, we write ÙDX = ˚�U (TX).

In the next section, we briefly discuss another example of a Lie algebroid which will become

relevant later.

5.3 Example: Elementary proper pushforwards and pull-

backs of a Lie algebroid

In this section, let f : X → Y be an elementary proper morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces.

Replacing f by the first map in its Stein factorization, we will assume that f∗OX = OY , so that

Y = SpA, where A = OX(X).

Suppose throughout that (ρ,L ) is a Lie algebroid on X with the additional property that f∗L

is a free OY -module, i.e. L = L (X) is a free A-module, finitely generated by Kiehl’s Proper

Mapping Theorem.
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It follows from Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem that these assumptions are all preserved under

restriction to f |f−1U : f−1U → U for any affinoid subdomain U ⊆ Y .

Lemma 5.18. The sheaf f∗L is a Lie algebroid on Y .

Proof. By Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem, f∗L is a coherent OY -module, and it is free by

assumption.

The anchor map ρ : L → TX gives rise to a Lie algebra action of L on OX(X) = A. Restricting

to an admissible affinoid covering of X, it follows from the definition of a Lie algebroid that L

acts via derivations, and that the corresponding map ρ′(Y ) : L→ DerK(A) satisfies the Leibniz

property of an anchor map.

By the remark above, we thus obtain morphisms ρ′(U) : f∗L (U) → TY (U) for any affinoid

subdomain U ⊆ Y , which naturally give rise to an anchor map ρ′ : f∗L → TY , finishing the

proof.

Moreover, we can consider the free coherent OX -module

f∗f∗L := OX ⊗A L,

given by f∗f∗L (U) = OX(U)⊗A L for any admissible open subspace U of X.

Note that we do not define the inverse image functor f∗ in a general context, as it would rarely

preserve coherence. The expression above should rather be considered a notational convenience.

Lemma 5.19. The sheaf f∗f∗L is a Lie algebroid on X, and the natural morphism ι :

f∗f∗L → L is a morphism of Lie algebroids.

Proof. By assumption, f∗f∗L is a free OX -module of finite rank.

Now ρι is an OX -linear morphism f∗f∗L → TX , and it is sufficient to endow f∗f∗L with a

Lie bracket such that ρι is a morphism of sheaves of Lie algebras, satisfying the usual Leibniz

property for anchor maps.

We now define a Lie bracket on f∗f∗L (U) = O(U)⊗A L by

[a⊗ x, b⊗ y] := ab⊗ [x, y]L + ρι(a⊗ x)(b)⊗ y − ρι(b⊗ y)(a)⊗ x

for all a, b ∈ OX(U), x, y ∈ L, extending bilinearly.

Note that this is well-defined, as ρ satisfies the Leibniz axiom, i.e. if b′ ∈ A, we have

[a⊗ x, b⊗ b′y] = ab⊗ [x, b′y]L + aρ(x)(b)⊗ b′y − bb′ρ(y)(a)⊗ x

= ab⊗ b′[x, y]L + ab⊗ ρ(x)(b′)y + aρ(x)(b)⊗ b′y − bb′ρ(y)(a)⊗ x

= [a⊗ x, bb′ ⊗ y].
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The bracket is K-bilinear and anti-symmetric. The Jacobi identity also follows from the Jacobi

identity for [ , ]L. This turns f∗f∗L into a sheaf of Lie algebras.

Applying the Leibniz axiom for ρ to the expression [ax, by] in the Lie algebra L (U), it fol-

lows that ι, and hence ρι, is a morphism of sheaves of Lie algebras.

Lastly, we verify the Leibniz axiom, which again follows quite easily from the definition. Since

b′[a⊗ x, b⊗ y] = abb′ ⊗ [x, y]L + ab′ρ(x)(b)⊗ y − bb′ρ(y)(a)⊗ x,

we have

[a⊗ x, bb′ ⊗ y] = abb′ ⊗ [x, y]L + aρ(x)(bb′)⊗ y − bb′ρ(y)(a)⊗ x

= b′[a⊗ x, b⊗ y] + aρ(x)(b′)b⊗ y,

finishing the proof.

Let us note two things. Firstly, as we will explain in more detail in the next chapter, the

global sections ˇ�U (f∗f∗L )(X) = ˝�U(L (X)) form a Fréchet–Stein algebra by Theorem 5.5 even

though X is not assumed to be affinoid.

Secondly, we would like to spell out the above in the particular case of the analytic flag variety.

Let G be a split reductive affine algebraic group scheme over K, B a Borel subgroup, and

X = (G/B)an the analytification of the flag variety. X is the analytification of a projective

scheme over K, so it satisfies the following:

(i) X is proper over the point SpK. Since the codomain is a point, the projection map

f : X → SpK is then clearly elementary proper.

(ii) OX(X) = K and TX(X) = g by [29, II.1.8] and by GAGA (see [12, Theorem 6.3/11]).

Thus the Lie algebroid TX satisfies the conditions above, and f∗f∗TX is given by

f∗f∗TX = OX ⊗K g,

which is a Lie algebroid by the above. The natural morphism OX⊗g→ TX induces a morphism

of sheaves of algebras ˇ�U (OX ⊗ g)→ ÙDX .
Considering the global sections of this morphism, we recover the usual map

Ū(g)→ ÙDX(X),
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the Fréchet completed analogue of the classical morphism in the algebraic setting which is at

the heart of the Beilinson–Bernstein correspondence.

Note that the morphism Ū(g)→ ˇ�U (OX ⊗ g)→ ÙDX can also be interpreted as the quantization

of the moment map T ∗X → X × g∗ → g∗, which is proper since T ∗X → X × g∗ is a closed

immersion (it is the analytification of the closed immersion T ∗(G/B) = G×B b⊥ → G/B × g∗,

see [18, Proposition 1.4.11]). So in this case, the proper morphism f : X → SpK lifts to a

proper morphism between rigid analytic vector bundles T ∗X → V (f∗TX).

This example will motivate most of the arguments in chapter 6.

5.4 Flat localization for Un

Let X = SpA be an affinoid K-space, A an affine formal model in A and L a (R,A)-Lie lattice

in L = L (X) for a Lie algebroid L .

Let Y be a πnL-accessible affinoid subdomain, and let Un = Un(L ) be the sheaf on Xac(π
nL)

as constructed earlier. We wish to prove the following result.

Theorem 5.20. Un(Y ) is a flat Un(X)-module on both sides.

As usual, replacing L by the Lie lattice πnL, it is sufficient to prove the statement in the

case n = 0.

This theorem was proved by Ardakov and Wadsley (see [5, Theorem 4.9]) under the addi-

tional assumption that L is smooth (i.e. projective over A). Our proof will be almost entirely as

in [5], but we will need to generalize the proof of [5, Proposition 4.3.c)]. The original argument

can be interpreted as an instance of Corollary 3.18, which we are going to replace by the more

general Corollary 3.17 in order to remove the smoothness assumption.

For large parts, however, we will be able to refer to [5].

Again, we will first prove the result for L-accessible rational subdomains in one step, then

inductively for general L-accessible rational subdomains, and finally for arbitrary Y ∈ Xac(L).

Let f ∈ A be non-zero, and write again

X1 = X(f) = SpC1, X2 = X(f−1) = SpC2.

Assume L · f ⊆ A, so that Xi is L-accessible for i = 1, 2.
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As before, choose a ∈ N such that πaf ∈ A, and set

u1 = πaf − πat ∈ A〈t〉, u2 = πaft− πa ∈ A〈t〉.

Recall the notation from before, with Ci = A〈t〉/uiA〈t〉, and Ci = Ci/π−tor(Ci) an L-stable

affine formal model of Ci.

We write Li = A〈t〉 ⊗A L for the (R,A〈t〉)-Lie algebra with anchor map 1 ⊗ σi as defined in

Proposition 5.13, and Li = Li ⊗R K.

Lemma 5.21 (see [5, Proposition 4.3.c)]). There exists a short exact sequence

0 // Û(Li)K
ui· // Û(Li)K // U0(Xi) // 0

of right Û(Li)K-modules, analogously for the left module structure.

Proof. By definition, the sequence

0 // A〈t〉 ui· // A〈t〉
p // Ci // 0

is exact.

Equip A〈t〉 with a residue norm with unit ball A〈t〉, and Ci with a residue norm with unit ball

Ci. Since the maps are continuous, Lemma 3.7 implies that this short exact sequence consists

of strict morphisms.

Since L is a projective A-module by Proposition 2.29, we know that UA(L) is a flat A-module

by Lemma 5.3. Thus

0→ U(Li)→ U(Li)→ UCi
(Ci ⊗ L)→ 0

is a short exact sequence of right U(Li)-modules, where we have used the isomorphism (from

[5, Proposition 2.3])

Ci ⊗A UA(L) ∼= UCi
(Ci ⊗A L),

likewise for the other terms.

The corresponding tensor semi-norms on the first two terms have as unit balls the images of

A〈t〉 ⊗A UA(L) ∼= UA〈t〉(Li),

inside U(Li). Similarly the unit ball of the tensor semi-norm on UCi
(Ci ⊗ L) ∼= Ci ⊗ U(L) is

the image of Ci ⊗A UA(L) ∼= UCi(Ci ⊗ L). In particular, its completion is U0(Xi).
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But now UCi(Ci ⊗ L) is Noetherian, so has bounded π-torsion, and we can invoke Corollary

3.17 to see that the completion

0→ Û(Li)→ Û(Li)→ Ci“⊗AUA(L)→ 0

is exact. By Theorem 2.11, Û(Li) ∼= Û(Li)K , and by the above,

Ci“⊗AUA(L) ∼= U0(Xi),

as required.

Proof of Theorem 5.20. First assume that Y = Xi, i = 1, 2, as in the above discussion.

By [5, Lemma 4.3.b)], Ti = Û(Li)K is a flat right U0(X)-module, and by Lemma 5.21, we have

U0(Xi) ∼= Û(Li)K/uiÛ(Li)K as a right Û(Li)K-module. Now the proof of [5, Theorem 4.5]

goes through unchanged. Thus we have proved the theorem for the case when Y is a rational

subdomain which is L-accessible in one step.

Now suppose Y is a rational subdomain which is L-accessible in n steps, and let Y ⊆ Z ⊆ X

be as in Definition 5.11, i.e. Y = Z(f) or Z(f−1) for some non-zero f ∈ O(Z). We can assume

inductively that U0(Z) is flat over U0(X).

Write Z = SpB, and let B be an L-stable affine formal model of B such that L · f ⊆ B. Then

L′ = TX(Z) = B ⊗A L, and the image of B ⊗A L in L′, which we will denote by L′, is an

(R,B)-Lie lattice in L′.

By the argument above, UZ,L′(Y ) is flat over UZ,L′(Z), and by Lemma 5.16, this says that

U0(Y ) is flat over U0(Z). Since we assumed that U0(Z) is flat over U0(X), this shows U0(Y )

is flat over U0(X).

For the case of a general L-accessible affinoid subdomain Y , the argument of [5, Theorem

4.9.a)] now goes through unchanged.

5.5 Coadmissible ˝�U (L )-modules

Finally, we define coadmissible modules, which are the analogues of coherent modules for

Fréchet–Stein algebras.

Definition 5.22 (see [44, section 3]). A (left) module M of a (left) Fréchet–Stein algebra

U = lim←−Un is called (left) coadmissible if M = lim←−Mn, such that the following is satisfied for

every n:
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(i) Mn is a finitely generated (left) Un-module.

(ii) The natural morphism Un ⊗Un+1
Mn+1 →Mn is an isomorphism.

We record the following basic results from [44, section 3].

Proposition 5.23. Let M = lim←−Mn be a coadmissible U = lim←−Un-module. Then the following

hold:

(i) The natural morphism Un ⊗U M →Mn is an isomorphism for each n.

(ii) The system (Mn)n has the Mittag-Leffler property as described in [24, 0.13.2.4].

(iii) The category of coadmissible U -modules is an abelian category, containing all finitely pre-

sented U -modules.

Just as a Fréchet–Stein algebra B = lim←−Bn carries a natural Fréchet topology as the inverse

limit topology of the Banach norms on Bn, so any coadmissible B-module M = lim←−Mn carries

a canonical Fréchet topology induced by the canonical Banach module structures on each Mn.

An algebra structure on M is said to have continuous multiplication if we can choose for

each n a Banach Bn-module norm | − | on Mn such that the natural morphism ιn : M → Mn

endows M with a semi-norm | − |n which is submultiplicative, i.e.

|xy|n := |ιn(xy)| ≤ |ιn(x)| · |ιn(y)|

for any x, y ∈M .

Lemma 5.24. Let B = lim←−Bn be a left Fréchet–Stein K-algebra, and let C be a K-algebra

which is also a left coadmissible B-module via an algebra morphism B → C, with continuous

multiplication. Then C is a left Fréchet–Stein algebra.

If M is a left C-module, then it is coadmissible if and only if it is coadmissible as a B-module.

Proof. By assumption, Cn := Bn⊗B C is a finitely generated left Bn-module and the canonical

Banach norm gives rise to a submultiplicative semi-norm | − |n on C. Note that the image of

ιn : C → Cn is dense by [44, Theorem A]. But then the completion of C with respect to | − |n
is a Banach K-algebra, which as a Banach space is naturally isomorphic to Cn by construction.

Thus C = lim←−Cn is the limit of Banach K-algebras, and each Cn is left Noetherian, as it is

finitely generated over Bn.

Since the functor Cn ⊗Cn+1 − can be written as

(Bn ⊗Bn+1
Cn+1)⊗Cn+1

−,
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flatness follows from flatness of the maps Bn+1 → Bn.

Since the map Bn+1 → Bn has dense image, it follows that Cn+1 → Cn = Bn ⊗Bn+1
Cn+1 also

has dense image for each n. Thus C is a left Fréchet–Stein algebra.

The second part of the statement is now a simplified version of [44, Lemma 3.8].

If M is a left C-module, then

Mn := Cn ⊗C M ∼= (Bn ⊗B C)⊗C M = Bn ⊗B M

as a Bn-module, and Mn is finitely generated as a Cn-module if and only if it is finitely generated

as a Bn-module, because Cn is finitely generated over Bn. Moreover,

Bn ⊗Bn+1
Mn+1

∼= (Bn ⊗Bn+1
Cn+1)⊗Cn+1

Mn+1

∼= Cn ⊗Cn+1 Mn+1,

finishing the proof.

Given a (K,A)-Lie algebra L which is finitely generated projective over A, finitely generated

UA(L)-modules give rise to coadmissible U̇A(L)-modules in a natural way as follows.

Choose an (R,A)-Lie lattice L in L and write Un = UA(πnL). Given a finitely generated UA(L)-

module M , we obtain the coadmissible module ıM := lim←−
Ä”UnK ⊗U(L) M

ä
, which we might call

the coadmissible completion of M , similarly to [5, 7.1].

Lemma 5.25. The functor M 7→ ıM is an exact functor from finitely generated UA(L)-modules

to coadmissible U̇A(L)-modules.

Proof. First note that”UnK is flat over UA(L) for each n, since”Un is flat over Un by [11, 3.2.3.(iv)]

and ”UnK ⊗U(L) M ∼= ”Un ⊗Un M for each U(L)-module M .

If 0 → M → M ′ → M ′′ → 0 is a short exact sequence of finitely generated UA(L)-modules,

flatness of ”UnK over UA(L) ensures the exactness of

0→”UnK ⊗M →”UnK ⊗M ′ →”UnK ⊗M ′′ → 0

for each n, and the result follows from [24, 0.13.2.4].

Let X = SpA be an affinoid K-space, and L a Lie algebroid on X. To a given coadmissible

U̇ (L )(X)-module M we will now associate a U̇ (L )-module by a form of localization. To

achieve this, we first need the correct form of tensor product, as discussed in [5, section 7].
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Given Fréchet–Stein algebras U = lim←−Un and V = lim←−Vn with compatible maps Un → Vn

and a coadmissible U -module M , we can form a coadmissible V -module

VÙ⊗UM := lim←−(Vn ⊗Un
Mn) ∼= lim←−(Vn ⊗U M).

In particular, given an affinoid K-space X and a coadmissible U̇ (L )(X)-module M , we can

form a presheaf LocM defined by

LocM(U) = U̇ (L )(U)Ù⊗
Ŭ (L )(X)

M

for each affinoid subdomain U ⊆ X.

In this way we obtain a functor from the category of coadmissible U̇ (L )(X)-modules to

presheaves of U̇ (L )-modules (we will justify below that LocM is indeed a sheaf). Note that

for any affinoid subdomain U ⊆ X, LocM(U) will be a coadmissible U̇ (L )(U)-module.

Proposition 5.26. If Y ⊆ X is an affinoid subdomain of X, then U̇ (L )(Y ) is c-flat over

U̇ (L )(X), i.e. the functor U̇ (L )(Y )Ù⊗
Ŭ (L )(X)

− is an exact functor from coadmissible U̇ (L )(X)-

modules to coadmissible U̇ (L )(Y )-modules.

Proof. Choosing an affine formal model A and an (R,A)-Lie lattice L, we know that Y is πnL-

accessible for sufficiently large n. We adopt the notation from previous sections and abbreviate

Un(L ) to Un and U̇ (L ) to ıU .

By Theorem 5.20, Un(Y ) is then flat over Un(X) for all sufficiently large n, and thus flat overıU (X) by [44, Remark 3.2].

Given a short exact sequence 0 → M → M ′ → M ′′ → 0 of coadmissible ıU (X)-modules, we

have by definition ıU (Y )Ù⊗ÙU (X)
N ∼= lim←−

n

(
Un(Y )⊗Un(X) (Un(X)⊗ÙU (X)

N)
)

for N any of the three modules M , M ′, M ′′.

Each of the terms in the projective system (Un(Y )⊗ÙU (X)
N)n carries a natural Banach space

structure as a finitely generated Un(Y )-module such that the images under the connecting

morphisms are dense, and so [24, 0.13.2.4] ensures that taking the limit of the exact sequences

0→ Un(Y )⊗ÙU (X)
M → Un(Y )⊗ÙU (X)

M ′ → Un(Y )⊗ÙU (X)
M ′′ → 0

preserves exactness.

Our next aim is to establish a module analogue of Theorem 5.17, i.e. LocM should be the

inverse limit of sheaves on well chosen sites, with vanishing higher cohomology.
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We define the analogues of the sheaves Un in the module case as follows.

If M is a coadmissible U̇ (L )(X)-module and M = LocM , we define the presheaf Mn on

Xac(π
nL) by

Mn(V ) = Un(L )(V )⊗Un(L )(X) (Un(L )(X)⊗
Ŭ (L )(X)

M)

= Un(L )(V )⊗
Ŭ (L )(X)

M.

Note that by [5, 7.3],

Mn(V ) = Un(L )(V )⊗
Ŭ (L )(V )

M(V ),

soM(V ) = lim←−Mn(V ) by definition of Ù⊗, and Mn(V ) is a finitely generated Un(L )(V )-module

for every V in Xac(π
nL) by Proposition 5.23.

Theorem 5.27. Let X = SpA be an affinoid K-space, L a Lie algebroid on X, and let M be

a coadmissible U̇ (L )(X)-module. Fix an affine formal model A of A and an (R,A)-Lie lattice

L in L (X), and let Un(L ) be as in Theorem 5.17.

Then the presheaf Mn is a sheaf on Xac(π
nL) and has vanishing higher Čech cohomology with

respect to any πnL-accessible covering.

Proof. This is a straightforward variant of [13, Corollary 8.2.1/5]. We prove the slightly more

general statement that for any finitely generated Un(L )(X)-module N , the presheaf

V 7→ Un(L )(V )⊗Un(L )(X) N

is a sheaf on Xac(π
nL) with vanishing higher cohomology groups.

Since N is finitely generated, we have a short exact sequence

0→ N ′ → Un(L )(X)⊕k → N → 0,

where N ′ is also a finitely generated Un(L )(X)-module by Noetherianity. Now given a finite

πnL-accessible covering V, Theorem 5.20 implies that we have short exact sequences

0→ Č•(Un ⊗N ′)→ Č•(Un)⊕k → Č•(Un ⊗N)→ 0,

where we abbreviate Čiaug(V,M) to Či(M). Taking the corresponding long exact sequence of

cohomology, it follows from the vanishing of the cohomology in the middle term (Theorem 5.17)

that we obtain isomorphisms

Ȟi(Un ⊗N) ∼= Ȟi+1(Un ⊗N ′).
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Since N ′ was also finitely generated, it follows by an inductive argument that the augmented

Čech complex is exact, as required.

In particular, we see as before that LocM is a sheaf on Xw, extending uniquely to a sheaf

on Xrig, and has vanishing higher Čech cohomology with respect to any (finite) affinoid covering.

Now let X be a rigid analytic K-space, L a Lie algebroid on X. In analogy with coherent

OX -modules, we call a U̇ (L )-module M coadmissible if there exists an admissible covering

U = (Ui)i of Xw by affinoid spaces such that for each i, the following is satisfied:

(i) M(Ui) is a coadmissible U̇ (L )(Ui)-module.

(ii) The natural morphism Loc(M(Ui))→M|Ui
is an isomorphism.

If M satisfies the above for a certain admissible covering U, then we say M is U-coadmissible.

We also mention a theorem mirroring the classical results for coherent OX -modules (compare

to Theorem 2.23).

Theorem 5.28 (see [5, Theorem 8.4]). Let X be an affinoid K-space, U an admissible covering

in Xw, and let M be a U-coadmissible U̇ (L )-module. Then

M∼= Loc(M(X)).

The proof is as in [5, Theorem 8.4], where the result is given under the assumption that X

admits a smooth Lie lattice.

Note that the theorem implies that if M is a U-coadmissible U̇ (L )-module on some smooth

rigid analytic K-space X, then M is coadmissible with respect to any affinoid covering.

We slightly generalize these notions in order to extend Lemma 5.24 to coadmissible sheaves.

Definition 5.29. A sheaf of K-algebras F on a rigid analytic K-space X is called a global

(left) Fréchet–Stein sheaf if there exist

(i) a collection of sites (Xn)n∈N on X such that Xn is contained in Xn+1 for each n, and any

U ∈ Xw is in Xn for sufficiently large n, likewise for Xw-coverings; and

(ii) for each n a sheaf of K-algebras Fn on Xn together with morphisms Fn+1|Xn
→ Fn

such that the sheaf given by U 7→ lim←−(Fn(U)) is isomorphic to F , and the isomorphism F(U) ∼=
lim←−(Fn(U)) exhibits F(U) as a (left) Fréchet–Stein algebra for every admissible open affinoid

subspace U ⊆ X.
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An F-moduleM is then called coadmissible if for every admissible open affinoid subspace U ⊆ X,

the following is satisfied:

(i) M(U) is a coadmissible F(U)-module.

(ii) If V is an affinoid subdomain of U , then F(V )Ù⊗F(U)M(U) ∼= M(V ) via the natural

morphism.

The previous discussion then implies that for any Lie algebroid L on an affinoid K-space

X, the sheaf U̇ (L ) is a global Fréchet–Stein sheaf, and Theorem 5.28 shows that the definition

of coadmissibility in Definition 5.29 agrees in this case with the earlier one.

Proposition 5.30. Let X be a rigid analytic K-space and let F ′ = lim←−F
′
n be a global left

Fréchet–Stein sheaf on X.

Let F be a sheaf of K-algebras on X which is also a left coadmissible F ′-module via a morphism

θ : F ′ → F , with continuous multiplication. Then F is itself a global left Fréchet–Stein sheaf on

X, and an F-module M is coadmissible if and only if it is coadmissible as an F ′-module.

Proof. This is just Lemma 5.24 combined with the natural isomorphism

F(V )Ù⊗F(U)M ∼=
(
F ′(V )Ù⊗F ′(U)F(U)

)Ù⊗F(U)M ∼= F ′(V )Ù⊗F ′(U)M

for any coadmissible F(U)-module M , U an admissible open affinoid subspace with affinoid

subdomain V (see [5, Proposition 7.4]).

In this case, we call F a coadmissible enlargement of F ′.
A standard example of coadmissible enlargement is given by the following. If L ′ → L is

an epimorphism of Lie algebroids on an affinoid K-space X, then the natural epimorphism˚�U (L ′) → U̇ (L ) turns U̇ (L ) into a coadmissible enlargement of ˚�U (L ′). The proposition

above can then be viewed as the sheaf analogue of the remark after Lemma 3.8 in [44].
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Chapter 6

A Proper Mapping Theorem for

coadmissible
ˇ�

U (L )-modules

The parallels between coherent O-modules and coadmissible U̇ (L )-modules suggest a Proper

Mapping Theorem for U̇ (L )-modules similar to Theorem 4.3.

Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces, and let L be a Lie algebroid

on X. Let M be a coadmissible U̇ (L )-module.

We will consider the pushforward Rjf∗M as a module over f∗U̇ (L ).

Note that this, rather than a D-module pushforward, is the right approach for a Beilinson–

Bernstein style theory on the analytic flag variety (with f being the projection to the point

SpK), as in this case f∗ = Γ(X,−).

Most of this chapter will be devoted to the special case when L is a free OX -module. The

more general result is then a relatively straightforward corollary.

Theorem 6.1. Let f : X → Y be an elementary proper morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces,

and let L be a Lie algebroid on X which is free as an OX-module. Then f∗U̇ (L ) is a global

Fréchet–Stein sheaf on Y , and if M is a coadmissible U̇ (L )-module, then Rjf∗M is a coad-

missible f∗U̇ (L )-module for each j ≥ 0, i.e. the following is satisfied:

(i) Rjf∗M(Y ) is a coadmissible module over f∗U̇ (L )(Y ).

(ii) For any affinoid subdomain U of Y , the natural morphism

f∗U̇ (L )(U)Ù⊗
f∗Ŭ (L )(Y )

Rjf∗M(Y )→ Rjf∗M(U)

is an isomorphism.
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Recall the Stein factorization

X
g //

f $$

Z

h

��
Y = SpA

where g is also elementary proper and h is a finite morphism.

If U ⊆ Y is an affinoid subdomain and F is any sheaf on X, then h−1U is an affinoid subdomain

of Z by [12, Proposition 3.3/13], and

Rjf∗F (U) = Hj(f−1U,F ) = Hj(g−1h−1U,F ) = Rjg∗F (h−1U)

for each j ≥ 0.

Therefore, we will assume from now on that f is equal to the first map in its Stein factorization,

i.e. Y = SpA, where A = OX(X).

Note that if U ⊆ Y is an affinoid subdomain of Y , then all our assumptions are still satisfied

after restricting to f |f−1U : f−1U → U . If U = SpB, then OX(f−1U) = B by Kiehl’s Proper

Mapping Theorem, L |f−1U is a free Lie algebroid and f |f−1U is an elementary proper morphism

f−1U → U by the behaviour of relative compactness under direct products (see [12, Lemma

6.3/7.(i)]).

Under our assumptions, the first part of our proof was already hinted at in section 5.3.

• Fréchet–Stein algebras: For any affinoid subdomain U ⊆ Y , the algebra

f∗U̇ (L )(U) = U̇ (L )(f−1U)

is isomorphic to ˇ�U(L (f−1U)), and hence is a Fréchet–Stein algebra. The proof of this

statement in the next section will in fact exhibit f∗U̇ (L ) as a global Fréchet–Stein sheaf

on Y .

Identifying Rjf∗M(U) = Hj(f−1U,M) and writing L = L (X), we will show the following.

• Global sections: Hj(X,M) is a coadmissible Ŭ(L)-module for each j ≥ 0.

• Localization: For any affinoid subdomain SpB = U ⊆ Y , the canonical morphismˇ�U(B ⊗A L)Ù⊗
Ū(L)

Hj(X,M)→ Hj(f−1U,M)

is an isomorphism for each j ≥ 0.
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6.1 Fréchet–Stein algebras: The sheaves Un and Mn

Let us abbreviate U̇ (L ) to ıU , and let M be a left coadmissible ıU -module. Analogous argu-

ments will work in the case of right modules.

We begin by constructing sheaves Un and Mn such that lim←−Un = ıU and lim←−Mn =M, similarly

to the previous chapter (even though X is not assumed to be affinoid here).

First, we need to introduce the right Grothendieck topology on X, corresponding to Xac(L)

in the affinoid case.

Let (Ui), (Vi) be affinoid coverings of X as described in Definition 4.2, i.e. for each i, Vi is

relatively compact in Ui with respect to Y .

Choose an affine formal model A inside A = OX(X), and let L be an (R,A)-Lie lattice inside

L = L (X). Since L is assumed to be free, L is a free A-module, so that we can (and will) take

L to be a free A-module.

Now let U be any finite intersection of Uis or Vjs. Recall that by Lemma 3.10, each OX(U)

admits an affine formal model containing the image of A under the restriction map

OX(X)→ OX(U).

Replacing L by πnL for suitable n, we can assume that each OX(U) admits an affine formal

model BU that

(i) contains the image of A, and

(ii) is preserved under the action of L induced via the map L (X) → L (U) (as any affine

formal model is topologically of finite type),

where U is any finite intersection of Uis or Vjs (here we are using that both coverings are finite,

so we are only considering a finite collection of affinoid subspaces U). We adapt the same ter-

minology as in the case of affinoid subdomains and call BU an L-stable affine formal model.

Thus

LU := BU ⊗A L ⊆ OX(U)⊗A L = L (U)

is an (R,BU )-Lie lattice inside L (U) for any such U .

For each i, we abbreviate Bi = OX(Ui), Bi = BUi
, Li = L (Ui) = Bi ⊗A L, Li = LUi

,

similarly for intersections Ui1...ij .
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Recall that for each i, we have defined the G-topology Ui,ac(Li) of Li-accessible subdomains of

Ui. Again, replacing L by πnL for suitable n and invoking Lemma 3.10, we can assume that

each Ui1...ij and each Vi1...ij is Li-accessible whenever it is a subdomain of Ui, and that Bij is

an Li-stable affine formal model.

We now define the site Xac(L) in a slight abuse of notation as the G-topology on X gener-

ated by the Ui,ac(Li), i.e. the finest G-topology on X inducing on Ui the topology Ui,ac(Li) –

see [13, 9.1.3]. We won’t really use any properties of this topology, it simply provides the right

language in order to glue sheaves defined on each Ui,ac(Li).

Recall from the previous chapter that we have for each non-negative integer n a sheaf Un,i

on Ui,ac(π
nLi) given by

U 7→ OX(U)“⊗Bi
̂U(πnLi)K ,

satisfying lim←−Un,i(U) = U̇ (L )(U) for each affinoid subdomain U ⊆ Ui.
On each overlap Uij = Ui ∩ Uj , we have

Un,i|Uij
= (OX(Uij)“⊗Bi

U(Li))˜
= Û(Lij)˜
= (OX(Uij)“⊗BjU(Lj))˜
= Un,j |Uij ,

where we write M˜for the presheaf V 7→ OX(V )“⊗M (in all cases the completion is taken with

respect to the semi-norm with unit ball Bij ⊗Bi
(Bi ⊗A πnL), so the completions are indeed

equal). Thus the sheaves Un,i agree on all overlaps and glue to give a sheaf Un on Xac(π
nL).

Since lim←−Un,i = ıU |Ui on each Ui, this implies the equality lim←−Un(U) = ıU (U) for any admis-

sible open subspace U of X.

It follows that ıU ∼= lim←−Un is a global Fréchet–Stein sheaf.

There is another way to describe the Un which is slightly more constructive, at least for those

sections of Un we will be concerned with.

Consider the Čech complex Č•(V,OX), where V = (Vi). As we have seen in chapter 4, this is

a finite cochain complex of Banach A-modules with strict morphisms, where each cohomology

group is a finitely generated A-module by Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem.

Since πnL is a free A-module, so is UA(πnL) by Rinehart’s Theorem. In particular, applying
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Corollary 3.20, the complex

Û(πnL)K“⊗AČ•(V,OX) = Č•(V,Un)

has cohomology

Ȟj(V,Un) = Û(πnL)K ⊗A Ȟj(V,OX).

This naturally identifies Un(X) with Û(πnL)K , and ıU (X) = Ŭ(L) as promised earlier.

Corollary 6.2. For any affinoid subalgebra U ⊆ Y , we have

f∗ ıU (U) = ˇ�U(L (f−1U)).

In particular, f∗ ıU (U) is a Fréchet–Stein algebra, and f∗ ıU = lim←− f∗Un is a global Fréchet–Stein

sheaf on Y .

Proof. We have seen the proof for U = Y above. Restricting f to f |f−1U : f−1U → U preserves

all assumed properties of the morphism, so that the same argument applies to arbitrary affinoid

subdomains U . The last statement follows from Theorem 5.5 and the definition of global Fréchet–

Stein sheaf.

We can also read off from the above discussion that Ȟj(V,Un) is a finitely generated Un(X)-

module for any j ≥ 0, which can be seen as a first partial result in the direction of Theorem 6.1.

Similarly, consider the sheaf Mn,i on Ui,ac(π
nLi) from Theorem 5.27 given by

U 7→ Un(U)⊗ÙU (Ui)
M(Ui).

Note that then by definition of Ù⊗,

Mn,i(U) = Un(U)⊗ÙU (U)
( ıU (U)Ù⊗ÙU (Ui)

M(Ui))

= Un(U)⊗ÙU (U)
M(U)

for any U ∈ Ui,ac(πnL).

Thus Mn,i agrees with Mn,j on Uij , giving a sheaf Mn on Xac(π
nL). Since lim←−Mn,i

∼= M|Ui
,

we see that lim←−Mn(U) ∼=M(U) for any admissible open subspace U of X.

By Theorem 5.27, U resp. V are admissible coverings such that if U ∈ Xac(π
nL) is a finite

intersection of sets in U resp. V, then Hj(U,Mn) = 0 for any j > 0.
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Thus applying Theorem 2.27 gives

Ȟj(U,Mn) ∼= Hj(Xac(π
nL),Mn) ∼= Ȟj(V,Mn)

for any j ≥ 0.

Finally, we will see later that

Rjf∗M(Y ) = Hj(X,M) ∼= lim←− Ȟj(V,Mn),

so we have found natural candidates exhibiting the coadmissibility of Hj(X,M).

6.2 Global sections

In particular, we can reduce our problem to a ‘Noetherian’ setup. For the global sections, we

wish to show the following.

(i) For each j ≥ 0 and each n, Ȟj(V,Mn) is a finitely generated Un(X)-module.

(ii) The natural morphism

Un(X)⊗Un+1(X) Ȟj(V,Mn+1)→ Ȟj(V,Mn)

is an isomorphism of Un(X)-modules.

(iii) The natural morphism

Ȟj(V,M)→ lim←− Ȟj(V,Mn)

is an isomorphism of ıU (X)-modules.

The argument for (i) will rest on the discussion in chapter 4 and be analogous to the argu-

ment in [32], while (ii) will be established through an application of Theorem 3.21. The last

statement (iii) will then follow easily from property (ii) in Proposition 5.23.

Recall the commutative diagram of A-modules

A〈x1, . . . , xl〉
hi1...ij

''��
OX(Ui1...ij ) // OX(Vi1...ij )
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induced from the definition of properness, where hi1...ij (xm) is topologically nilpotent inOX(Vi1...ij )

for each m = 1, . . . , l.

Equip A〈x1, . . . xl〉 with the natural residue norm (i.e. with unit ball A〈x〉), and recall that

we have already chosen residue norms for the other terms given by the unit balls BUi1...ij
,

BVi1...ij
respectively, which turn the above into a diagram in BanA.

Now apply the functor Un(X)“⊗A− to the diagram to obtain

Un(X)“⊗AA〈x1, . . . , xl〉
θ′

��

h′

**
Un(X)“⊗AO(Ui1...ij ) // Un(X)“⊗AOX(Vi1...ij )

which is a commutative diagram in BanUn(X).

Note that h′ is no longer a homomorphism of algebras, but only of left Banach Un(X)-modules.

It inherits from hi1...ij the property that

h′(xr) = (Un(X)“⊗Ahi1...ij )(xr)

tends to zero as |r| → ∞, so Corollary 4.8 implies that h′ is strictly completely continuous in

BanUn(X).

Now note that

Un(X)“⊗AOX(Ui1...ij ) = UA(L)“⊗AOX(Ui1...ij ),

where UA(L) is equipped with the norm with unit ball U(πnL).

Thus Un(X)“⊗AOX(Ui1...ij ) = Un(Ui1...ij ).

The corresponding statement holds for Vi1...ij , and the horizontal map between the two terms

is simply the restriction map.

Thus we can read the above diagram as

Un(X)“⊗AA〈x1, . . . , xl〉
θ′

��

h′

))
Un(Ui1...ij )

res // Un(Vi1...ij )

where h′ is strictly completely continuous.
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Lemma 6.3. If M is a left coadmissible ıU -module, then Ȟj(V,Mn) is a finitely generated

Un(X)-module for all j ≥ 0.

The corresponding statement holds for right modules.

Proof. By functoriality, both θ′ and h′ are maps in BanUn(X). Likewise, the restriction maps

are naturally morphisms in BanUn(X).

By Theorem 3.9, the map θ′ is a strict surjection in BanUn(X).

We have thus shown that all the maps in the diagram are in BanUn(X), the arrow on the left is

surjective, and h′ is strictly completely continuous.

We now verify the conditions of Proposition 4.19 by following the corresponding steps from

the proof of Theorem 4.3 as in [32].

Since Mn(Ui1...ij ) is finitely generated over Un(Ui1...ij ), it is equipped with a canonical topol-

ogy, making it an object in BanUn(Ui1...ij
) and hence a fortiori in BanUn(X). All the restriction

maps are naturally continuous, so the Čech complexes Č•(U,Mn) and Č•(V,Mn) are cochain

complexes in BanUn(X).

By construction, we have

Mn(Vi1...ij ) ∼= Un(Vi1...ij )⊗Un(Ui1...ij
) Mn(Ui1...ij ),

so that finite generation induces a commutative diagram in Un(X)

Un(Ui1...ij )⊕r //

��

Un(Vi1...ij )⊕r

��
Mn(Ui1...ij )

res // Mn(Vi1...ij )

where both vertical maps are surjections and r is the size of some finite generating set.

Attaching this to r copies of the previous diagram, we obtain

Un(X)“⊗AA〈x1, . . . , xl〉⊕r
�� ))

Un(Ui1...ij )⊕r //

��

Un(Vi1...ij )⊕r

��
Mn(Ui1...ij ) // Mn(Vi1...ij )
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Writing Gi1...ij := (Un(X)“⊗AA〈x1, . . . xl〉)⊕r and β′i1...ij : Gi1...ij →Mn(Ui1...ij ) for the surjec-

tive morphism on the left hand side of the diagram, we can invoke Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 4.9

to see that

res ◦ β′i1...ij : Gi1...ij →Mn(Vi1...ij )

is strictly completely continuous in BanUn(X), by commutativity of the diagram.

Summing over all different Ui1...ij , Lemma 4.10 thus implies that

βj : F j := ⊕Gi1...ij → ⊕Mn(Ui1...ij ) = Čj(U,Mn)

is a surjection in BanUn(X) with the property that res ◦ βj is strictly completely continuous.

But res : Čj(U,Mn) → Čj(V,Mn) induces an isomorphism on the level of cohomology groups,

as seen in the previous chapter. Thus we have verified that Proposition 4.19 applies, proving

the result.

Tensoring instead on the right, we can repeat the same argument for right Un(X)-modules.

It now follows from Corollary 4.20 that Č•(V,Mn) consists of strict morphisms.

In general, we see that the part of Theorem 6.1 which is concerned with certain finiteness

properties is still very close to the proof of Theorem 4.3. The only additional difficulties here

lie in passing to sheaves Un and Mn whose structure is more ‘finite’ than that of the original

sheaves, and analyzing some easy completed tensor products.

Note however that there remains an additional property to be checked which has no coun-

terpart in Theorem 4.3. We need to show that the finite components which we have exhibited

match up in the right way, that is to say

Un(X)⊗Un+1(X) Ȟj(V,Mn+1) ∼= Ȟj(V,Mn).

Recall that Un(X) = Û(πnL)K is flat over Un+1(X), so we know that

Un(X)⊗Un+1(X) Ȟj(V,Mn+1) ∼= Hj(Un(X)⊗ Č•(V,Mn+1)).

Our first goal will be to show that the isomorphism claimed above can be viewed as a “⊗-version

of this statement.
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Lemma 6.4. If V is an admissible open affinoid subspace of X, then the natural map

Un(X)“⊗Un+1(X)Mn+1(V )→Mn(V )

is an isomorphism of Un(X)-modules.

Proof. Since “⊗ agrees with ⊗ for finitely generated modules (see Lemma 3.12), we have the

following chain of isomorphisms

Mn(V ) = Un(V )⊗Un+1(V ) Mn+1(V )

∼= Un(V )“⊗Un+1(V )Mn+1(V )

∼=
(
Û(πnL)K“⊗AOX(V )

)“⊗Un+1(V )Mn+1(V )

∼=
(
Û(πnL)K“⊗ ̂U(πn+1L)K

̂U(πn+1L)K“⊗AOX(V )
)“⊗Un+1(V )Mn+1(V )

∼= Û(πnL)K“⊗ ̂U(πn+1L)K

((
̂U(πn+1L)K“⊗AOX(V )

)“⊗Un+1(V )Mn+1(V )
)

= Un(X)“⊗Un+1(X)

(
Un+1(V )“⊗Un+1(V )Mn+1(V )

)
∼= Un(X)“⊗Un+1(X)Mn+1(V ),

using associativity of the completed tensor product (see [13, Proposition 2.1.7/6]).

To continue in our proof of Theorem 6.1, we therefore wish to show that

Un(X)“⊗Un+1(X)Ȟ
j(V,Mn+1) ∼= Hj(Un(X)“⊗Un+1(X)Č

•(V,Mn+1)).

This will be achieved by checking all the conditions in Corollary 3.22, where the role of A◦

is played by U(πL), and that of B by U(L) (by replacing L by πnL, it is enough to consider

throughout the case n = 0).

Lemma 6.5. U(L) ⊗U(πL) Û(πL) carries a natural ring structure, making it a left and right

Noetherian ring.

Proof. By freeness of L, we have a natural injection UA(L)→ UA(L) (by Rinehart’s Theorem).

Since Û(πL) is flat over U(πL) by [11, 3.2.3.(iv)], we thus can view U(L) ⊗U(πL) Û(πL) as a

subset of

UA(L)⊗U(πL) Û(πL) = UA(L)⊗UA(L) Û(πL)K = Û(πL)K ,

identifying it with U(L) · Û(πL). We will show that this is a Noetherian subring of Û(πL)K .

Since [L, πL] ⊆ πL, an easy inductive argument shows that [L, U(πL)] ⊆ U(πL), where the
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commutator is understood in UA(L).

Hence we have that for each ∂ ∈ L, the commutator map

[∂,−] : UA(L)→ UA(L)

preserves U(πL), i.e. is a bounded linear map on UA(L) with unit ball U(πL), where we can

take 1 as a bound.

Thus passing to the completion, [L, Û(πL)] ⊆ Û(πL), where the commutator is understood in

Û(πL)K . Therefore

U(L) · Û(πL)

is a subring of Û(πL)K by another easy induction argument, as required.

Denote this ring by E .

Let F•U(L) be the usual degree filtration. Then E is filtered by

F ′iE = FiU(L) · Û(πL),

such that the following is satisfied:

(i) F ′0E = Û(πL).

(ii) F ′iE · F ′jE ⊆ F ′i+jE , by reiterating the above commutator expression.

Just as in the proof of Theorem 5.5, we see that the associated graded ring gr′E is generated by

finitely many central elements over the zeroth piece Û(πL), which is Noetherian by Rinehart’s

Theorem and [11, 3.2.3.(vi)].

Thus E is a Noetherian ring by [35, Corollary D.IV.5].

We thus have confirmed that the first condition in Corollary 3.22 is satisfied. It remains to

show that the relevant Tor groups have bounded π-torsion.

Write OX(Vi1...ij ) = B, and let B = BVi1...ij
be an L-stable affine formal model, as discussed in

the previous section.

Denote by UB the Noetherian ring UB(B ⊗A πL) and by ”UB its π-adic completion. Note that

this is the unit ball of U1(Vi1...ij ).

Similarly to the above, we have the following Lemma.

Lemma 6.6. U(L)⊗U(πL)”UB carries a natural ring structure, making it a left and right Noethe-

rian ring.
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Proof. As before, we identify the tensor product with a certain subset of a K-algebra.

Since U(L) is flat over A, we have an injection

U(L)⊗U(πL) U(πL)⊗A B = U(L)⊗A B → U(L)⊗A B = UA(L)⊗A B.

As U(πL) ⊗ B ∼= U(B ⊗ πL), and ̂U(B ⊗ πL) is flat over U(B ⊗ πL) by [11, 3.2.3.(iv)], this

induces an injective map

U(L)⊗U(πL) ̂U(B ⊗ πL)→ U(B ⊗ L)⊗U(B⊗L) ̂U(B ⊗ πL)K ,

and the right hand side is clearly just ̂U(B ⊗ πL)K = ”UB ⊗ K. The map above identifies

U(L)⊗”UB with U(L) ·”UB in this algebra.

Since B is L-stable, we can repeat the argument in Lemma 6.5 to show this is a Noetherian

subring of ̂U(B ⊗ πL)K .

Lemma 6.7. Let N be a finitely generated ”UB-module.

Then the module TorU(πL)
s (U(L), N) has bounded π-torsion for each s ≥ 0.

Thus TorU(πL)
s (U(L), Čj(V,M1)◦) has bounded π-torsion for each s ≥ 0 and each j.

Proof. We abbreviate the functor TorU(πL)
s (U(L),−) to Ts(−).

By Noetherianity, we have a short exact sequence

0→ N ′ →”UB⊕r → N → 0

for some integer r and some finitely generated ”UB-module N ′.

We will use this to prove the lemma inductively via the corresponding long exact sequence.

For s = 0, we have that

U(L)⊗U(πL) N = U(L)⊗U(πL) ̂U(B ⊗ πL)⊗ ̂U(B⊗πL) N

is a finitely generated U(L)⊗ ̂U(B ⊗ πL)-module and hence has bounded π-torsion by Noethe-

rianity (see Lemma 6.6).

Next, we show that

TorU(πL)
s (U(L),”UB) = 0

for s ≥ 1.
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For this note that by flatness of U(L) and U(πL) over A, we have

0 = TorAs (U(L),B) = TorU(πL)
s (U(L), U(πL)⊗A B),

using [47, Proposition 3.2.9]. Therefore, TorU(πL)
s (U(L), UB) = 0.

As moreover ”UB = ̂U(B ⊗ πL) is flat over U(B ⊗ πL) by [11, 3.2.3.(iv)], we obtain

TorU(πL)
s (U(L),”UB) = 0

for s ≥ 1.

Thus, the long exact sequence

· · · → Ts(N
′)→ Ts

Ä”UBä⊕r → Ts(N)→ Ts−1(N ′)→ . . .

shows that Ts(N)→ Ts−1(N ′) is an injection for all s, and an isomorphism for s ≥ 2.

So if we suppose that Ts−1(N) has bounded π-torsion for any finitely generated ”UB-module N ,

this holds in particular for N ′, proving that Ts(N) has bounded π-torsion as well.

By induction, this finishes the proof of the first statement.

Now M1(Vi1...ij )◦ is a finitely generated ”UB = ̂U(B ⊗ πL)-module by Lemma 2.14, so taking

the corresponding finite direct sum to form the jth term of the Čech complex proves the re-

sult.

Theorem 6.8. The natural morphism

Un(X)⊗Un+1(X) Ȟj(V,Mn+1)→ Hj(Un(X)“⊗Un+1(X)Č
•(V,Mn+1))

is an isomorphism of Un(X)-modules for each n ≥ 0, j ≥ 0.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume n = 0.

Then the theorem is precisely Corollary 3.22 applied to the Čech complex Č•(V,M1). This is

a finite chain complex in BanU1(X) with strict morphisms, as we have seen above.

By Lemma 6.5, U(L) ⊗U(πL) Û(πL) is a Noetherian ring, Ȟj(V,M1) is a finitely generated

U1(X) = Û(πL)K-module by Theorem 6.3, and Lemma 6.7 ensures bounded π-torsion for each

of the Tor groups. Thus Corollary 3.22 states that

UA(L)′ ⊗UA(L) Č
•(V,M1)

is a strict complex, where U(L) is equipped with the norm with unit ball U(πL) and we write
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U(L)′ for U(L) with unit ball U(L).

Moreover, Corollary 3.22 also implies that

U0(X)⊗U1(X) Ȟj(V,M1) ∼= Û(L)′ ⊗
Û(L)

Ȟj(V,M1)

∼= Hj(U(L)′“⊗U(L)Č
•(V,M1))

∼= Hj(U0(X)“⊗U1(X)Č
•(V,M1)),

proving the result.

Corollary 6.9. The ıU (X)-module lim←−n Ȟj(V,Mn) is coadmissible for each j ≥ 0.

Proof. Each module Ȟj(V,Mn) is a finitely generated Un(X)-module by Theorem 6.3, and

Un(X)⊗Un+1(X) Ȟj(V,Mn+1) ∼= Ȟj(V,Mn)

by the theorem above combined with the observation that

Un(X)“⊗Un+1(X)Č
•(V,Mn+1) = Č•(V,Mn)

by Lemma 6.4.

Finally, fixing an integer j, we show that lim←− Ȟj(V,Mn) gives indeed the corresponding

higher direct image of M.

Proposition 6.10. For each j ≥ 0, the canonical morphism of ıU (X)-modules

Hj(X,M) ∼= lim←− Ȟj(V,Mn)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. By Proposition 5.23, each system of terms (Čj(V,Mn))n satisfies the Mittag-Leffler prop-

erty as described in [24, 0.13.2.4], and by Corollary 6.9, so does the inverse system (Ȟj(V,Mn))n.

Hence we can apply [24, Proposition 0.13.2.3] to deduce that

Ȟj(V,M) = Hj(lim←− Č
•(V,Mn)) ∼= lim←− Ȟj(V,Mn)

as required. SinceM also has vanishing higher Čech cohomology on affinoids, sheaf cohomology

and Čech cohomology agree by Theorem 2.27, as already noted in chapter 5.

Thus we have

Hj(X,M) ∼= Ȟj(V,M) ∼= lim←− Ȟj(V,Mn)

as required.
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This concludes the proof that Rjf∗M(Y ) = Hj(X,M) is a coadmissible ıU (X)-module.

6.3 Localization

It remains to show that other sections of the sheaf are obtained by localization, that is if

U = SpB ⊆ Y is an affinoid subdomain, we want to show thatıU (f−1U)Ù⊗ÙU (X)
Hj(X,M) ∼= Hj(f−1U,M)

via the natural morphism.

Similarly to the above, our strategy will consist in a reduction to the Noetherian components of

the coadmissible module and a result about completed tensor products similar to Theorem 6.8.

We here show the argument for left coadmissible modules, but all statements also hold for right

coadmissible modules mutatis mutandis.

Recall from Lemma 5.18 that f∗L is a Lie algebroid on Y with f∗L (Y ) = L.

Similarly to previous arguments, we will show the desired isomorphism first in the case when

U is a πnL-accessible rational subdomain of Y in one step, then for arbitrary πnL-accessible

rational subdomains and finally for arbitrary πnL-accessible affinoid subdomains of Y .

Our plan looks as follows.

• Step A: Consider the case of U a rational subdomain which is πnL-accessible in one step.

As B = OY (U) can be described as a quotient of A〈t〉, we will establish some properties

relating to A〈t〉 before passing to the quotient.

• Step B: An easy inductive argument extends the result to any πnL-accessible rational

subdomain.

• Step C: Passing to suitable coverings and arguing locally, we can generalize to arbitrary

πnL-accessible affinoid subdomains. Since any affinoid subdomain is πnL-accessible for

sufficiently large n, this finishes the proof.

Step A

Let x ∈ A be non-zero such that πnL · x ⊆ A, and consider

Y1 = Y (x) = SpB1, Y2 = Y (x−1) = SpB2
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with πnL-stable affine formal models B1 and B2 constructed as quotients of A〈t〉 as described

in chapter 5.

By the definition of Ù⊗ and Proposition 6.10, it will be enough to show that the natural morphism

Un(f−1Yi)⊗Un(X) Ȟj(V,Mn)→ Ȟj(V ∩ f−1Yi,Mn)

is an isomorphism for i = 1, 2.

First recall that by Kiehl’s Proper Mapping Theorem, OX(f−1Yi) = Bi, and

Un(f−1Yi) = ̂U(Bi ⊗ πnL)K
∼= Bi“⊗AUn(X)

by Corollary 6.2.

Considering the right hand side, note that for any admissible open affinoid subspace V ⊆ X, we

have

f−1Yi ∩ V = SpBi ×SpA SpOX(V ) = Sp
(
Bi“⊗AOX(V )

)
by [13, Proposition 7.1.4/4], and hence

Mn(f−1Yi ∩ V ) = Un(f−1Yi ∩ V )⊗Un(V ) Mn(V )

= Un(f−1Yi ∩ V )“⊗Un(V )Mn(V )

=
(
(Bi“⊗AOX(V ))“⊗OX(V )Un(V )

)“⊗Un(V )Mn(V )

= (Bi“⊗AOX(V ))“⊗OX(V )Mn(V )

= Bi“⊗AMn(V ).

Thus

Č•(V ∩ f−1Yi,Mn) ∼= Bi“⊗AČ•(V,Mn),

which in turn can be written as Un(f−1Yi)“⊗Un(X)Č
•(V,Mn) by the above.

We thus wish to show that

Un(f−1Yi)“⊗Un(X)Ȟ
j(V,Mn) ∼= Hj(Un(f−1Yi)“⊗Un(X)Č

•(V,Mn)).
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We will prove this isomorphism by a number of lemmas, mainly exploiting the short exact

sequence

0→ A〈t〉 → A〈t〉 → Bi → 0

and our study of completed tensor products.

Recall the two L-actions on A〈t〉 defined in chapter 5, which we denoted by σi, i = 1, 2. We

will write

Un(X)〈t〉i = ̂U(A〈t〉 ⊗A πnL)K

for the completed enveloping algebra of the (R,A〈t〉)-Lie algebra arising from the corresponding

σi.

Lemma 6.11. The natural map

Un(X)〈t〉i ⊗Un(X) Ȟj(V,Mn)→ Hj(Un(X)〈t〉i“⊗Un(X)Č
•(V,Mn))

is an isomorphism of left Un(X)〈t〉i-modules for each j ≥ 0.

Proof. We wish to apply Corollary 3.20.

We know that Č•(V,Mn) is a cochain complex of Banach Un(X)-modules, a fortiori of Ba-

nach A-modules, with strict morphisms.

As as right Un(X)-module, Un(X)〈t〉i is isomorphic to

A〈t〉“⊗AUn(X)

by [5, Proposition 2.3], which is the completion of A〈t〉 ⊗A Un(X) with respect to the tensor

product semi-norm with unit ball given by

A〈t〉 ⊗A Û(πL).

In particular, viewing the natural morphism as a morphism of A〈t〉-modules, it can be written

as

A〈t〉“⊗AȞj(V,Mn)→ Hj(A〈t〉“⊗AČ•(V,Mn)).

Since A〈t〉 is flat over A by [12, Remark 7.3/2], this is an isomorphism of A〈t〉-modules by

Corollary 3.20 and hence a bijection. Thus the natural morphism

Un(X)〈t〉i“⊗Un(X)Ȟ
j(V,Mn)→ Hj(Un(X)〈t〉i“⊗Č•(V,Mn))
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is an isomorphism of Un(X)〈t〉i-modules.

We now fix a finite set of indices i1, . . . , ij and write V = Vi1...ij , C = OX(V ).

Lemma 6.12. Let C be a πnL-stable affine formal model in C = OX(V ). Then

Bi ⊗A ̂U(C ⊗A πnL)

has bounded π-torsion.

Proof. Define B′i = A[t]/uiA[t]. Note that the π-adic completion of the short exact sequence

0 // A[t]
ui· // A[t] // B′i // 0

is obtained by applying the exact functor A〈t〉 ⊗A[t] − by [20, Theorem 7.2]. In particular,“B′i = Bi.

Since B′i is of finite type over A, the ring B′i⊗AC is of finite type over C and is hence Noetherian.

In particular, it has bounded π-torsion.

Tensoring with a flat module preserves the property of bounded π-torsion by Lemma 2.10.

Since Bi = “B′i, it is flat over B′i by [20, Theorem 7.2]. Moreover,

U(C ⊗A πL) ∼= C ⊗A U(πnL)

is flat over C, and ̂U(C ⊗A πnL) is flat over U(C ⊗A πnL) again by [11, 3.2.3.(iv)].

Thus

Bi ⊗A ̂U(C ⊗A πnL) ∼= Bi ⊗B′
i

(B′i ⊗A C)⊗C ̂U(C ⊗ πnL)

has bounded π-torsion, as required.

Lemma 6.13. There is a short exact sequence

0 // A〈t〉“⊗AUn(V )
ui· // A〈t〉“⊗AUn(V ) // Bi“⊗AUn(V ) // 0

of left A〈t〉-modules, analogously for the right module structure.

Proof. This is an easy variant of Lemma 5.21 and [5, Proposition 4.3.c)].

First note that the short exact sequence

0→ A〈t〉 → A〈t〉 → Bi → 0
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consists of strict morphisms by Lemma 3.7.

Since Bi is flat over A by [12, Corollary 4.1/5], we have

TorA1 (Bi,Un(V )) = 0,

so tensoring with Un(V ) yields a short exact sequence

0→ A〈t〉 ⊗A Un(V )→ A〈t〉 ⊗A Un(V )→ Bi ⊗A Un(V )→ 0.

Finally, Bi ⊗A ̂U(C ⊗A πnL) has bounded π-torsion by Lemma 6.12, so that the short exact

sequence above consists of strict morphisms and stays exact after completion by Corollary

3.17.

Lemma 6.14. Let N be a finitely generated left Un(V )-module, equipped with a complete norm

inducing the canonical topology. Then we have a short exact sequence

0 // A〈t〉“⊗AN ui· // A〈t〉“⊗AN // Bi“⊗AN // 0

of left A〈t〉-modules, analogously for right modules.

Proof. Since N is finitely generated over the Noetherian algebra Un(V ), we have a short exact

sequence

0→ N ′ → Un(V )⊕r → N → 0,

where N ′ is another finitely generated Banach module over Un(V ). By Lemma 3.7, this consists

of strict morphisms.

Since A〈t〉 is flat over A by [12, Remark 7.3/2], we know by Lemma 3.18 that

0→ A〈t〉“⊗AN ′ → A〈t〉“⊗AUn(V )⊕r → A〈t〉“⊗AN → 0

is exact.

Moreover, Bi“⊗AN ′ ∼= Un(f−1Yi ∩ V ) ⊗Un(V ) N
′ as left Bi-modules, where we could omit

the completion symbol on the right hand side by Lemma 3.12. Likewise for the other terms.

Now f−1Yi∩V is a rational subdomain of V by [12, Proposition 3.3/13], and is actually C⊗πnL-

accessible - it is V (x) if i = 1, V (x−1) if i = 2, again by [12, Proposition 3.3/13]. So by Theorem

5.20, we know that

0→ Bi“⊗AN ′ → Bi“⊗AUn(V )⊕r → Bi“⊗AN → 0
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is exact.

We thus obtain the following commutative diagram of left A〈t〉-modules

0 // A〈t〉“⊗AN ′ //

f1
��

A〈t〉“⊗AUn(V )⊕r //

g1

��

A〈t〉“⊗AN //

h1

��

0

0 // A〈t〉“⊗AN ′ //

f2
��

A〈t〉“⊗AUn(V )⊕r //

g2

��

A〈t〉“⊗AN //

h2

��

0

0 // Bi“⊗AN ′ // Bi“⊗AUn(V )⊕r // Bi“⊗AN // 0

where each row is exact.

We know from Theorem 3.9 that f2, g2 and h2 are surjections, so we have a long exact sequence

0→ ker f1 → ker g1 → kerh1 → ker f2/ Im f1 → ker g2/ Im g1 → kerh2/ Imh1 → 0.

By Lemma 6.13, this becomes

0→ ker f1 → 0→ kerh1 → ker f2/ Im f1 → 0→ kerh2/ Imh1 → 0,

so we immediately get that kerh2 = Imh1. But this argument holds for any finitely generated

Un(V )-module, so in particular for N ′. Thus ker f2 = Im f1, and by exactness kerh1 = 0.

Thus

0→ A〈t〉“⊗AN → A〈t〉“⊗AN → Bi“⊗AN → 0

is a short exact sequence.

Theorem 6.15. The natural morphism

Un(f−1Yi)⊗Un(X) Ȟj(V,Mn)→ Hj(Un(f−1Yi)“⊗Un(X)Č
•(V,Mn))

is an isomorphism of Un(f−1Yi)-modules for each j ≥ 0.

Proof. We abbreviate Ȟj(V,Mn) to Hj and Č•(V,Mn) to C•.

Since

Un(f−1Yi) ∼= Bi“⊗AUn(X)
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as Bi-modules, it is enough to show that the natural morphism

Bi“⊗AHj → Hj(Bi“⊗AC•)
is an isomorphism of left Bi-modules, or equivalently as A〈t〉-modules.

Since Un(f−1Yi) = Un(f∗L )(Yi) is flat over Un(X) = Un(f∗L )(Y ) on the right by Theo-

rem 5.20, we know that

Tor
Un(X)
1

(
Un(f−1Yi), H

j
)

= 0,

so that the short exact sequence from Lemma 5.21,

0→ Un(X)〈t〉i → Un(X)〈t〉i → Un(f−1Yi)→ 0

remains exact after applying the functor −⊗Un(X)H
j , producing a short exact sequence of left

A〈t〉-modules, which can be written as

0→ A〈t〉“⊗AHj → A〈t〉“⊗AHj → Bi“⊗AHj → 0.

By Lemma 6.14, we also have a short exact sequence

0→ A〈t〉“⊗AC• → A〈t〉“⊗AC• → Bi“⊗AC• → 0,

of left A〈t〉-modules.

This now induces a long exact sequence

· · · → Hj(A〈t〉“⊗C•)→ Hj(A〈t〉“⊗C•)→ Hj(Bi“⊗C•)→ . . .

fitting into a commutative diagram

A〈t〉“⊗Hj ui· //

∼=
��

A〈t〉“⊗Hj //

∼=
��

Bi“⊗Hj ξ //

θ

��

A〈t〉“⊗Hj+1 ui· //

∼=
��

A〈t〉“⊗Hj+1

∼=
��

Hj(A〈t〉“⊗C•) // Hj(A〈t〉“⊗C•) // Hj(Bi“⊗C•) // Hj+1(A〈t〉“⊗C•) // Hj+1(A〈t〉“⊗C•)
where the vertical maps are isomorphisms as indicated by Lemma 6.11.

The top row is exact (with ξ being the zero map) by the exactness of the short exact se-

quences above, and the bottom row is exact by construction, so θ is an isomorphism by the
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5-lemma (see [47, Exercise 1.3.3]), as required.

Step B

We now generalize the argument to arbitrary πnL-accessible rational subdomains.

Proposition 6.16. Let U ⊆ Y be a πnL-accessible rational subdomain of Y . Then the natural

morphism

Un(f−1U)⊗Un(X) Ȟj(V,Mn)→ Hj(Un(f−1U)“⊗Un(X)Č
•(V,Mn))

is an isomorphism for each j ≥ 0, and thusıU (f−1U)Ù⊗ÙU (X)
Hj(X,M) ∼= Hj(f−1U,M).

Proof. Let U be πnL-accessible in r steps. Theorem 6.15 proves the case of r = 1. We proceed

inductively. Let V ⊆ Y be a πnL-accessible rational subdomain in r − 1 steps, containing U

and satisfying the properties in Definition 5.11, so that U = V (x) or V (x−1) for a suitable

x ∈ OY (V ).

By induction hypothesis, we have

Un(f−1V )⊗Un(X) Ȟj(V,Mn) ∼= Hj(Un(f−1V )“⊗Un(X)Č
•(V,Mn))

∼= Hj(f−1V ∩V,Mn).

Moreover, the restriction

f |f−1V : f−1V → V

is an elementary proper morphism with trivial Stein factorization, and L |f−1V is a free Lie

algebroid on f−1V , i.e. all our assumption remain valid under restriction. But now U is a

rational subdomain of V which is C ⊗A πnL-accessible in one step, where C is a suitable affine

formal model in OY (V ). Thus Theorem 6.15 implies that

Un(f−1U)⊗Un(f−1V ) Ȟj(f−1V ∩V,Mn) ∼= Hj(Un(f−1U)“⊗Un(f−1V )Č
•(f−1V ∩V,Mn)).

Writing Hj for Ȟj(V,Mn), we therefore obtain

Un(f−1U)⊗Un(X) H
j ∼= Un(f−1U)⊗Un(f−1V ) Un(f−1V )⊗Un(X) H

j

∼= Un(f−1U)⊗Un(f−1V ) Ȟj(f−1 ∩V,Mn),
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and thus

Un(f−1U)⊗Un(X) H
j ∼= Hj(Un(f−1U)“⊗Un(f−1V )Č

•(f−1V ∩V,Mn))

∼= Hj(Un(f−1U)“⊗Un(f−1V )Un(f−1V )“⊗Un(X)Č
•(V,Mn))

∼= Hj(Un(f−1U)“⊗Un(X)Č
•(V,Mn)),

as required.

Step C

Theorem 6.17. Let U ⊆ Y be an affinoid subdomain. Then the natural morphismıU (f−1U)Ù⊗ÙU (X)
Hj(X,M)→ Hj(f−1U,M)

is an isomorphism for each j ≥ 0.

Proof. We know that U is πnL-accessible for sufficiently large n, so there exists a finite covering

of U by πnL-accessible rational subdomains (Wi) of Y .

By Corollary 6.9 and Proposition 6.10, Hj(X,M) is a coadmissible ıU (X)-module, so thatıU (f−1U)Ù⊗ÙU (X)
Hj(X,M)

is a coadmissible ıU (f−1U) = ¸�U (f∗L )(U)-module.

We have a natural morphism

Loc
(ıU (f−1U)Ù⊗ÙU (X)

Hj(X,M)
)
→
(
Rjf∗M

)
|U

of sheaves of ¸�U (f∗L )-modules, and by Proposition 6.16, this becomes an isomorphism after

taking sections over any Wi or any finite intersection of Wis.

Considering the corresponding Čech complex therefore forces the map between the global sec-

tions also to be an isomorphism, i.e.ıU (f−1U)Ù⊗ÙU (X)
Hj(X,M) ∼= Hj(f−1U,M).

This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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6.4 The Proper Mapping Theorem: General case

We can now state a more general Proper Mapping Theorem.

Proposition 6.18. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces, and let

U be a sheaf of K-algebras on X satisfying the following property:

There is an admissible affinoid covering (Yi) of Y , such that there exists a Lie algebroid L

on X whose restriction to Xi = f−1Yi is free for each i, together with a morphism U̇ (L )→ U

such that U |Xi
is a left coadmissible enlargement of the global Fréchet–Stein sheaf U̇ (L )|Xi

.

Then for any admissible open affinoid subspace U of Y , f∗U (U) is a left Fréchet–Stein algebra,

and if M is a left U -module that is coadmissible on each Xi (this makes sense by Proposition

5.30), then Rjf∗M is coadmissible over f∗U for each j ≥ 0, in the sense that for any admissible

open affinoid subspace U of Y , the following holds:

(i) Rjf∗M(U) is a coadmissible f∗U (U)-module.

(ii) If V is an affinoid subdomain of U , then the natural morphism

f∗U (V )Ù⊗f∗U (U)R
jf∗M(U)→ Rjf∗M(V )

is an isomorphism.

The analogous statement also holds for right modules provided U|Xi is a right coadmissible

enlargement.

Proof. Let f = hg be the Stein factorization of f , where g : X → Z satisfies g∗OX ∼= OZ . As we

have seen earlier, g∗L is a Lie algebroid on Z and g∗U̇ (L ) ∼= ¸�U (g∗L ) is a Fréchet completed

enveloping algebra on Z. Since h is affinoid, we can again assume that f = g, and Theorem

5.28 implies (in conjunction with Lemma 5.24 and Proposition 5.30) that we can assume with-

out loss of generality that Y itself is affinoid, f is elementary proper and U is a coadmissible

U̇ (L )-module for some free Lie algebroid L with continuous multiplication.

By Theorem 6.1, we know that f∗U is then a coadmissible f∗U̇ (L )-module with continu-

ous multiplication, so by Proposition 5.30, f∗U (U) is a Fréchet–Stein algebra for any affinoid

subdomain U of Y .

Similarly, ifM is a coadmissible U -module, Propsoition 5.30 implies that it is also a coadmissi-

ble U̇ (L )-module, so again Theorem 6.1 states that Rjf∗M is a coadmissible f∗U̇ (L )-module,

and thus a fortiori a coadmissible f∗U -module by Proposition 5.30.
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As a corollary, we can consider Lie algebroids L which are not themselves free, but admit

an epimorphism L ′ → L for some free Lie algebroid L ′. The reason why we spell this out

explicitly is given by the geometric interpretation later.

Corollary 6.19. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces, and let L

be a Lie algebroid on X such that there is an epimorphism L ′ → L for some free Lie algebroid

L ′.

Then the conclusions of Proposition 6.18 hold for U = U̇ (L ), since the epimorphism ˚�U (L ′)→
U̇ (L ) turns the latter into a coadmissible ˚�U (L ′)-module.

We now revisit our example from chapter 5.

Suppose that f : X → Y is elementary proper, writing f = hg for the Stein factorization as

usual. Let L be a Lie algebroid on X with the property that g∗L is free, i.e. L (X) is a free

OX(X)-module.

In this case g∗g∗L is a Lie algebroid on X which is free as an OX -module and comes equipped

with a natural morphism

g∗g∗L → L ,

as seen in Lemma 5.19.

Thus we can apply Corollary 6.19 as soon as this morphism is an epimorphism. By definition

of g∗g∗L , this is equivalent to requiring L to be generated by global sections.

Corollary 6.20. Let f : X → Y be an elementary proper morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces,

and let L be a Lie algebroid on X such that L (X) is a free OX(X)-module and L is generated

by global sections.

Then the conclusions of Proposition 6.18 hold for U = U̇ (L ).

By glueing we obtain the following more general version.

Corollary 6.21. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism with Stein factorization f = hg, and let

L be a Lie algebroid on X such that the following holds:

(i) g∗L is locally free.

(ii) The natural morphism g∗g∗L → L is an epimorphism of sheaves on Xrig.

Then the conclusions of Proposition 6.18 hold for U = U̇ (L ).

These formulations will turn out to be the most useful when we are considering sheaves which

are given as Fréchet completions of enveloping algebras. For more general cases, e.g. concerning

twisted versions of ÙD, we can still refer back to Proposition 6.18. We will discuss a number of

examples after giving a more geometric motivation for the conditions we have imposed in our
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results.

Let f : X → Y = SpA be an elementary proper morphism such that A = OX(X), and let

L be a Lie algebroid on X which is a free OX -module of rank m. In this case the rigid analytic

vector bundles

V (L ) ∼= X × (Am)an, V (f∗L ) ∼= Y × (Am)an

are trivial, and there is a natural morphism V (L )→ V (f∗L ), which is proper by [13, Lemma

9.6.2/1].

Our Theorem 6.1 can thus be viewed as a quantised version of Kiehl’s Theorem 4.3 on trivial

vector bundles.

The next result extends this interpretation to the case of Corollary 6.21.

Proposition 6.22. Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces with Stein

factorization

X
g // Z

h // Y,

and let L be a Lie algebroid on X such that the following holds:

(i) g∗L is locally free.

(ii) The natural morphism g∗g∗L → L is an epimorphism of sheaves on Xrig.

Then there is a natural morphism

V (L )→ V (g∗g∗L ),

which is a closed immersion, and and a proper morphism

V (g∗g∗L )→ V (g∗L )

of rigid analytic K-spaces.

In particular, their composition V (L )→ V (g∗L ) is proper.

Proof. The natural map µ : L ′ := g∗g∗L → L induces a morphism of rigid analytic K-spaces

V (µ) : V (L )→ V (L ′) by functoriality.

We show that this is a closed immersion. Restricting to an admissible affinoid covering (Ui) of X

on which both L ′ and L are free, the morphism θi : Sym L ′(Ui)→ Sym L (Ui) is a surjection

for each i by assumption.
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Choosing a residue norm on OX(Ui) with unit ball Bi and a free generating set e1, . . . , em of

L ′(Ui), endow Sym L ′(Ui) with the norm with unit ball the Bi-subalgebra generated by the ej ,

and endow Sym L (Ui) with the corresponding quotient norm via θi. In particular, θi is strict

with respect to these choices of norm by construction.

The completion of Sym L ′(Ui) is the affinoid algebra Ŝ0(e) constructed in chapter 2, and by

strictness this surjects onto the completion of Sym L (Ui), which is again affinoid, as it is topo-

logically of finite type over K.

Replacing ej by πnej for varying n, the affinoid spaces Sp Ŝn(e) form an admissible covering of

V (L ′|Ui) by affinoid subspaces, and the surjections between affinoid algebras exhibit V (µ) as a

closed immersion.

Choosing an admissible covering (Zi) of Z such that g∗L |Zi is free of rank m on each i,

g∗g∗L |g−1Zi
is also free of rank m, again inducing a proper morphism

g−1Zi × (Am)an //

∼=
��

Zi × (Am)an

∼=
��

V (L ′|g−1Zi
) // V (g∗L |Zi)

These glue to give a proper morphism V (L ′) → V (g∗L ), and the result follows from the fact

that the composition of proper morphisms is proper.

Thus our assumptions can be interpreted as requiring a vector bundle V (g∗L ) on Z together

with a proper morphism V (L )→ V (g∗L ).

Our next goal will be to present a number of naturally occuring cases in which our assump-

tions are satisfied and therefore Proposition 6.18 applies. We reserve the main application, our

discussion of analytic partial flag varieties, for the next section.

Example 1: Closed immersions

Let Y = SpA be an affinoid K-space and let ι : X → Y be a closed immersion of affinoid spaces,

i.e. if X = SpB, then the corresponding morphism of affinoid algebras A → B is a surjection.

This map is proper by [13, Proposition 9.6.2/5] with trivial Stein factorization in the sense that

g = idX is the identity on X and h = ι in our usual notation.

In particular, if L is a Lie algebroid on X, then g∗L = L , g∗g∗L = L , and all conditions in

Corollary 6.21 are trivially satisfied.

Since all conditions in Corollary 6.21 are local, it follows that the same holds true for arbitrary

closed immersions ι.
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This is of course not really surprising, as ι is an affinoid morphism, so we could deduce ev-

erything in this case simply from Theorem 5.28 (as is tacitly done in [6]).

The same argument works more generally in the case of a finite morphism.

Example 2: Projections

Let X = Pn,an be the analytification of projective n-space over K, and consider the projection

to a point

f : Pn,an → SpK.

This is trivially a projective morphism and hence proper, and the Stein factorization in this case

is g = f , h = idSpK .

If L is a Lie algebroid on X, then g∗L = L (X) is a (finite-dimensional) K-vector space, and

g∗g∗L = OX ⊗K L (X).

Thus our assumptions are satisfied if and only if OX ⊗L (X) → L is an epimorphism, i.e. if

and only if L is generated by global sections. This is for example the case when L = TX is

the tangent sheaf of X, as the tangent sheaf of the K-scheme Pn is generated by global sections

(by considering the Euler short exact sequence), and the GAGA principle [12, Theorems 6.3.12,

6.3.13] ensures that global generation is preserved under analytification.

Example 3: Direct products

Let Y be a smooth rigid analytic K-space and consider the projection f : Pn,an×Y → Y , which

is again proper. Now X = Pn,an×Y is smooth, so the tangent sheaf TX is a Lie algebroid on X.

By definition of smoothness, Y admits an admissible covering by affinoid subspaces (Yi) such

that TYi is free, and we write Xi = Pn,an× Yi. Write p1 : X → Pn,an for the projection onto the

first factor. Since

TX = OX ⊗p−1
1 OPn,an

p−11 TPn,an ⊕OX ⊗f−1OY
f−1TY

as in the algebraic case, TX(Xi) is a free module over OY (Yi) = OX(Xi), and TXi
is again

generated by global sections.

Thus f∗ÙDX(U) is a Fréchet–Stein algebra for any admissible open affinoid subspace U ⊆ Y , and

Rjf∗M is a coadmissible f∗ÙDX -module for each j ≥ 0, whereM is any coadmissible ÙDX -module.

It now seems natural to rewrite an arbitrary projective morphism f : X → Y as a compo-
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sition

X → Pn,an × Y → Y,

and apply the examples above in turn. Note however that our results behave rather poorly with

respect to the composition of proper morphisms. The main reason for this is that if f : X → Y

is proper, then f∗L is hardly ever a Lie algebroid on Y (even if we assume locally freeness),

which is precisely why we had to make the detour via the Stein factorization in our arguments.

Still, this strategy should be useful when considering a ÙD-module pushforward via transfer

bimodules, analogously to [27, Proposition 1.5.21, Theorem 2.5.1].

6.5 Application: Analytic partial flag varieties

Let G be a split reductive affine algebraic group scheme over K, and let G = G(K) with Lie

algebra g. Let B ≤ G be a Borel subgroup scheme, P ≤ G a parabolic subgroup scheme and

let X = G/P be the partial flag variety. In this section, we will be concerned with coadmissibleÙD-modules on the analytification X = Xan.

By [29, II.1.8], G/P is projective, and thus X is proper over SpK.

More generally, if P1 ≤ P2 are two parabolics, Xi = (G/Pi)
an, then the natural projection

morphism X1 → X2 is proper by [13, Proposition 9.6.2/4].

Let R ≤ G be the unipotent radical of P and L its Levi factor. Write l for the Lie alge-

bra of L = L(K). Following [7], the natural morphism ξ : G/R → G/P turns G/R into an

L-torsor in the sense of [7, 4.1], where L acts on G/R by right translations.

Define the enhanced tangent sheaf ‹TG/P := (ξ∗TG/R)L, a Lie algebroid on X (see [7, Defi-

nition 4.2], [4, 4.4]).

Applying the analytification functor, we obtain the Lie algebroid ‹TX . Since the natural mor-

phism OX⊗K g→ ‹TG/P is an epimorphism by the same argument as in [4, Proposition 4.8.(a)],

it follows from [12, Theorems 6.3/12 and 13] that ‹TX is generated by global sections.

We now set
Ù‹DX :=

˚�
U (‹TX), a coadmissible enlargement of ˇ�U (OX ⊗ g). Applying Corollary

6.20, we obtain the following.

Corollary 6.23. The global sections
Ù‹DX(X) form a Fréchet–Stein algebra, and if M is a

coadmissible
Ù‹DX-module on X, then RjΓ(X,M) is coadmissible over both

Ù‹DX(X) and Ū(g) for

each j ≥ 0.

Write h for a Cartan subalgebra of g, and let λ ∈ h∗. The centre of the enveloping algebra

U(g) will be denoted by Z(g).
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The triangular decomposition g = n−⊕h⊕n induces the Harish-Chandra morphism θ : Z(g)→
U(g)→ U(h) = Sym h, which allows us to view λ as a character for Z(g). We let Kλ denote the

corresponding one-dimensional Z(g)-representation, and set

Uλ := U(g)⊗Z(g) Kλ.

We denote the kernel of the surjection U(g)→ Uλ by mλ.

Now choose an (R,R)-Lie lattice gR inside g, and write Un = U(πngR). This induces a norm

on U(g), and we let Z(g) be equipped with the corresponding subspace norm. We defineÙUλ := lim←−
Ä”UnK“⊗Z(g)Kλ

ä
,

where the norm on Kλ is given by identification with K.

Lemma 6.24. The K-algebra ÙUλ is naturally isomorphic to the quotient of Ū(g) by the closure

of mλ.

In particular, ÙUλ is a Fréchet–Stein algebra.

Proof. This is Lemma 5.25 applied to the short exact sequence

0→ mλ → U(g)→ Uλ → 0,

together with [44, Proposition 3.7].

As in section 6.1, note that πngR determines compatible norms on U(‹TX)(U) for any ad-

missible open affinoid subspace U ⊂ X, inducing completed sheaves ‹Dn := Un(‹TX) such thatÙ‹DX = lim←−
‹Dn is a global Fréchet–Stein sheaf on X.

Identifying Z(l) with L-invariant differential operators on G/R (see [7, 4.1]), we obtain a nat-

ural morphism Z(l) → ‹Dn for each n with central image, and we define the sheaf of twisted

differential operators on X by ÙDλX = lim←−(‹Dn“⊗Z(l)Kλ).

Again, Lemma 5.25 shows that the natural morphism
Ù‹DX → ÙDλX is an epimorphism which

turns ÙDλX into a coadmissible enlargement of
Ù‹DX , and hence a coadmissible enlargement ofˇ�U (OX ⊗ g).

Now let P1 ≤ P2 be two parabolic subgroups, and consider the proper morphism f : X1 → X2,

where Xi = (G/Pi)
an.
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Corollary 6.25. The pushforward f∗ÙDλX1
is a global Fréchet–Stein sheaf on the partial flag

variety X2.

If M is a coadmissible ÙDλX1
-module, then Rjf∗M is coadmissible over f∗ÙDλX1

, and a fortiori

coadmissible over f∗ˇ�U (OX1
⊗ g) for each j ≥ 0.

Proof. This is the content of Theorem 6.18.

Note that in the extreme case P2 = G, we obtain the following generalization of the first

statement in [1, Theorem 6.4.7].

Corollary 6.26. Let P ≤ G be a parabolic subgroup, and let X = (G/P)an. Then the global

sections ÙDλX(X) form a Fréchet–Stein algebra, and if M is a coadmissible ÙDλX-module, then

RjΓ(X,M) is coadmissible over both ÙDλX(X) and over Ū(g) for each j ≥ 0.

As the Ū(g)-action factors through ÙUλ, this makes RjΓ(X,M) a coadmissible ÙUλ-module for

each j ≥ 0.

As in the algebraic case (see [7, Theorem 4.10]), one expects an isomorphism f∗ÙDλX1

∼= ÙDλX2
.

So far, this has only been established in the case of the full flag variety P1 = B, P2 = G by

Ardakov [1, Theorem 5.3.5.(a)], but we are confident that his argument can be generalized.

In this way our Proper Mapping Theorem recovers and generalizes many finiteness results asso-

ciated with the Beilinson–Bernstein theorem in [1], and we expect several further applications.

Apart from the general theory of ÙD-module pushforward already mentioned, the above strongly

suggests that one can study intertwining functors for coadmissible modules analogous to those

in [10], in order to obtain further global information on the representation theory of Ū(g) from

the geometric picture.
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